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The SPEAKER (Mr Thompson) took the
Chair at 4.30 p.m., and read prayers.

QUESTIONS
Questions were taken at this stage.

INDUSTRIAL AWARDS AND AGREEMENTS

Breaches: Grievance

MR HODGE (Melville) [4.48 p.m.]: My
grievance concerns the failure of the Government
and, in particular, the Minister for Labour and
Industry to take adequate steps to prevent the
increasing incidence of industrial lawlessness and
theft of employees' wages by some employers in
Western Australia.

During the four years since the Court
Government came to power, there has been a
steady increase in law breaking -and the
underpayment of wages to employees working in
this State. During this time the Government has
stood back and taken virtually no action. In fact,
the opposite has occurred.

The Government has gone out of irs way
actively to encourage workers to opt out of union
membership. Union membership provides
members with at least some measure of protection
against the underpayment of wages and other
award breaches. Workers who opt out of union
membership are left With virtually no avenue of
legal recourse if they are underpaid.

In some industries in Western Australia there
has been an epidemic of underpayments in recent
years. In the catering and liquor industry, this is
particularly serious.

Prom June, 1974, to May, 1978, the union
covering employees in the liquor and catering
industry, the Liquor Industries Employees' Union,
has recovered, on behalf of its members, an
amount of $1158972 in underpaid wages. This
Parliament empowered the Western Australian
Industrial Commission, through the Industrial
Arbitration Act, to hand down awards and
industrial agreements. Those awards and
industrial agreements are legally binding on all
employers. However, on the other hand, the
Government has done virtually nothing to see that
those awards and agreements are enforced and
upheld.

Mr Grayden: That is absolute nonsense. You
have the Department of Labour and Industry, and
you know it.

Mr Pearce: Back to the Ministry earlier than
expected.

Mr HODGE: I have achieved something, have
I not? I will refer to the Department of Labour
and Industry in a moment.

Mr Blaikie: 1 wish Mansard could record your
sickly grin when you say that.

Mr IHODGE: Recently I asked the Minister for
Labour and Industry, in question 1330, how many
employers had been prosecuted by the
Department of Labour and Industry since the
Court Government came to office in 1974. The
reply was, "Seven, of which four were commenced
but withdrawn when settled out or court." The
total number of convictions in prosecutions
initiated by the Government since 1974 ror all
414 awards and 180 industrial agreements has
been three. This pathetic performance may be
understood more readily when one realises that
only three industrial inspectors are employed by
the Department of Labour and Industry to police
this entire State and all the 414 awards and 180
industrial agreements with the thousands or
provisions they contain.

This gives a fairly clear picture of the priority
the State Government gives to the enforcement of
industrial laws.

Members may have noticed an article that
appeared in The West Australian on Friday, the
4th August, giving details of three employers who
had been prosecuted by the liquor trades union
for underpayment of wages. Two of the three
cases were probably amongst the most serious
cases that the union has every taken to court. I do
not have time on this occasion to go into the full
detail of those cases. However, briefly, one case
involved the proprietor of the Albany Hotel,
Albany, who underpaid a femnale cook by an
amount of $1 022 between July, 1977, and
February, 1978.

Mr O'Connor: Was that recovered?
Mr HODGE: The court has ordered that the

employer must pay the money. The other case
concerned a young apprentice cook who was
underpaid an amount of $532 by his employer,
the proprietor of Jose's Restaurant in Fremantle.
That underpayment-a very sustantial amount
for ant apprentice-occurred between February
and June of' this year.

In today's mail I received the latest edition -'f
the liquor trades union newsletter, I noticed that
just recently another six prosecutions were
launched. The proprietor or the commercial
Hotel, Kalgoorlie. was fined $90 with 310 costs
for railing to keep a proper time and wages
record. The proprietor of the Matador Coffee
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Lounge, Morley, was lined $75 with $8 costs for
refusing to produce on request to a duly
accredited representative of the union the time
and wages record.

The proprietor of the Lake Clifton Tavern was
fined a total of $ 100 with $19 costs for failing to
pay correct wages and overtime to two workers.
The proprietor of the Coolabab Tavern.
Morley-and I seem to recall some reference to
that tavern in the past-was fined $25 with $8.50
costs for failing to keep proper time and wages
records.

The proprietors of the Morris Hotel, Innaloo,
were fined $30 with $8.50 costs for failing to pay
correct wages. In this case the magistrate ordered
that an amount of $60 should be paid to the union
member concerned.

The proprietors of the Club Hotel, Southern
Cross, were Fined $100 with $25 costs for failing
to pay correct wages and overtime, for failing to
keep a proper time and wages record, and for
failing to exhibit a proper roster of the working
hours of each worker.

That is just a sample of the type of case I am
talking about. Since coming to office in 1974 the
Government has sat back and made practically no
effort to reduce the incidence of the flouting of
the law by employers in this State. The
Government has left the whole responsibility to
the trade union movement.

A perusal of the Chief Industrial
Commissioner's report to the Minister over the
past three years supports what I have said. In
1974-75. the number of complaints against
employers taken by industrial inspectors of the
Department of Labour and Industry was nil. It is
significant to notice that during the same period
the Government granted exemption from union
membership to 194 people.

Again in 1975-76 the number of cases taken
against employers by inspectors of the
Department of Labour and Industry was nil,
while the number of exemptions from union
membership increased to 223.

In 1976-77 the inspectors again failed to
prosecute any employers, hut the number of
exemptions granted rose to 568!

The figures given in the report of the Chief
Industrial Commissioner conflict with those given
by the Minister for Labour and Industry in his
answer to question 1330. Even assuming the
Minister is right, the trend is alarming. On the
one hand the Government is encouraging people
to opt out of union membership, but on the other
hand it is doing nothing to provide a legal service
to protect the interests of the employees.

Mr Hassell: How many employees were
prosecuted for going on strike illegally?

Mr HODGE: We now have the brilliant
member for Cottesloe trying to impress the
Premier with his knowledge of industrial affairs.

Mr Hassell. How many?
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The House will come

to order.
Mr HODGE: The member for Cottesloc is

foreman material! In 1916-77 the liquor trades
union lodged 38 per cent of the total number of
prosecutions before the industrial magistrate. The
situation has become so serious tht the union
secretary (Mr Fry) has informed me that he now
employs a full-lime official solely on the business
of preparing and launching prosecutions.

Of course this Government has still done
nothing about prosecuting employers who breach
the awards. In fact, the Government has
encouraged members to opt out of union
membership. The Government is supposed to be a
Government of law and order; we hear about this
all the time. It is about time the Government
started to practise what it preaches. It must cut
down on the incidence of theft from employees'
wages,' for that is what it is-theft on a grand
scale. The unions are able to tackle only the tip of
the iceberg.

MR O'CONNOR (Mt. Lawley-Minister for
Labour and Industry) [4.58 p.m.J: I think the
comments of the member for Melville indicate his
hatred of employers.

Mr Davies: What nonsense! What about some
justice for employees?

Mr O'CONNOR: The member's speech
indicated very clearly his thoughts about private
enterprise. He forgot to mention that there are
very many decent employers in the community.
He has selected one or two individuals-

Mr Ton kin: You are penalising people who
obey the law by allowing those who do not do the
right thing to get away with it.

Mr O'CONNOR: I have been speaking only
for two seconds; I would like a chance to reply to
the member's grievance. It may be unpalatable to
members opposite, but it is important to come to
the real crux of the member's grievance. If he
could nationsalise everything in this State he
would be very happy.

Mr B. T. Burke: Did you say "nationalise" or
..naturalise"? He did not mention nationalisation.

Several members interjected.
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The SPEAKER: Order! Will members kindly
have some regard for the work that must be done
by the H-anasard reporter. The Minister.

Mr O'CONNOR: Quite regularly we find
members on the other side try to shout down
members on this side while they are speaking.

Mr Pearce: You tried to shout him down.
Mr O'CONNOR: I did not.
Mr Pearce: What about all the members on the

back benches?
Mr O'CONNOR: I have limited time only, and

I would like to continue.
Mr Davies: Answer the point.
Mr O'CONNOR: If we wanted to do so we

could refer to cases where individual employees
have been prosecuted for the theft of equipment
from employers.

Mr Davies: And dealt with!
Mr O'CONNOR: These are rare cases. The

member for Melville killed his own case when he
said nothing was being done. In his speech he
referred to a number of actions that had been
taken already and where restitution had been
ordered by the court.

Mr Davies: Action taken by the union.
Mr Tonkin: The Government should do it.
Mr O'CONNOR: I wish members Opposite

would let me speak. It is almost impossible for a
member on this side of the House to speak
without continual interjections and harassment by
members opposite.

Mr Hodge; Do not distort what I said.
Mr O'CONNOR: The Government has officers

out checking on this Matter. Frequently, when
issues are brought to the notice of the staff of the
Department of Labour and Industry and are
referred back to the employers, they are settled
without the necessity to proceed to court action.
Quite frankly, this is what should occurr.

Mr Tonkin: Special treatment.
Mr O'CONNOR: Cases can arise where an

employer unwittingly underpays an individual
and, very often when the error is pointed out to
the employer, the money is paid back. However,
because of the hate of the member for Melville
for employers generally, he has to stand in this
place and criticise all employers.

Mr B. T. Burke: Some of them do not pay it
back.

Mr O'CONNOR: I said that. We do not hate
employers or employees.

Mr Tonkin: You give special treatment to
Some.

Opposition members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The Minister bas been

subjected to an almost continuous barrage of
interjections from the Opposition benches. I noted
that, during the course of the speech of the
member for Melville, most of the interjections
came from his own side of the House. I would ask
members to give the Minister the Opportunity to
reply to the grievance. The object of the grievance
debate is to give members the opportunity to raise
grievances, and for the Minister, with very limited
time, to reply.

Mr O'CONNOR: The member for Melville
claimed that individuals who opted out of unions
did not have the same control of their wages as
unionists. In other words, if they are underpaid,
he maintains there is nothing they can do about it.
Of course, that is not correct. A person who opts
out of union membership has the same rights in
connection with his wages as a unionist.

Mr IHodge: That is not correct. An individual
cannot take action before the industrial court
unless he is a unionist.

Mr O'CONNOR: An individual has the same
rights as a unionist.

Mr Tonkin: He does not. Read the law. You do
not know the Act you are administering.

Mr O'CONNOR: This is the most we have
heard from the member for Morley for the whole
year; he has not been here all that much this year.

I can assure members that when breaches of
awards are brought before the department,
attention will be given to the matter and, if
necessary, appropriate action will be taken to
rectify the situation. However, the offending
employer is always given the opportunity to
resolve the problem before the department resorts
to court action.'

I noticed that the member for Melville singled
out individuals in an effort to injure them in their
place of employment. It is a great pity he should
have taken such action, particularly under the
privilege of this House.

In conclusion, I repeat that when these
breaches are brought to the attention of the
department or the Minister, I will do all I can to
ensure action is taken to rectify the situation.

CAVERSHAM WILDLIFE PARK

Tamnmars: Grievance

MR HERZFELD (Mundaring) 15.03 p.m.1:
My grievance concerns an area administered by
the Minister for Fisheries and Wildlife. It is
singularly difficult for any individual when he
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falls out with a civil servant to try to resolve
matters which affect him. In this instance, the
matter relates to the application by the proprietor
of a wildlife park in my electorate to keep certain
animals.

The matter commenced on the 25th January,
this 'year, when the proprietor or the Caversham
Wildlife Park (Mr Clifton) wrote to the Director
of the Department of Fisheries and Wildlife
requesting a licence to keep six Kangaroo Island
tammars and six Garden Island tamnmars at his
park. Apparently these animals had been bred at
the Murdoch University and were surplus to the
experimental requirements of that institution.

Mr Clifton received a response to his
application in a letter from the Conservator of
Wildlife dated the 2nd February which stated as
follows-

Dear Sir,
1 refer to your application to obtain and

keep six Garden Island Tammars and six
Kangaroo Island Tammars.

I require some Proof, in writing, that the
University in W.A. have such surplus
experiment animals before I can give
consideration to your request.

That was a rather strange request. Nevertheless,
it was made, and Mr Clifton arranged to have
such a letter written. The letter from the
Conservator of Wildlife continued-

You should note that if permission was
given, special conditions would apply to the
keeping of these Tammars, with particular
emphasis on the disposal of carcasses of any
animals that died.,

That was another strange request, but no doubt
there was a reason for it.

Mr Clifton arranged to obtain the written proof
which was required. I have, a copy of the letter
written to him by the Lecturer in Animal Biology
at Murdoch University (Marilyn B. Renfree)
dated the 6th March, at the foot of which is a
notation indicating that a copy had been sent to
the Director, Department of Fisheries and
Wildlife. The letter states as follows-

I am wiiting to advise you that I will be
able to donate two young, male, Kangaroo
Island tammar walabies. These are two
animals that I have bred in captivity, and are
presently surplus to our needs.

I trust that you will be able to obtain a
transfer permit from the Department of
Fisheries and Wildlife before these animals
are to be collected.

I look forward to hearing from you when
the permit has been obtained.

Mr Clifton received a response from the
Conservator of Wildlife dated the 14th March
which stated as follows--

The attached copy of a letter sent to Dr M.
Renfree is attached for your information. We
will write again when consideration has been
given to this matter.

It is this letter of the 14th March to Dr Renfree
which is rather interesting. It reads-

Dear Dr Renfree,
Thank you Very much for the copy of your

letter Of March 6 to Mr R. J. Clifton
concerning the Kangaroo Island Tamrnar.

When authority was given for this animal
to be introduced we did not have in mind
their possible transfer to wildlife parks.
While it is obvious that two males in one
wildlife park would not pose any immediate
threat of possible acclimatization, later
introductions to the same park could do so.

As the operators of any wildlife park would know.
the introduction at a later stage of additional
tammars would be illegal unless the proprietor of
that park had applied for and been granted a
licence. Therefore, to put that forward to justify
the possible rejection of Mr Clifton's application
seems to be most unreasonable. The letter
4continues-

Concern has been expressed that there
would be a chance, no matter how slight, of
the introduction of new geno-types into the
wild and I should be glad if you would
continue to hold the tammar for the time
being while we work out what our future
policy should be and check on the present
distribution of Kangaroo Island tammar
currently held within the State.

It appears that this "checking-up" is still going
on, some seven months after the application was
made.

The point I wish to make to the Minister is that
although I understand a great welter of
regulations is required to administer the wildlife
laws of Western Australia, and in my view ample
power has been given to the department to
administer the policies of the Government, it is
most unreasonable for these powers to be used in
such a way as to create difficulties for people
going about a lawful business. Difficulties have
been created because it is impractical to keep
indefinitely animals which are surplus to
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requirements; difficulties are created because, like
any other business, the successful operation of a
wildlife park depends on reasonable expansion.

It seems to me that seven months is ample time
for the department to decide whether or not to
issue a licence. I find it intolerable that the
powers given to the department should be abused
in this way by the department not making a
decision. I fail to see why a decision has not been
made during this period, with all the experts who
are at the command of the department.

l wonder perhaps whether other instances
involving this wildlife park may have coloured the
treatment which is being meted out on this
occasion by this long delay. I would have thought
a decision of this nature as to whether the
introduction of a native of Australia-although
not of Western Australia-would be detrimental
to the wildlife of Western Australia would not be
made on an ad hoc basis, but would have been
decided a long time ago because the department
has been around for a long time and it has been
implementing policies relating to the conservation
of our wildlife for a long time.

I ask the Minister to follow up this matter and
perhaps provide some answers as to why this
matter should have been delayed for so long.

MR O'CONNOR (Mt. Lawley--Minister for
fisheries and Wildlife) [5.12 p.m.]: 1 appreciate
the honourable member's concern regarding this
matter. I am sure he will understand that I am
not in a position to state what would be the effect
if these animals were allowed to roam loose.
However, I give him an undertaking that I will
refer the matter to the department and obtain a
reply as quickly as possible.

I acknowledge that seven months may seem to
be a long period to make a decision.

Mr Skidmore: It is not unusual.
Mr O'CONNOR: There may be reasons for it.
Mr Skidmore; I tried to help the same park 21h

years ago and I struck the same sort of problem.
Mr. O'CONNOR; The department may be

trying to find a way in which it can issue a
permit. 'However, I give the honourable member
the undertaking that I will refer this matter to the
department.

TOWN PLANNING

A rma da Ic RegionalI Su bccn tre In terim
Repiorl: Grievance

MR PEARCE (Gosnells) 15.14 p.m.I: My
grievance is directed to the Minister for Urban

Development and Town Planning. I wish to make
a number of comments about the proposed
Armadale regiohnal subcentre interim report and
some of the factors which led up to the report.

Members who are interested in the area may be
aware there is a considerable amount of
controversy about this interim report and some of
its deficiencies. I should like to convey to the
attention of the Minister the concern of the people
involved in the hope that, even retrospectively, she
may be able to repair some of the damage
wrought by her predecessor.

A number of the aspects of this report are of
great concern to the residents of this area;
principally, it concerns the people of Armadale,
because it has been suggested that a certain area
be rezoned or resumed for development within 10
or 20 years. Some of these people have had a
blight or a shadow cast over their homes, with the
possibility of resumption at some time in the
future. Of course, they are not very happy about
this prospect because, in the short term, even if
they wanted to move from the area, a pall has
been cast over their homes. Nobody wants to buy
a house if there is the possibility in the short or
long term that it will be resumed.

It might seem strange to members and they
might wonder, if there is to be a large regional
centre developed south of the city of
Armadale--which is a large enough city as it is,
surrounded by plenty of vacant ground-why it
was decided niot to look at the vacant land for
continued development of the area.

Unless the Minister can disabuse me, the
answer is that the planners based their report on
considerations that were not planning
considerations at all but which were inherent in
the objectives given to the planners; that is to say,
the decision to look at the existing centre of
Armadale as the area for redevelopment was not
made by the planners but by the Government.

Mr Rushton: You are quite wrong.

Mr PEARCE: This is the Minister for
Transport's electorate so I hope he is particularly
interested in this. I shall quote from objective 4,
taken from the front section of the Armadale
Sub-regional Centre Interim Report, as follows-

The study will include that area at present
occupied-by the Armadale Town Centre, and
such other areas recommended by the
consultant for inclusion in the Sub-Regional
Centre.
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The planners were told to look at the Armadale
town Centre and if they had to look at other areas.
contingent upon that, they could do so. That is
what they did. They looked at the Armadale town
Centre and came up with three plans. They
indicated there was a large area from the railway
line to the town Centre which could be developed.
There were some 288 houses which could be
affected.

A large number of meetings have been held by
people who were concerned about the effect of
this report and those meetings have not been told
that important factor of how the Armadale town
Centre came to be considered. Perhaps the present
or past Minister might cast some light on this.

The decision to look at the Armadale town
Centre was the result or consultations between the
Minister, his department, and the Armadale
Chamber of Commerce. Most of the members of
the Chamber of Commerce are shop owners in
this project's commercial area, and have an
obvious interest in wanting develop 'ment to be
centred around their shops. So it was hardly
surprising that they wanted the planners to
concentrate on this area,

The present Minister's predecessor told people
at public meetings that there was no suggestion
this land would be resumed; that is to say, if
development went ahead over this large area. He
said people would have the ability to negotiate
privately to sell their houses ir they wanted to;
presumably they would not have to sell them if
they did not want to do so.

That is contrary to the section of the report on
page 3 or the introduction. I will quote the
following which is initially from the previous
report of the Corridor Plan for Perth-

The creation of the sub-centres, especially
those in established areas, will require active
Government and MRPA support in
assembling properties in differing ownerships
to create land units big enough to enable
comprehensive and meaningful central area
type developments to take place.

The word "resumption" is not used there but one
does not have to be an Einstein to understand
what is meant by, "require active Government
and MRPA support in assembling properties in
differing ownerships to create land units big
enough to enable comprehensive and meaningful
centre area type developments to take place".

How does one assemble differing ownerships to
be used in a meaningful way? The answer is to
resume small lots from individuals and put them
into big lots and flog them to private industry in
one form or another.

The suggestion made to people in the previous
Minister's electorate was that no resumption
would take place, but this is ignoring the
important segment in this report and is contrary
to sheer common sense, as there is no way any
private developer will be able to negotiate with
288 home owners so as to buy each house and be
able to develop the property at a reasonable cost
in less than 20 or so years.

There are a number of other matters in the
report which are undesirable and misleading.
Some might be misprints, such as the suggestion
that there is a maximum capacity or- 105 personis
in the Gosnells City Council area. Perhaps that
should be 105 000 and the Minister could check
on this.

I ask the Minister: Will she ask her department
to take steps to see that another look is taken at
this interim plan with rather fewer parameters
put on the planners than were placed on them the
last time around? I ask the Minister to request
her planners to look at the area again and decide
whether the vacant land around the Armadale
town Centre can be used for development without
large scale resumption of homes taking place.

She might point out to her department that
large scale development takes place more cheaply
on flat land and there are many flat sites around
the Armadale city area, whereas the plan calls for
commercial development on a hillside. That being
the case, the minds of many worried people in my
area would be put at rest and the Armadale
subregional centre, which will be a big and
important Centre in 20 or 30 years' time and is a
concept I support, will have been developed on a
reasonable planning base and without too much
interruption to the people of the area, as will
happen if this interim report is put into effect.

MRS CRAIG (Well ington-M inister for Urban
Development and Town Planning) [5.21 p.m.]: I
am aware of the objections raised by some of the
people who are resident in the area adjacent to
Armadale, the area that is comprised in the
region of this interim report. I think the
significant point which should be accepted is that
this is an interim report and there is plenty of
opportunity yet for people to object to proposals
contained in the report.

I was very glad to hear the member mention
that there had been public meetings and that
people had been consulted as to the best manner
in which this development can be implemented.
This is a fact that members opposite constantly
berate this Government about. They constantly
say we never give people the opportunity to put
forward their views, but I am pleased the member
acknowledged tonight that this is not so.
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Mr Davies: That is a sweeping statement.
Mrs CRAIG: I am not conversant with the

brief given to the consultants when they were
asked to prepare the report, but I was interested
to hear the comment from my predecessor that
what the member for Gosnells said was not true.

Mr Pearce: I was quoting things from the front
of your report.

Mrs CRAIG: It is possible for the member to
interpret them one way and for me to interpret
them another way. Perhaps the parameters are
broadly based, which leaves them open to
different interpretations. It might be of interest to
the member for Gosnells that I am soon to meet
with the particular committee which compiled the
report. There are obviously to be a great number
of discussions taking place from now on.

It is to be conceded that planning must take
place. We are constantly told we must plan for
future development. Indeed, one of the member's
colleagues would suggest the area we are most
deficient in is that we do not plan sufficiently; we
do not try to put people into the little boxes he
believes we should; and we do not draw enough
lines.

In this case we have invited a lot of public
comment and we have endeavoured to draw some
lines to indicate to people in an interim way that
which the committee believes would be a sensible
way for that regional centre to develop. Whenever
one draws arbitrary lines and says to people that
this is what we believe is best, then of course those
people will object if it affects them; that is only
human nature. If it does not affect them they will
not object.

Ican assure the honourable member I have
taken note of his comments and I will look into
the matter. I am unable to give any undertaking
at this stage that we will be looking at another
area in which to plan.

TRAFFIC: MOTOR VEHICLES
Emission Control: Grievance

MR SODEMAN (Pilbara) (5.25 p.m.]: My
gri evance is directed to the Minister for Transport
and relates to the matter of motor vehicle
emission control. I first raised the matter on
behalf of a constituent with the Minister for
Police and Traffic quite some time ago. I do not
know the exact date but it was about 18 months
to two years ago.

The response I received was along the lines that
there was no real reason for concern and that
additional vehicle maintenance requirements
would not be major. Owing to the technical

nature of the subject it would be unfair to criticise
the Minister but his adviser from the department
was either apathetic, lazy, or ill-informed because
that information has not proven to be correct.

Following further representations from people
in my electorate and individuals involved in
industry and commerce I spoke on the subject in
Parliament on the 14th September, 1977. A brief
summation of my comments is that I put forward
a request that the subcommittee of the Australian
Transport Advisory Council, formed on the 22nd
July, 1977, to review the practicality of
implementing the next stage of vehicle emission
control should also be asked to review the need for
such controls in Western Australia; in particular,
in areas north of the 26th parallel of the State.

I suggested that immediate consideration
should be given to permitting motorists north of
the 26th parallel who were desirous of so doing to
disconnect the exhaust emission control devices
fitted to their vehicles. I highlighted certain
factors such as increased fuel consumption;
decreased power; increased down time and
maintenance costs; and the economic reaction on
the motor industry.

On the 22nd July, 1977, the Australian
Automobile Association expressed its
apprehension in The West Australian and I
mentioned that in my previous speech. Not the
least of my own apprehension was the added
encumbrance such measures would be to country
residents; in particular, those living in the north of
the State, because of extra distances they have to
travel and temperature factors as far as they were
concerned.

The reasons for raising the matter again and
directing the request for follow-up action to the
Minister for Transport on this occasion are,
firstly, to draw the attention of the newly-
appointed Minister to a continuing major
problem. Secondly. I wish to create an awareness
that due to the recent price increase for fuel and a
now substantial track record of the effectiveness
of the emission control systems, previously
expressed concern and apprehension is now even
more valid than before:' I highlighted in 1977 that
certain factors would have a great bearing on this
matter and, in fact, this is how things have
developed.

First of all the increased fuel consumption
speaks for itself; that has not changed very much.
According to the Ford Motor Company, which
was good enough to send me facts and figures
after I wrote to it, this has been brought about
because of the very short lead time for them in
which to implement the changes to meet the
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requirements of section 27A.' The company
admits that because of the small amount of time
it had available there was an increase in fuel
consumption of io per cent. In other makes of
vehicles that figure is much higher. There is no
doubt that there has been a decrease in power and
many people beside myself believe this has
created a safety problem because power in many
instances is safety in itself.

As far as maintenance is concerned I would like
to refer back to the comments I received from the
Minister for Police and Traffic and his
departmental officers who said that this would not
be a major problem. In fact it has become more
than that. There are some vehicles which, after
covering 15 000 kilometres, are in need of new
valves to replace those which have burnt out. I
have been advised that to replace a faulty valve
today could cost up to 5150. Thene is also the
problem of manifolds warping and heads cracking
and this is occurring in virtually brand new
vehicles.

The effect on the motor industry, when we take
into account the recent introduction of sales tax,
speaks for itself, although the effect is not as a
result of this particular factor only; it is a
combination of factors but the problem of
emission control does contribute.

People are hanging on to vehicles that do not
have these controls Fitted because or the factors I
have mentioned. Because or increased fuel
consumption new vehicles will need to have larger
tanks to travel the same distances as they did
before. This will increase the weight of vehicles
even further. So the problem is ongoing and it has
by no means reached its peak as yet.

Mr Watt: More tyres will be used.

Mr SODE MAN: Yes. The overall maintenance
problem will be greater.

With all that in mind the third reason for my
raising the matter is to make a further request to
the Minister to initiate more discussions with his
colleagues, the Minister for Police and Traffic
and the Minister for Conservation and the
Environment. If the Minister for Fuel and Energy
would like to be involved because he has a vested
interest, he certainly could be part of that group
andmake it a foursome.

The idea is that we set up a controlled and
monitored test on de-emissioned vehicles. For
example three different makes of vehicle could be
used, and fuel consumption, down time and
maintenance requirements, and general
performance could be monitored for an adequate
period. Although we have statistics on exhaust
emission, it could be included in the monitoring

which could be carried out for a period with the
emission control devices intact and operational,
and then for the same period with those controls
modified.

Having mentioned that, of course, the question
is raised as to who would do the monitoring and
where it would be done. I can convey to the
Minister the information that a major mining
company in the Pilbara is prepared to conduct
such a test. In fact it would be extremely
interested in doing so and would make the results
known when they were available. Such a test
should be conducted in the Pilbara-at least in
the north of the Stats-where the extremes of
temperature exist and where conditions are
harsher and costs are higher than in most other
places in the State.

Another question which arises if it is proved
feasible and simpler than has been conveyed by
manufacturers and others is: What then? How do
we implement it and administer the
implementation? That is a good question.
Companies which were allowed to have these
devices disconnected or bypassed could give an
undertaking to reconnect the devices at such time
as the vehicles were sold. Companies have
indicated their desire to make an application to
the RTA to do that. 'In this respect a self-policing
situation would exist to a certain extent.

As far as private vehicles are concerned a
different coloured licence sticker could be issued
to those who have bypassed or disconnected the
device. When they return to the city they could
have their vehicles modified so that they comply
with the requirements. It would be up to the
individual, but the options should be available to
enable a choice to be made.

Basically that is the suggestion. In addition the
review of the ATAC subcommittee should be
followed up with the idea of looking at regulatory
flexibility in remote areas in other countries to see
whether something can bn achieved in this State.

Because of the interlocking departmental
responsibilities, it is necessary for the Government
to initiate such a test, because otherwise it would
be an arduous task for anyone outside the
Government to achieve consensus from the
Department of Transport, RTA, the EPA, etc.

As the Minister for Transport is the State
representative on the Australian Transport
Advisory Council from whence emanates the
legislative directions, he could initiate further
follow-up and discussions between the appropriate
Ministers.

Often when more than one department is
involved, procrastination results at the public's
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expense. I hasten to add that I have every
confidence in the Minister's genuine interest in
issues such as this and in his capabilities, and I
look forward to hearing from him in due course.

MR RUSHTON (Dale-Minister for
Transport) [5.35 p.m.]: I can well understand the
concern of the honourable member who
represents an area comprising vast mileages. The
question of economics would be vital and he has
raised other obvious aspects which need
consideration, including safety, conservation,
energy, and maintenance. I can assure him I will
have the situation fully investigated and supply
him with any information I obtain.

I am given to understand that all States, other
than New South Wales, are prepared to
reappraise the matter he has raised today. The
reluctance of New South Wales relates to the
heavily built-up area of Sydney where the
environmental aspects are of paramount
importance.

I think all of us would have had some
experience of what engine emission controls mean.
In a personal way I am conscious of the extra fuel
we have to carry and how this affects the carrying
capacity of the boot of my car. Although my car
has a large boot, most of the space is occupied by
a spare tyre, and so forth, and I ind this
inconvenient.

We must have full regard for all aspects
including the environment, economy, and safety
as well as conservation of energy. I undertake to
investigate fully the proposal of the member for
Pilbara and to reply to him as quickly as I can. I
understand his concern for those in his electorate,
because of the vast distances involved.

The SPEAKER: Grievances noted.

BILLS (4): INTRODUCTrION AND
FIRST READING

1. Acts Amendment (Public Service) Bill.
Bill introduced, on motion by Sir

Charles Court (Premier), and read a
first time.

2. Honey Pool Bill.
Bill introduced, on motion by Mr Old

(Minister for Agriculture), and read a
first time.

3. Acts Amendment (Qualifying Ages
Alteration) Bill.

Bill introduced, on motion by Mr Young
(Minister for Health), and read a first
time.

4. Small Claims Tribunals Act
Amendment Bill (No. 2).

Bill introduced, on motion by Mr
O'Connor (Minister for Labour and
Industry), and read a first time.

BILLS (5): THIRD READING
1. State Energy Commission Act

Amendment Bill.
2. State Energy Commission (Validation)

Bill.
Bills read a third time, on motions by

Mr Mensaros (Minister for Fuel and
Energy), and transmitted to the
Council.

3. Weights and Measures Act Amendment
Bill.

Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr
O'Connor (Minister for Labour and
Industry), and transmitted to the
Council.

4. Youth, Sport and Recreation Bill.
Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr

P. V. Jones (Minister for Recreation),
and transmitted to the Council.

5. Teachers' Registration Act Repeal Bill.
Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr

P. V. Jones (Minister for Education),
and transmitted to the Council.

DECENTRALISATION
Governments' Policy: Motion

MR CARR (Geraldton) [5.43 pin.]: I move-
That this House condemns the Federal and

State Governments for recent financial
decisions which will result in a deterioration
Of rural and allied industries and regional
economies and will damage attempts to
decentralise population and industry in
Western Australia.

In the opinion of this House the
Government should implement immediately
a comprehensive dlecentralisation policy
which includes:

(a) developing one or more of Western
Australia's major country towns as
an alternative growth centre to the
metroplitan area.

(b) upgrading incentives for business
commission to decentralise
operations to regional centres.

(c) appointing senior Government
officers with genuine, local
decision-making power to regional
Government positions.

(d) establishing a country prices
commission to make a serious
attack on high country prices.
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(e) acting on the report of the rural
affairs inquiry.

(f) reversing the trend of reducing
country rail services.

(g) moderating recent increases in
Government charges in the country,
especially water charges and State
Energy Commission connection
charges.

I propose the motion on behalf of the Opposition
as a means of expressing our concern that
decentralisation in Australia and in Western
Australia in particular is not only a very much
neglected field, but is, in fact, a subject under
direct attack at the present time. Always there
has been an ad hoc approach to decentralisation.
As far as I am aware there has never been a co-
ordinated, comprehensive approach to
decentralisation in Western Australia by any
Government, certainly not by any State
Government. Perhaps it could be said that only
one Federal Government tried to introduce a
decentralisation plan. However, that particular
Government made so many mistakes in country
areas that it alienated itself and reduced the
effectiveness of the plan it was trying to put into
operation.

In Western Australia decentralisation has been
left to happen by itself and two major effects have
been felt as a result of the lack of co-ordination
on decentralisation. The first is the difficulty
which exists when an attempt is made to have
decentralisation measures implemented.

There is much talk about decentralisation. In
fact, at times it has become a "hurrah" word used
by a large number of people, but it is always
followed by very little action. Members who
accuse me of frequently using the word perhaps
suggest I use it as a "hurrah" word and would not
follow it up with action. I accept that as a
challenge thrown out to me and look forward to
doing a great deal about it when the present
Opposition gains the Government benches in 18
months' time.

It can be argued that in the past
decentralisation has been implemented only for
electoral purposes, where a particular measure of
advantage to decentralisation is carried out in a
particular electorate at a particular time with the
aim of gaining votes in that electorate. We are all
familiar with that kind of situation, but there has
never been a comprehensive programme to make
decentralisation work.

The second bad effect of not having a
comprehensive policy is that it is easy to reverse
decisions affecting country people; in other words,
it is easy to harm decentralisation. We have a

tendency to treat each policy measure as an
individual item and therefore to consider it in
terms of what that individual item costs; and it is
easier to attack a particular item on its own than
as an essential part of a comprehensive
decentralisation programme. That has been the
recent experience in Western Australia, and that
is what the motion is about. We are concerned
about the recent experience when the Federal
Government through its Budget and other
decisions, and the Government of this State
through its charges have put decentralisation in
Western Australia very much under threat.

The motion does two things. Firstly, it
expresses concern at the ease with which the
Government can do harm to decentralisation and
country people, and indeed we are angered at the
way in which the Federal and State Governments
have done just that. Secondly, it says it is about
time for a comprehensive policy. In the first place,
it is about time because city people are now
becoming interested in decentralisation. In the
past decentralisation has always been a country
issue, with country towns, generally, wanting to
become bigger for their own parochial purposes.
That has changed. City people are becoming
increasingly concerned at the way the city is
developing and are speaking out in support of
decentralisation. In the second place, it is about
time because we are now seeing record erosion of
rural industries and the country position
generally.

I said earlier that decentralisation will not
happen by itself. We are proposing a
comprehensive policy-a seven-point plan which I
believe will go a long way towards introducing the
types of measures which we on this side of the
House consider are desirable to make the country
areas of Western Australia better places in which
to live. We call on the Government to implement
the plan now. We would like the opportunity to
implement it now but we will wait for I8 months
to do it. We would prefer that the Government
implemented the plan now.

We do not deny that the plan will cost money
or that decentralisation costs money, but the
question must be asked how much more it will
cost in 50 or 30 years' time to try to start making
a decentralisation policy work. It will cost very
much more then. In terms of cost, we cannot
afford not to do it now. We cannot afford to wait.

We in Opposition are quite appalled at the
Government's attack on country people in recent
times. We are concerned at the record which has
been built up by State and Federal Governments
and the tragic desertion of country people and
country industries by the Liberal and National
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Co untry Parties at both Federal and State level.
We are concerned at their record of not
considering items on the basis of how to provide
equality of opportunity and an equalised standard
of living for country people. We are concerned at
the record of those Governments when they tend
to act like conservative accountants who consider
only the financial aspects of each particular item
with regard to country people.

These are the Governments which criticised the
Whitlamn Government. We all remember the.
Premier and the present Government criticising
the Whitlam Government for instituting the "user
pays' principle. I did not support it, either; but we
now have the situation where the Federal and
State Governments are determined to make the
country people pay for the services they get, and
that is a situation which we on this side of the
House are not prepared to support. We contend
that all Australian people, and certainly all
Western Australian people, are entitled to an
equalised opportunity and standard of living.

I am prepared to admit that Labor's record
with regard to country people is not perfect by
any means. We have certainly made mistakes in
the past and have made decisions which were not
in the best interests of country people. We. admit
to the mistakes we made in the past and say ery
clearly that now, in 1978, we are strongly
comhmitted to supporting country people and
helping to equalise the opportunities throughout
the State. Not even in the most unpopular days of
the Whitlam Government did we ever wage a war
on country people like the war at present being
waged on country people in this State and in this
country. The two Governments that reside here
and in Canberra have set back the cause of
decentralisation for many years.

Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr CARR: I am quite prepared to admit that
when this Government came to power in Western
Australia and the present Federal Government
came to power the cause of decentralisation at
State and Federal level did not hold a particularly
strong position, but that position has been set
back very considerably by decisions which have
been made in recent times. Foremost among them
is the increase in the price of fuel in the Federal
Budget a few weeks ago-an increase of 3.5c a
litre for petroll and diesel fuel. It has been
estimated that petrol costs for farmers will go up
by 12 per cent and diesel fuel costs by 27 per cent.

I would like to quote from an article which
appeared in the Farmers' Weekly and which gives

an example of the effect the increase will have on
the rural community. The article says-

In the case of a heavy land wheat grower
who saws 800 hectares a year, this would
involve about 1400 machine hours, using
about 23 litres an hour of diesel fuel. The
producer's fuel bill in this area alone would
increase by a massive $1 115 per year.

I might sty by the way, and talking about the cost
of particular Government actions to the farmers,
that it is worth considering the famous
superphosphate bounty about which so much was
said. If that same farmer ploughing those same
800 hectares applied superphosphate to that land
at 90 pounds per acre, the value of the relative
superphosphate bounty would be $930. In other
words, the error Labor made in 1974 in removing
the superphosphate bounty has been exceeded in
its impact upon the farmer by the decision made
recently at Federal level to increase the price of
fuel. The crude oil price decision will add $800
million to the cost of crude oil this year. That
means of course that the retail cost will increase
by at least $800 million.

The Industries Assistance Commission's report
entitled "Crude Oil* Pricing", dated the 30th
September, 1976, estimated that primary industry
used 19.5 per cent of the total petroleum
consumption. Therefore, with the cost of fuel
increasing throughout Australia by $800 million,
and given that primary industry uses almost 20
per cent of that fuel, we are looking at an
increased fuel bill to primary industry of $160
million this year. I accept the point that not all of
that primary industry is farming, but most
primary industry is located in country areas, be it
a fishing, mining, or forestry industry. They are
all primary industries based in country areas and
using fuel, and the extra cost to them will be at
least $160 million.

It is worth comparing that with the
superphosphate bounty in this year's Budget. The
estimated expenditure on the superphosphate
bounty in this year's Budget is $40 million; so the
Whitlam Government took $40 million from the
farmer, while the people who sit in Canberra at
the moment have taken $160 million from them.

The crude oil pricing policy means that while
motorists, farmers, and other primary producers
are being slugged, ESSO and BHiP will gain huge
windfall profits. The crude oil pricing policy will
give them an additional $216 million this year,
plus an extra $150 million next year and a further
additional $150 million in 1980-8 1.
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Of course, there is no resources tax at the
moment. That tax was abandoned just before the
Budget. I think it is worth drawing the connection
that should be drawn between the resources tax
which was abandoned and the present fuel pricing
policy.

The National Times of the 9th July, 1978,
quoted the Prime Minister as sayidfg that the
revenue lost by dropping the resources tax could
be recovered by increasing the levy. Of course,
that has happened. That same Prime Minister, on
the ABC programme "AM" the morning after
the Budget, said-

It was never a question of a resources tax
or no tax, it was a question of a resources tax
or a (crude oil) levy.

So, Mr Speaker, you and I and every other
motorist in this country pays an increased fuel
price because the resources tax was abandoned.

It is worth considering who were the people
responsible for that resources tax being
abandoned. I can think of no-one who was more
prominent than our own Premier, who made very
strong representations to have that resources tax
abandoned. So the Premier must take a very large
amount of the blame for that petrol price rise. He
was largely responsible for getting rid of the
resources tax. The Prime Minister said we have
the fuel price rise instead, so the Premier must
take his share of the blame for that. He is
certainly in no position to criticise the price rise.

The Country Party complied completely-
Mr Stephens: Which one?
Mr CARR: The National Country Party

complied completely with the Liberal Party in this
matter, which seems to be a further example of
the National Country Party moving from
representing agricultural interests to representing
oil company interests, particularly at the Federal
level. We will later hear from the Country Party
whether it concerns itself with the country people.

On the "AM" programme the morning after
the Budget the Prime Minister also said there is
no need for a resources tax because the consumer
gets the benefit of the levy. What nonsense! We
pay twice. Because there is no resources tax we
taxpayers must pay extra tax to make up for it in
addition we have to pay more for fuel. So we will
pay twice for that particular decision.

The fuel price rise has been criticised not only
by the Opposition; it has been criticised also by
some conservative orgafisations such as the
Australian Farmers Federation, the National

Cattlemen's Union, and the Farmers' Union of
Western Australia. It was criticised by the
Minister for Agriculture who felt he had to make
some plaintive cry to pretend he was independent
of the Liberal Party and had an interest in the
country people.

Mr Old: Very smart!

Mr CARR: The minimal effect on some
country people of the so-called fuel equalisation
scheme has also gone. The scheme at its best was
a fraud. The country people are still paying 22c or
more for a litre of fuel, compared with 16 or 17c
in the city. During the election campaign we were
promised that the price of fuel in the country
would come within Ic of city prices.

Mr Watt. That is not quite right.
Mr CARR: I correct the member for Albany: it

is quite true.
Mr Watt: You might be paying that in

Geraldton, but we are not paying it in Albany.
We are paying about 1 7.4c.

Mr CARR: Albany, like the metropolitan area,
has been fortunate to have cut-price petrol. Most
people throughout country areas pay 22c a litre or
more for their petrol. The few places which did
receive a fractional decrease in the price of petrol
are now going to have 3c or 4c a litre added to the
price.

Now let us consider the inflationary effects of
the fuel price increase. It has been estimated the
farm inflation rate wilt increase by at-least 2 per
cent more than the general inflation rate due to
the fuel price rise alone, not counting anything
else that might come. It seems farmers will be
faced with an inflation rate which is higher than
that of the rest of the community, and this is
something farmers just cannot afford. If the
Government thinks it can rake extra profits off
the farming sector at the moment, then it has
seriously misjudged the rural recovery.

Now I turn to effects on income tax. The
National Fanner newspaper has estimated that,
in addition to farm costs increasing, the average
farmner will pay an additional 5200 in income tax.
Of course, he is not alone there, because
everybody else will be in precisely the same
position. We all fell for the deception of the tax
promises made by the Prime Minister. Members
will all recall the "dial a tax cut" service which
was made available to taxpayers so that they
could ring up and ascertain how much their tax
cut would be. If the Government were honest it
would now introduce a "dial a tax rise" service so
that we could all phone up and ascertain precisely
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how much we have been deceived by its election
promises.

The next point I wish to refer to is the Primary
Industry Dank. I intend to deal fairly briefly with
this aspect because my colleague, the member for
Warren, will second the motion and will speak in
a little more detail than myself on the essentially
rural matters. However, I think a few points
should be made.

In November, 1975, the Liberal Party and
Country Party promised a rural bank. In his 1971
policy speech Mr Fraser promised the bank would
provide long term credit to viable borrowers, for
up to 30 years at concessiona[ rates of interest.
What have we got now? We have a bank that is
restricted to dealing with the client's trading
bank; that is, an extra tier has been placed on the
borrowing system. The bank is restricted in
respect of its lending; it may lend only in respect
of certain items. Seven of the 12 directors of the
bank are appointed by the trading banks, so it is
easy to see who runs the bank.

In June, 1978, it was announced that the
interest rate would be set at the overdraft rate of
10.5 per cent. Subsequently, in July, 1978, we
found that the interest rate was increased to I I
per cent, which is higher than the overdraft rate
of 10.5 per cent. In addition to that, we have the
Government now saying that it will use income
equalisation deposits which have been lodged by
farmers at an interest rate of 5 per cent to support
the new bank, without reducing the I I per cent
interest rate. Then the producers will be financing
their own bank-the bank that the Government
promised them-and losing out on interest rates
at the same, time.

Clearly that has been a cynical, political
deception. The promise of concessional interest
rates made by the Prime Minister has been
broken, and it should be added to that long list of
the Prime Minister's broken promises.

I turn now to some speciflc purpose capital
payments, commencing with roads. Once again I
will be fairly brief because the Opposition
spokesman on transport matters, the member for
Avon, will participate in the debate and will deal
with the transport aspects of the motion in a little-
more detail.

In the 1978-79 financial year this State's
allocation of funds from the Federal Government
is not sufficient to maintain the level of work
maintained in the last financial year using
Federal funds. Not only that, but it is the third
year in succession that we have been allocated a

sum of money which in real terms is less than that
allocated in the previous year. To quote some
figures, in the 1975-76 financial year Western
Australia was given $62.2 million for this
purpose. lit 1978-79, three years later, we have
been given $65.3 million. That is an increase over
the three years of $3.1 million. If we allow for
three years of inflation, we are looking at a cut-
back over those three years of $22 million.

Let us consider the effect of losing $22 million
at current costs. I quote from some figures
prepared by the office of the Leader of the
Opposition based on current costs to indicate
what length of road could have been built with
that $22 million cut-back. That $22 million could
have been used for constructing and sealing up to
314 kilometres of highways in the Pilbara; it
could have been used for constructing and scaling
up to 215 kilometres of highways in the
Kimberley; it could have been used for
constructing and sealing up to 628 kilometres of
local roads in the Pilbara; it could have been used
for constructing and sealing up to 550 kilometres
of local roads in the Kimberley; or that amount
could have been used for constructing and sealing
up to 880 kilometres of local roads in the south-
west. Alternatively, that $22 million could have
been used for a combination of any of those
options.

If it were not for this so-called new federalism
that the Premier is tied to, Mandurah could well
have had a new bypass road and a new bridge at a
cost of something like $4 million. It could have
these facilities now and not after 1980 as
suggested by the Government. The Pilbara and
the Kimberley have been especially hard hit by
the cut-backs in road funds.

At the present rate of expenditure it will take
about 10 to 12 years to complete the Port
Hedland to Broome road. There are still 300
kilometres of unsealed road between Fitzroy
Crossing and Halls Creek, and there is no
allocation for that road in this year's Estimate,
according to a Main Roads Department source.

Towns such as Paraburdoo, Tom Price, and
Newman, are isolated by hundreds of kilometres
of second-class unseated road. The Court and
Fraser Governments must acknowledge the need
for better roads in the north-west if the economies
of those regions are to be developed, and if the
living conditions of the people in the Kimberley
and the Pilbara are to improve. After all, an
estimated 50000 people live in the Pilbara. This
area contributes a great deal to our State and its
residents deserve much better than they are
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receiving from this Government and from the
Federal Government in Canberra.

These cut-backs are an example of the Fraser
Government's new federalism policy, or, as I
prefer to term it, the new feudalism policy. We
have certainly gone a long way backwards in
terms of economic management.

Mr Davies: A long leap backwards.

Mr CARR: That is so. Further imposts have
been piled on the Western Australian motorists.
In the 1977-78 financial year Western Australia
contributed $42.6 million towards roadworks
compared with the Federal Government's
contribution of $63.5 million. In the new financial
year we will spend an estimated $53 million
compared with $65.3 million of Federal funds.

The significance of those figures is this:
Western Australia's contribution this year will
have to be increased by about $10.4 million,
compared with an increase in the Federal
Government's contribution of a mere $1.8 million.
Clearly this and other recent cut-backs will be
reflected in increased licence fees.

During the time the Court Government has
been in office, the licence fee for a standard
Holden sedan has increased from $30 per annum
to $74 per annum-an increase of 146 per cent.
In addition to that we now must pay a recording
fee on motor vehicle licences, and in addition
drivers' licence fees have increased from $3 to $7.

As well as these cut-backs in direct funds to the
State Government for roadworks, local
government also has not benefited under the new
federalism. The grants to local government from
income tax have not been increased, in percentage
terms, from the 1.52 per cent allocated in 1977.
During the 1977 election campaign the Prime
Minister made it very clear to everyone that this
percentage would be increased in three stages
over a period of three years; that. is, it would rise
from 1.52 per cent to 2 per cent. We have not
even received the first instalment, and as a
consequence there has been a great rash of rate
rises throughout the 138 local authorities which
make up the State.

The result of the new feudalism in regard to
road funds is a disaster for Western Australia and
the annoying thing is that our Premier, the leader
of our State, was one of the prime architects of
that so-called new federalism programme. It is
largely his fault that the Federal Government in
Canberra is now saying, "We will not give money
to the States. Even though you have all the
responsibility, we will not give you the money to

fulfil that responsibility. That is your problem." It
was our Premier who was one of the prime
architects of that scheme, so the blame for the
result rests fairly and squarely on his shoulders.

I will now turn to Federal funds for housing.
During the 1975-76 year. Western Australia
received $33.5 million in specific purpose
payments for housing. Three years later, in the
1978-79 year, we find we have gone backwards;
we are to receive $29.8 million from the Federal
Government. This is less than we received three
years ago in money terms, and of course, it is
much less in real terms. In fact, in real terms it is
a cut-back of $17 million in the last three years.
Just think what could be done with that $17
million. It would finance 809 three-bedroomed
State Housing Commission houses.

The position is particularly bad compared with
last year. We suffered a cut-back of $6.9 million
in money terms, or $10.8 million in real terms.
That $10.8 million could have been used to build
514 three-bedroomed State Housing Commission
homes.

Country people are badly affected by this cut-
back in the housing programme. Looking at the
waiting list, we see that 343 families are waiting
for houses in Albany. In Bunbury 595 families are
waiting for houses, and 492 families in Port
Hedlund are on the waiting list. This situation is
damaging for each of those centres. Houses are
needed to provide for the people.

Mr Watt: Are they district figures or town
figures?

Mr CARR: I presume they are district figures.
However, that does not alter the general point
that many people in the electorate the honourable
member represents are waiting for State Housing
Commission homes to be built, but the money is
not available to build those houses. Not only do
these people not get the houses, but also the
building industry suffers because of that cut-back.
There are serious problems in the building
industry in this State generally, and more
particularly in country areas. In my electorate
members of the building industry are desperate to
obtain every job possible and certainly it would
have been much advantaged if more funds had
been provided by the Federal Government for
housing. I am sure the building industry is in the
same situation in the Albany area.

Sitting suspended from 6.15 to 7.30 p.m.
Mr CARR: The next point with which I wish to

deal is the question of unemployment in regional
centres. The State and Federal Governments in
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recent years have simply sat by and watched the
length of the unemployment benefit queues in the
regional centres of this State lengthen. I should
like to quote to the House the June figures
relating to unemployment in regional centres. In
the area under the control of the Bunbury CES
office, 1 163 people were unemployed,
representing 20 persons for each available job. In
Geraldton, the situation was similar-I 262
persons unemployed, again at a rate of about 20
unemployed persons per available job. In Port
Hedland, the position was much worse; 1 810
persons were unemployed, with only 44 jobs
available, representing a proportion of 44
unemployed persons per available job.

In my electorate of Geraldton, I sought
assistance from the State Government to provide
funds for employment-creating projects in that
town, and similar approaches were made by the
Town of Geraldton and the Shire of Greenough.
The answer was a blank, "No". Nothing was
forthcoming from the State Government.

What prospects do the State and Federal
Governments have to offer these people and in
particular, the young people who ind themselves
unable to get a job in the country areas and
regional centres of this State? The Federal
Government deliberately is using economi c
policies which the Prime Minister and the
Treasurer both publicly admit will not ease the
unemployment problem in the foreseeable future.

Mr Bertram: Supported by the Premier.
Mr CARR: Yes, they appear to be supported

by the Premier because he does not seem to have
too much to say on that subject. The Prime
Minister and the Treasurer clearly are prepared
to let a situation roll along in which the
unemployment level will not decrease in the near
future.

Funds must be provided for capital works, to
finance projects which will create jobs for these
people; funds must be provided to build various
community facilities, such as roads, water
supplies and housing to which I referred prior to
the suspension of the sitting. But no, it seems that
the Government at State and Federal
level-particularly the Federal Government-has
a vendetta against Government expenditure. The
Government has an ideological hangup that we
must not have a Government spending money.

Is it not about time the Government woke up to
the fact that if Governments increase the amount
of money available for Government contracts, the
people who will benefit most will be the private
enterprise contractors who will tender for those

Government projects? When will the Government
get that through its head?

I consider that the Government at both Federal
and State level has given a disgraceful
performance in dealing with the problem of
unemployment, in particular in regional centres.

There are all sorts of promises we can quote.
We can quote the Premier before he held that
position saying, "Just elect us into office and we
will solve unemployment within six months of
gaining office." What a joke! We can quote the
former Minister for Labour and Industry who
said during the last election campaign, ",Just re-
elect the Court Government and We Will Provide
100 000 extra jobs within 18 months." What
nonsense! And, of course, the ultimate irony is
that the Prime Minister is the man who was going
to turn on the lights for the unemployed people of
this country.

Mr Pearce: That was before he increased SEC
charges.

Mr CARR: I turn now to the question of
natural disaster relief, which is another category
of Federal funds for this State. Talking about
natural disasters, I suppose this is just a small
move from the man-made disaster we have
running this country at present. For recurrent
purposes under the natural disaster category, we
find that the Federal Government has reduced
Western Australia's allocation from $526 000 last
year to $332 000 this year, a reduction of 37 per
cent. Of course, as well as that, Western
Australia must find the first $3 million in disaster
aid before the Federal Government contributes;
this amount compares with the $1.5 million which
applied previously.

Under the same heading. Western Australia's
allocation for capital purposes fell from $ 17.9
million last year to $5.2 million this year, a
reduction of 71 per cent. That is completely
unrealistic.

Capital purpose payments under the dairy
adjustment programme dropped from $275 000 in
the last financial year to nil in the present
financial year. Capital grants for Western
Australia for rural reconstruction, dealing with
financial assistance for such purposes as debt
reconstruction, farm buildup and that sort of
thing fell from over $4 million in the 1976-77
financial year to $250 000 last financial year to
nil in the present financial year. Capital grants
for fruit growing reconstruction dropped from
$237 000 last year to $3 000 this year.

So, the story goes on. Quite clearly it is a.
disgraceful performance in which the Federal
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Government, aided and abetted by this State
Government which has supported the so-called
new federalism, has dealt a savage blow to the
rural industries in this State.

Let us look a little more directly at the role of
the State Government and at some of the charges
it has imposed on country people. I have before
me a table which was prepared in the office of the
Leader of the Opposition which deals with the
increases in State Government taxes and charges
specifically affecting rural areas which have been
imposed during the time of the Court
Government.

I commence with country water charges. In
areas north of the 26th parallel there have been
three increases during those four years amounting
to a total of 165 per cent.

Mr O'Connor: What was the reduction in
subsidy during that time?

Mr CARR: I am not quite sure what the
Minister is getting at; I am dealing with water
charges, not subsidies. In areas south of the 26th
parallel, there also were three increases in those
four years amounting to some 137 per cent.
Electricity charges have been increased four times
in four years totalling a 91.3 per cent increase.

State Government abattoir slaughter fees also
have been increased. The increases in slaughter
fees for the local market varied from 110 per cent
to 140 per cent and for export abattoirs they
varied from 87 per cent to 115 per cent. Public
Health Department meat inspection fees
increased by an average of(270 per cent.

During the time of the Court Government,
State Shipping Service freight rates have
increased by 74.5 per cent. Westrail freight rates
have suffered four increases during the four years
of this Government amounting to a total increase
of 18.5 per cent. Motor vehicle licence fees have
gone up by 114.5 per cent and motor vehicle
transfer fees by 50 per cent.

Drivers' licence fees have been increased by
132.4 per cent. In relation to country State
Housing Commission rents plus management fees,
there have been four increases in four years, with
an average of 81 per cent. There have been three
increases in country train and railway bus fares,
averaging 48.6 per cent.

The effects of this Federal Budget and the
effects of these Federal and State Government
funding decisions are felt everywhere, but in
particular throughout the country areas of this
State. Passenger and freight transport costs are
rising and will continue to rise. Costs of living are

rising and will continue to rise. They will rise for
salary earners and businessmen.

Let us spare a thought for the wage earner in a
remote area who receives the same wage as his
counterpart in the city but has much higher costs
to deal with. Costs will also rise in industry,
especially primary industry. That is the type of
industry regional economies are based on.
Regional economies are based on a number of
primary industries-agricultural, pastoral,
mining, fishing, and forestry. In addition to those
we have tourism, which is not a primary industry
but is an industry prominent in country areas.
Tourism will also be hit by the types of increases
imposed by the State and Federal Governments.
Regional economies must suffer in the face of this
onslaught.

In addition to costs, Government services will
not be extended to country communities at the
desired rate. It is a bad feature that all of the
country areas suffer these sorts of inmposts, but the
worst feature is that those areas most remote
from the metropolitan area are worst off. I refer
to areas such as the Kimberley, the Pilbara, the
Murchison, the eastern goldfields through to
Eyre, and the Gascoyne. Those are the areas
which will be most badly affected by the recent
attacks on the living conditions of the people, arid
in particular on costs. Transport costs become a
higher component in the general cost of
commodities as distance increases.

Petrol and other price increases will have a
snowballing effect on the various goods and
services available to those communities. The cuts
in road funds will affect the north of the State in
particular.

The remote parts suffer most, but we find that
there is no compensating item in the Budget. I am
referring to zone allowances. After all, the
Government could have eased the burdens of
those people in the most remote areas by taking
action to increase zone allowances. We find that
the zone allowances in the remote areas are
completely out of date. The Government has done
nothing to ease the burden of people in remote
areas.

The Australian Labor Party has campaigned
strongly in the past to have these zone allowances
increased. I want to make it very clear that the
ALP will continue to campaign strongly to have
these allowances increased so that people in
remote areas can obtain relief from the imposts
that have been placed upon them.

Mr H. D. Evans: Hear, hear!

Mr CARR: With regard to the section of the
motion dealing with Government actions that
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have been detrimental, we are looking at a sad
and sorry scene for country people. They have
been deserted by the Liberal Party; they have
been deserted by the National Country Party-

Mr H. D. Evans: They have been sold out.
Mr CARR: They have certainly been sold out

by those two parties. It would be curious to find
out if they are sold out by the dissident Country
Party. We will be looking at its performance.

Country people in this State have been harmed
in recent years in a way no other section of the
Australian population has been
harmed-certainly in a way that no section of the
population has been harmed since the war. I call
on the House to condemn the actions of the
Government which have harmed the country
people so much.

The second part of the motion deals with the
positive proposals which have been put forward by
the Opposition in an endeavour to do something
about the situation we are confronted with. The
ideal situation would be a series of comprehensive
State decentralisation policies co-ordinated at
Federal level-a programme which each State
could manage to get the best advantages for itself.
However, we find ourselves with a complete
absence of Federal action or more accurately we
find ourselves in the face of very hostile action
from the present Federal Government. There is an
urgent need for the State Government to
undertake a decentralisation programme. I am
not talking about a few ad hoc measures. I am
talking about a comprehensive and co-ordinated
decentralisation programme.

The Government should start with a
department of decentralisation under a Minister
of decentralisation who would be given the
responsibility of co-ordinating all matters
affecting country people. I have noticed over the
last couple of years that my various comments on
decentralisation have been'replied to by various
Ministers. It seems that half a dozen Ministers
dabble in some aspects of country conditions, but
nothing is done on a comprehensive basis. I
believe there should be one Minister responsible
for co-ordinating decentralisation.

The ALP is committed to this by a conference
decision last week. The Premier might say, "That
is another one or the new departments they are
going to establish. It is too expensive." I suggest
to the Premier before he says it that it might be
more efficient and economical to have one
efficient department dealing with decentralisation
problems rather than six departments dabbling
and not doing the job properly.

I am attempting to establish the need for a
decentralisation policy. I remind members of a
similar motion moved in Parliament last year by
myself which was relevant to this subject. That
motion called for an inquiry into the optimum size
of the population of Perth; The motion was not
debated before the House rose. The then Minister
for Town Planning made a statement outside the
House that it was a rehash of the previous
statement made by the ALP on the matter. I
agreed that it was a rehash.

I agree that this is a rehash to some extent of
the policies put forward by the Labor Party for a
number of years concerning the need to
decentralise away from Perth. I am quite happy
to rehash this type of motion, and I will continue
to do so. The Labor Party will continue to put
forward this point of view until we see some
positive action by the Government to consider the
question seriously.

The ALP is concerned with Perth's rapid
growth and the problems associated with that.
There are problems such as water supply. We
have noticed that in the last 12 months there have
been problems with not only the quantity of water
available, but also the quality. There are problems
with sewerage. Perth is the least sewered of the
capital cities of this country. There are problems
of pollution. We have emission levels higher than
the World Health Organisation's limits. There are
problems such as the crime rate, which continues
to increase in Perth. There are problems with
traffic and congestion on our freeways; and there
are problems of illnesses of stress. I am sure that
the question of illnesses of stress is related to the
news item of the last day or so concerning the
increase in drug usage in this State. Yesterday
morning The West Australian carried an editorial
in which it made this comment-

Anyone who has taken even a passing
interest in Perth's development over the past
20 years will be conscious of the problems-

These problems will continue to increase because
urbanisation or Perth will continue to increase.
What we are really looking at is the rate at which
it increases, the rate we provide services to handle
it, and the rate at which we encourage people to
live in other areas.

I shall quote figures concerning the population
of Perth which were given in answer to question
1239 of the 2nd November, last year. The figures
dealt with the population of Perth in the years
1957 to 1977. In the year 1957 the population of
Perth in the area covered by the Metropolitan
Region Planning Scheme was 432 700. Twenty
years later in 1977 this, figure had increased to
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843 700. The increase of the population in the
MRPA area in that 20 years was 95 per cent.

By comparison, in the rest of Western Australia
the population increased from 262 534 to 353 300,
an increase of 35 per cent. So over a 20-year
period the population of Perth increased by 95 per
cent and the rest of Western Australia increased
by 35 per cent. It is true that some regional
centres have a percentage growth rate similar to
Perth but overall the trend is to urbanise in Perth.

In 1957, 62.2 per aent of the population of
Western Australia lived in Perth. In 1977 the
figure was 70.5 per cent. That clearly shows there
is urbanisation in Perth. The Government must
acknowledge this problem instead of
indiscriminately promoting the urbanisation of
Perth.

Mr O'Connor: What was the trend during the
three years of your Government?

Mr CARR: I thought I made it clear in mry
earlier remarks that our Government did a-

Mr Mclver: They were fantastic.
Mr O'Connor: There seems to be a discrepancy.
Mr CARR: I make the point that in my opinion

no previous Government in history has had a
comprehensive decentralisation policy but it is the
present Government which is in office in 1978. 1
make it clear that we on this side are committed
to doing something about this as soon as we get
back into government.

Melbourne and Sydney are in a much worse
position than Perth and they are trying to reverse
the trend following the buildup of the great
metropolises there. They have introduced large
decentralisation schemes. They have been caught
up in an extremely costly process of trying to
lessen the growth of their cities but they are in the
position or being too late and they are now trying
to get out from under.

What we should be looking at in Perth is
getting in and tackling the problem now while
there is still the opportunity and while we still
have a pleasant city. We should act while there is
still scope for growth even if it is not too much
scope. We should be setting the trend of a
decentralisation policy.

What do we do to reduce the problem? Clearly
the first thing must be to make living in country
areas as attractive as possible. We on this side
promote four suggestions towards this end.
Firstly, the Government should introduce a
growth centre policy; secondly, it should provide
more incentive For businesses to decentralise;
thirdly, it should provide more opportunity for
local decision making; and fourthly, it should

introduce what I term defensive decentralisation,
by which I mean improve and maintain the supply
of goods and services to hold people already in the
country and have them stay where they are.

I have said the Opposition acknowledges the
need for a decentralisation policy. We are
concerned that the Government is not doing
enough about this matter and in fact is working
against the interests of country people.

Taking the first point of growth centre policies,
I am looking at a situation where we would
choose one or two major country towns and
promote these to greater size by use of
Government action.

Mr O'Connor: Which ones would these be?
Mr CARR: This would have to be decided. I

have said previously that we in government would
be seeking expert advice on how many of these
centres should be made into growth centres and
which ones they should be. I have a personal
preference as to what towns they should be but
obviously I have a vested parochial interest and I
would not want to decide on my parochialism.
Rather I would prefer to decide on the basis of
expert, impartial advice.

The Government should use its own
departments and their branches to promote
growth in these centres. I cite the example of the
New South Wales mapping office where the
whole office of 300 employees was transferred to
Bathurst. Such a move would increase the town's
population directly by a thousand or more and
from the flow-on of people who supply goods and
services that figure would increase considerably.

Such a step should be taken here. There are
departments in Perth which have no real rational
reason to bi located here. Departments such as
Lands, Forests, Fisheries, and Agriculture could
just as easily be located in regional centres.

Mrs Craig: That would be your policy?
Mr CARR: Our policy would certainly be to

locate some Government departments in growth
centres.

Mrs Craig: The whole department?
Mr CARR: Yes, and the policy would also

include encouraging industry to the particular
growth centre. It would be reasonable to provide
greater incentives to go to growth centres than to
any other country location. The point is that
service industries will follow the work force that
constitutes their market. This would apply to
private industry or to Government departments
whose employees would need to be serviced.

The idea is to establish a regional centre which
would have a reasonably quick growth rate. It
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should not be an overnight thing, but to use the
Premier's industrial terminology it should have a
long lead time. Last week the Australian Institute
of Urban Studies made a comment in which it
supported the growth centre policies in operation
at Albury-Wodonga and Bathurst-Orange. It was
pointed out that the earlier tremendous optimism
of 1974-7 5 was to some extent unwarranted just
as the present mood of pessimism is unwarranted.

It is important to realise we are looking at a
situation where we are laying the ground work in
this generation for the enjoyment of future
generations. We must act now to provide extra
choices for our children. After all, the choice now
is between a city of 900 000 people or towns of
25 000 people or less. If we do nothing, in 30
years' time that choice will probably be between a
city of 2 million or towns of 40 000.

What we propose is to work now and provide an
txtra alternative so that we get to the situation in
30 years' time where we have a choice of a city of
2 h million, a city of 100 000 or 150 000, and then
country towns of 40 000. That is an attractive
extra option we would seek to establish.

Various polls asking people where they would
prefer to live have shown that that is what people
want. Such polls almost invariably produce a
majority of people who want to live in a small
city. They want a city with all the services they
desire without the problems ofla large metropolis.

This is the type of scheme which can work and
I suggest one encouraging reason that makes me
believe it can work is the growth pattern of Perth.
A survey conducted during 1966 to 1971 showed
that 29 per cent of Perth's growth rate was due to
natural increase compared to most other cities
which have about 50 per cent of their growth
based on natural increases.

In other words, a much greater percentage of
the growth of Perth is based on immigration
coming either from overseas or from the Eastern
States. Because we, therefore, are looking at
people who are coming into the State from
outside, it is more likely that we should be able to
attract them to an attractive alternative city.

I should like to turn to the next point and deal
with the incentives to industry. This I might say
relates specifically to the growth *centre; but it
relates also to country areas throughout the State.
A little while ago I contacted each State Minister.
for Industrial Development and sought advice
concerning the incentives which are available for
industry decentralised into country areas, and
each State replied. The Western Australian
Minister for Industrial Development provided me
with a one-sheet reply which contained five

headings. These headings were: Financial
assistance; subsidy of interest rates; rail freight
concessions; preferential tendering; and pay-roll
tax concessions. There is not much in that sheet
and there -is not much in the incentives made
available by the Western Australian Department
of Industrial Development.

A number of those headings are very deceptive.
For example, the heading of .pay-roll tax
exemptions sounds very attractive, but in the last
financial year the industries in Western Australia
that received pay-roll tax exemptions obtained a
total exemption of $118 000 out of $142 million
which was collected in pay-roll tax from the
State.

The heading of financial assistance sounds
good, but when we read a little further into it, we
ind there are very strong restrictions on the

lending of that finance. Preferential tendering
sounds an attractive heading, but once again the
Western Australian situation is far behind States
elsewhere in Australia. Apart from the 10 per
cent preference on the supply of goods and
services, the preference for tendering for contracts
is only 5 per cent and in Western Australia that
percentage applies only to contracts up to
$20000.

When we consider the level of tenders these
days for Government projects, we can see few
projects which are under $20 000. In other words,
that 5 per cent tendering advantage is worth next
to nothing. In Western Australia it applies only to
firms located within 50 miles of the project site
and it does not apply to State Housing
Commission homes. Nearly every other State in
Australia has the same 5 per cent preference for
tendering, but they do not have the same
restriction of $20 000. In New South Wales the 5
per cent preference is provided not only for a
tender at any level, but also the location provision
does not apply.

Mr O'Connor: What about your local industry
when we tried to build brick homes up there?

Mr CARR: If the honourable member opposite
has anything to say he should participate in the
debate and I shall listen to him. I might quote as
an example the Geraldton Building Company. It
may be suggested that in the present situation the
Oeraldton Building Company wanted to tender
for a building at Port Hedland. It would not
qualify for the 5 per cent preference irrespective
-of the value, because the project was outside the
50-mile radius. However, if the New South Wales
level applied here the Geraldton Building
Company would be eligible because it is a
decentralised industry.
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Mr O'Connor: You just want decentralised
industry. You do not want to give preference to
Northam and places like that.

Mr CARR: The general confusion of the
Minister opposite in relation to Geraldton's
shopping hours seems to extend to confusion on
this matter also.

Mr O'Connor: Just because you do not know
what is happening in Geraldion, I cannot be
blamed for that.

Mr CARR: The other two headings given as
examples of incentives to decentralised industry in
Western Australia are very restrictive. Limits of
$15 000 apply in both cases.

I received replies also from the other five States
and most of them appeared to be ahead of
Western Australia in incentives to decentralise,
although one or two States were somewhat
lacking in my opinion. The States which were
particularly well ahead of Western Australia were
New South Wales and Victoria. I believe a lesson
is to be learnt from them. They are the States
with the larger cities. They are the States which
can see at irst hand the problems of gross
urbanisation. Those are the States which are
trying to get out from under their problems. We
are in the fortunate position of being able to see
the problems in advance and it is up to us to
anticipate the problems and to take some action
which will lead us in the right direction. if we do
not do that, we will be faced with far higher costs
in the future.

It is worth while to run through the incentives
provided in New South Wales compared with
those provided in Western Australia. Firstly, the
New South Wales Government provides rants
directly to relevant and appropriate industries to
decentralise. Secondly, it provides finance of up to
100 per cent for land and factory buildings.
Thirdly, it provides further loan guarantees on top
of that. Fourthly, the Government is prepared to
build and lease factory premises. I might say that
is just one point that gives me a little heart when I
look at the performance of this State. Last year I
raised in this House the suggestion that the
Government should be prepared to build and lease
factory premises. I am very pleased there is an
amendment before the House at the moment to
do just that.

The Government in New South Wales provides
housing for key personnel. It provides rail freight
subsidies which are more substantial than those
provided in Western Australia. It provides a
subsidy for the training of unskilled labour. It
provides a subsidy for establishment costs. It
provides a subsidy towards the cost of technical

consultant services. It subsidises feasibility
studies. The Government provides initially a 75
per cent subsidy and then, if the decentralisation
occurs, the remaining 25 per cent is paid.

The New South Wales Government subsidises
also an industrial design scheme and, of course,
the 5 per cent preference scheme which I spoke
about earlier and which is so much more
comprehensive than our scheme.

I should like to turn now from industrial
incentives to the question of local decision-
making. It is my experience that one barrier to
people in country areas is what we might refer to
as the "head office syndrome". Country people
are generally resentful of the fact that too many
decisions are made in the head office of the
Government department in Perth and not on the
spot by the people who have local experience.
Much more effort is needed on the part of the
Government to overcome this particular problem.

The Government should appoint more senior
officers to regional positions and it should give
them much more power to make more important
decisions. Some departments have made good
progress in this regard. For example, a Federal
department such as the Department of Social
Security, and a State department such as the
State Housing Commrrission, have taken
appropriate steps in that direction as far as
Geraldton is concerned and I presume that applies
elsewhere. Other departments have shown a much
poorer performance and I could give as an
example the Education Department which has
provided regional officers, but which has given
these officers insufficient power to make decisions
of any great significance.

Mr Blaikie: What about the Department of
Fisheries and Wildlife?

Mr CARR: Once again, officers of the
Department of Fisheries and Wildlife are present
in many places, but they are hamstrung to a large
extent at the decision-making level.

Mr Blaikie: What about the Department of
Agriculture?

Mr CARR: The same situation applies.
Mr Blaikie: What about the forests

Department?
Mr CARR: I know very little about the Forests

Department, because we do not have many trees
near Geraldton.

Mr Blaikie: I do not think you know much at
all about the subject.

Mr CARR: The Government makes substantial
claims for its so-called regional administrators. I
should like to express a little concern about these
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particular officers. The whole programme of
appointing regional administrators has been a
classic example of "tokenism" and a classic
example of window dressing. These administrators
have very little Power. The original Liberal Party
policy announced prior to the 1974 election
indicated regional administrators would be given
power to make fairly major decisions. It is a pity
they have just not been implemented. The various
administrators in different parts of the
State-and I make it a habit to call in on
them-appear to be going in all sorts of different
directions. I know the Government will justify this
by saying that the job has not evolved yet. When
those positions were established, the Government
said, "We will not have any legislation to tell
them how to operate. We will just let the job
evolve." The fact is it has not evolved. We have
not achieved a pattern of operation, They are
doing all sorts of things and, in many cases, they
are running around in circles unsure of what they
should be doing.

I feel very sympathetic towards the individual
people who hold the positions of regional
administrators in various parts of the State. It
distresses me that they have become not so much
co-ordinators of Government activity, which I
thought they should have been, but they have
become public relations agents for the
Government.

Mrs Craig: With how many have you had
direct contact?

Mr CARR: There are a couple in the State
with whom I have had no direct contact, but I
have spoken directly in the office of almost every.
one of them. I make a point of it when I move
around the State.

Mrs Craig: It is one thing to go to their offices
but another thing to know what they accomplish.

Mr CARR: The administrators are concerned
with shielding this Government from criticism.
With regard to making decisions they are
toothless tigers. I have described them
before-and do so again-as a fourth tier of red
tape. Last year when discussing regional
administrators the Premier said that I had a snout
on them as they interfered with my position as an
M LA.

Mr Blaikie: It still shows.
Mr CARR: I do have a snout on them. After

all, I find it offensive that in a town where there is
an Opposition member of Parliament, they should
be treated as the Government's alternative to
going through the local member. 1 find it
offensive that they should be regarded as backup
support for the Government MLAs. They should
(8)

not intrude on the role of an MLA in the manner
in which they do.

I have been made aware of two substantial
cases of clear bias being shown by regional
administrators. This does not refer to the regional
administrator in my area, but to administrators in
other parts of the State.

Mr Blaikie: Would you mind indicating where?
You are casting a slur on all members of
Parliament

Mrs Craig: And all regional administrators.
Mr CARR: I said that administrators had

demonstrated bias.
Mr Blaikie: Where?
Mr CARR: Perhaps in view of the concern of

the member for Vasse, I will recount the details of
the bias rather than the places, and the
honourable member will not have much trouble in
guessing the places.

One of the incidents occurred at the last State
election. A person in the area distributed a
newsletter which was electoral material but which
did not carry an authorisation. Therefore it was
an offence under the Electoral Act. This
Government brought down the weight of the Act
on that person because of the unauthorised
literature.

Fairly soon afterwards there was a by-election
in the same place. Another piece of election
material was distributed, this time advertising the
Liberal Party. It did not have authorisation and
therefore was in contravention of the Electoral
Act. The printer of that article also should have
been charged. Do members know where it was
printed? It was printed in the office of the local
regional administrator.

Mr Bertram: Was he charged?
Mr CARR: No.
Mr Sodeman: Before you round off on that

one-
Mr CARR: Am I getting a bit close to home?
Several members interjected.
Mr Sodeman: Would you be good enough to

answer a question?
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr CARR: The second example of bias I

would like to recount concerns a discussion I had
with a regional administrator. I do not want to be
too specific because, after all, it was a discussion.
I asked him, "How do you get on with the local
members of Parliament?" He said, "Very well. I
have them all in here every second week for a
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regular discussion on a Friday afternoon and then
we have a few drinks. We discuss matters." I
asked him who attended.

Mr Blaikie: It is not in Bunbury, because I have
not been invited.

Mr CARR: He gave the names of a number of
people and I said, "They are all Liberal members.
Do any Labor members come?" He said, "Oh no;
they do not bother to come."

When I asked the particular Labor members of
Parliament why they had never attended, they
said it was because they had never heard of such
gatherings.

Mr O'Connor: To whom are you referring?
Mr Watt: It was obviously not in Bunbury

because there are no Labor members there.
Mr CARR: I am prepared to give details of the

situation, but I see no reason to give names.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The House will come

to order. The member for Geraldton.
Mr Sodeman: If you are genuine, you will

answer a question.
The SPEAKER: Order! I had no sooner called

the House to order than the exchanges started
again.

Mr Pearce: The member for Pilbara started it.
The SPEAKER: He may have, but the member

for Gosnells started again.
Mr CARR: In spite of the fact that I am very

critical of the regional administration system
operating at present, I do envisage a constructive
role for a senior departmental officer as co-
ordinator. It is very important that I make the
point that the administrators are not
administrators because they do not administer
anything but their own offices. They are in no
sense administrators. It would be reasonable to
have a co-ordinator in each regional centre. It is
also desirable that the role of the regional
development committee should be upgraded, and
that includes the regional administrator with his
involvement there.

The outlook of those committees should be
widened because at the moment they have largely
an industrial outlook. Also the budget of those
committees should be extended as well as their
representation and their power to make local
decisions.

However, while I make the point that
development is desirable, I wish to emphasise that
with regard to that section, the Mai n point of my
remarks is that the local senior departmental
officers should be given more power.

The remaining four points listed in the motion
can be lumped together under the
heading, "defensive decentralisation."

This has the aim of keeping people in the
country-those who already live there, especially
people in small country towns. It will not solve the
problem of Perth's growth, but it is still a valuable
exercise for those who live there. The main
weapon in such a programme is the supply of
goods and services. The better and cheaper the
service provided in country areas the more people
will be inclined to stay there.

The main issue concerning country people is
costs. Any country person would agree on that
one. Surveys conducted confirm that the cost of
living is much higher in country areas. The
Australian Bureau of Statistics figures show that
in the Pilbara the cost of food is 20 to 25 per cent
higher than in Perth. In the Kimberley it is up to
40 per cent higher, and in most of the southern
half of the state the cost of food is on average 10
per cent higher than it is in Perth. There is
certainly a general belief in country areas that
prices are excessive-beyond the cost of providing
those services.

This Government will not act on the question of
costs. When it was in Opposition in the days of
the Tonkin Government the Liberals in the
Legislative Council obstructed the previous
Government when it introduced legislation to deal
with excessive prices. In 1975 in this House I
moved a motion for a prices inquiry, and that was
rejected by the House which decided to give us an
inquiry into services rather than into costs.

The report of that inquiry, dealing mainly with
services, was tabled in September last year-I 2
months ago. The report contained one paragraph
dealing with prices, indicating that prices
represented the main problem in country areas.
No further attention was paid to it.

This Government will not act to lower prices in
the country areas of the State; it will not act to
control prices in the country areas; it will not act
to inquire into prices in country areas; and it will
not act to require any justification for the prices
charged.

Mr Grayden: That is absolutely untrue.
Mr CARR: The member who interjected was

in charge of consumer affairs during the period to
which I refer, when the approaches on the subject
of costs were made. He is responsible for nothing
having been done, so he is in no position to
interject because what he said is not the truth.

Mr Grayden: Another falsehood.
Several members interjected.
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Mr CARR: The ALP is committed to introduce
a prices commission or a prices bureau to inquire
into and act upon the problem of high prices in
the country. The State Executive of the ALP and
the State Conference of the ALP both confirmed
that country prices will be treated as a priority
issue in campaigning for future elections, and it
will be a priority when Labor comes to office in
18 months' time.

Mr Sademan: When did you make that
decision? Just last week?

Mr CARR: It was reaffirmed last week.
Mr Sodeman: Are you not behind the eight

ball?
Mr CARR: I wish to ignore the honourable

member who is making same outrageous
suggestions. He is trying to imply that the ALP
has come in late on the question. That puts the
ALP in front of the Liberal Party which has not
even begun to deal with the problem yet.

Mr Blaikie: Was it carried by a unanimous
vote, or was it divided?

Mr CARR: It did not even go to a show of
hands; it was carried clearly on the voices.

Mr Mclver: It was carried by acclamation.
Mr CARR: Not only will this Government not

act on the question of curbing high prices, but it
has been a participant also for a long time in
forcing up prices in country areas.

I would like to comment briefly on the rural
affairs inquiry. I moved a motion in 1975 for a
comprehensive inquiry into rural affairs. The
Government gave us a brief inquiry into services.
The inquiry reported in September, 1977. The
Minister who was in charge of consumer affairs at
that time said he would study the report in depth.
While I did criticise the report for not dealing at
length with the matter of prices, I did commend it
for making a number of suggestions. I believe the
report contained a number of suggestions which
were worth while and which were worth acting
upon. Quite a number of people put considerable
effort into that inquiry and they believed they
were doing something which would mean a better
deal for people living in country areas. However,
what has happened?

Mr Mclver; Nothing.
Mr CARR: The interjection from the member

for Avon is precisely right; nothing has been done.
Mr Grayden: That is absolutely not true. You

do not know what has happened.
Mr CARR: I asked questions of the then

Minister, who is now interjecting, and his answers
made it clear that the Government had done

nothing. He said he had received the report, and
that he would study it in depth. That was the
extent of his action regarding the inquiry. I raised
the matter publicly and I highlighted the fact that
the Government had done nothing.

Mr Grayden: You are quite obviously unaware
of what was done.

Mr CARR: The then Minister said that
regional reports would be prepared, and that the
reports would be sent to various departments.
That is all that was done. Regional reports were
prepared for study by the departments. After all
that time that was the only action taken, and the
action was only as a result of pressure applied to
the Government about the fact that nothing was
being done.

Mr Grayden: Rubbish.
Mr CARR: Nothing has yet come to light; the

Government has done nothing about the report.
We want some action on the suggestions
contained in the report. We want to help those
people who came forward to provide the
suggestions contained in the report. We are not
prepared to see them insulted as they watch their
report gather dust. I give an assurance that under
a Labor Government that report will be acted
upon immediately.

Mr Davies: Hear, hear!
Mr CARR: In fact, the people living in our

country areas cannot wait another IS months for
something to be done so we are calling on the
Government to help the country people of this
State.

I turn now to the next question raised in my
motion, which is the cutting back of rail services
in this State. I will leave it to the member for
Avon to deal with this matter in more detail, but
it is worth commenting that this Government
seems to be committed to reducing rail services at
every opportunity and replacing them with road
services. The Government seems to be committed
to reducing all rail schedules and services. I
intend to quote from a document prepared by
some railway unions. The document highlights the
real extent of the cut-back in railway services in
recent years. It states-

Since mid. 1973:
More than 80 sidings have been closed

completely.
Another 130 no longer accept small

consignments.
15 ramps and 130 stock races have been

demolished.
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Westrail no longer handles perishable
consignments in controlled
temperature vehicles.

There are
lines which
injection of
They include

a number of
must receive

capital if they

railway branch
an immediate
are to survive.

Dudinin to Nareinbeen
Boyup Brook to Katanning
Lake Grace to Newdegate
Lake Grace to Hyden
Katanning to Nyabing
Tambellup to Onowangerup
Quairading to Bruce Rock
Wonnerup to Nannup

Clearly, the railways have been allowed to run
down. I agree with the view expressed by the
railway unions that rail transport is more effective
than road transport. That view is shared by the
Bunbury Town Council, amongst others.

Mr O'Connor: If you were in government
would you inject funds into each area for that
purpose? Be specific.

Mr CARR: We would not launch an onslaught
on the railways, as this Government has done. We
would not have that total commitment to reduce
rail services.

Mr O'Connor: Would you make funds available
in all those areas?

Mr CARR: I am not saying that funds would
be made available to each and every one. I am
saying the general thrust of this Government on
the railways is not in the best interests of the
State. The member for Avon will have more to
say on that subject.

Several members interjected.
Mr CARR: I will turn now to the part of my

motion which deals with cost increases which I
believe warrant special attention. I will refer to
increased charges in the country for power and
water charges. I will quote briefly from the
Liberal policy booklet.

Mr O'Connor: That is the best thing you could
do.

Mr CARR: I will quote from the Liberal policy
for the 1977 election.

Mr Bertram: Do you take it seriously?
Mr CARR: I experienced the result of the 1974

election policy, so I do not take it seriously.
Mr Young: Have a look at the 1977 result.
Mr CARR: At page 42 of the "Liberal Policy

1977-80" it is stated-

EQUALISATION
We are applying the principle of

equalisation as widely as possible in the
provision of Government services, and will
extend this programme.

Specifically, referring to water, the policy
states-

Water charges for average users have been
equalised for city and country. This will
continue.

Let us look at the facts. I have figures with regard
to water charges in the city and in the country,
and I have been able to compare them. The
comparison is as follows: In the metropolitan area
the water rate is $36.

The charge of $36 in the metropolitan area
entitles a householder to 150 kilolitres of water, as
part of the payment. The householder then pays
for all excess water at 17c per kilolitre. That is
the maxi mum amount paid by a metropolitan
consumer.

A country consumer, living south of the 26th
parallel, pays a water rate of $30. There is no
allowance of 150 kilolitres, as applies in the
metropolitan area, as part of the water rate. The
first 400 kilolitres are charged at the rate of 9c
per kilolitre; the next 400 kilolitres are charged at
the rate of 18c; the next 400 kilolitres are charged
at the rate of 36c; the next 800 kilolitres are
charged at the rate of 54c, and any water used
over and above that quantity is charged at 72c per
kilolitre.

North of the 26th parallel there is a slight
variation in that a larger quantity is allowed at
the rate of 9c per kilolitre, and a lesser quantity
applies at the rate of I Sc per kilolitre. The
important point is the comparison shows that
people pay more for their water in country areas.
The upper limit for excess water is 72c per
kilolitre whereas people in the metropolitan area
pay 17c per kilolitre irrespective of the quantity
used.

Mr O'Connor: For the first 400) kilolitres, the
metropolitan resident pays a lot more.

Mr CARR: I appreciate there are certain cost
structures involved in providing water supplies in
country areas, but surely the Government cannot
justify this discrimination where the country
people pay a higher rate for excess water.

Mr O'Connor: They do not.
Mr CARR: There is a desperate need to

moderate these high charges.
Sir Charles Court: What level of loss do you

think we should stand in country water supplies?
What level of subsidy should be involved?
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Mr O'Neil: What about the $25 million subsidy
to country water consumers?

Mr CARR: How does the Government justify a
charge of 72c per kilolitre compared with a
charge of I Ic per kilolitre in Perth?

Sir Charles Court: You tell us what level of
subsidy should be involved.

Mr CARR: My next point concerns State
Energy Commission connection charges.

Sir Charles Court: You back away.
Mr O'Neil: Country water consumers are

subsidised to the extent of $25 million.
Mr CARR: In the opinion of the ALP the 100

per cent increase in SEC connection charges
penalises the most isolated people in the
community. It is an outrageous penalty, and a
number of Government back-benchers agree with
that opinion.

A committee was set up to look into this
question following the fact that Government
back-benchers were not consulted with regard to
the 100 per cent increase in connection charges.
That committee included four members from the
other side of the House: the member for
Merredin, the member for Greenough, the
member for Moore, and the member for Roe.

The committee recommended that the
Government decision be reversed and that the 100
per cent increase be not applied. The Government
delayed for many months but then confirmed that
decision-which, by the way, will save the
Government only $J00 000 in a State energy
works programme of millions of dollars. I agree
with the committee that the charges are unfair.
Action should be taken to moderate them, and
preferably to withdraw them completely.

Some Government members on that committee
have tried to claim independence from the
Government decision. I understand the member
for Greenough attended a public meeting at
Latham, among other public meetings, at which
he stated he would be prepared to cross the floor
and vote with the Opposition against the
Government on this particular measure. The
member for Greenough also indicated, I believe,
that a number of other Government back-
benchers would be prepared to cross the floor and
vote against the Government on the measure. I
challenge those members to do something about it
here tonight. If they agree with this part of the
motion and not with other parts of it. we would be
interested to hear what amendments they would
like to propose. We will give them an opportunity
to do that tonight.

In conclusion, I say the Opposition is
committed to a better deal for country people. We
are angry at the treatment that has been meted
out by the Federal and State Governments to the
country people of this State. While many of these
attacks have been due largely to the bizarre
economic views of the Prime Minister and the
Premier in support of a contractionary economic
policy, we know they are also partly due to the
lack of an established decentralisation
programme. We want a comprehensive
programme implemented in this State to start the
job of making decentralisation work and be a
force in resisting future attacks from
unsympathetic Governments.

MR H-. D. EVANS (Warren) [8.32 p.m.]: I am
very happy to second the motion moved by my
colleague, the member for Geraldton. At the same
time-

Mr Sodeman: That does not do you very much
credit, I might add.

Mr H. D. EVANS: -1 would like to make a
number of comments about the motion and in so
doing draw attention to the fact that the
supporters of those opposite-the Liberal-
Nati onal Country Party coalition-have
condemned the Federal Government's recent
Budget, the effects of which have been
compounded by actions of the State Government.

The Farmers' Weekly quoted the President of
the Farmers' Union in its headline, "Farmers hit
by vicious fuel price increases in budget". The
National Farmer, which is the only national
farming newspaper, had the headline, "Howard
tips the bucket on farmers". He did just that, and
the extent of it has not been fully demonstrated
up to This time. However, the measures and their
effects are well worth looking at and being
remembered by some of those opposite who
represent country electorates.

Mr Young: You are a fellow who voted against
the abolition of probate.

Mr H-. D. EVANS: The issue of probate was
maintained in previous Labor Budgets.

Mr Blaikie: You still voted against it, though.
Mr H. D. EVANS: To that extent, yes, but I

want to draw attention to the issues of the
moment which go far deeper than that and have a
far more immediate impact. Not the least of them
is the fuel price increase which has been imposed
at a very inopportune time and in a way which is
completely discriminatory against people living in
country areas and against rural industries.

The extent of the increase is 3.5c a litre for
petrol and diesel fuel. The cost of petrol to
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farmers will increase from about 18.38c to 21.88c
a litre. That is an increase of considerable
magnitude-about 12 per cent. The Farmers'
Weekly has given an illustration of just what it
means in direct terms. It points out that the
biggest increase is in the price of diesel fuel,
which rises from 12.61c to 16.1 Ic a litre, an
increase of 27.75 per cent.

The savagery of the increase could best be
illustrated in the case of the heavy land wheat
farmer who sows 800 hectares a year. It is rather
interesting to note that this would involve about
1 400 machine hours and about 23 litres of diesel
fuel an hour. The producers' fuel bill in this area
alone would be a massive $1 115 a year.

Mr Blaikie: That same person's estate would
probably have paid in excess of $200 000 for
probate, which we have now effectively said he
will not pay, and you would not support the
abolition of probate duty.

Mr H. D. EVANS: Let ui deal with the issue
we have here-the philosophical and other aspects
of it. Let us talk about fuel costs and what they
involve, not only for that farmer but for every
other farmer and rural dweller.

The point is that the crude oil pricing decision
will involve $800 million in a full year, and the
Industries Assistance Commission's report
entitled "Crude Oil Pricing", dated the 30th
September, 1976, estimated that primary
industries used 19.5 per cent of the total petrol
consumption in Australia. Primary industries
include more than farmers, but higher oil prices
will push up every farm import used in this State
and in Australia, and we must bear in mind also
that many of these come from the Eastern States.
As a matter of fact, the value of imports is $1 146
million.

Mr O'Connor: Is this why the Labor Party
abolished the equalisation scheme?

Mr H-. D. EVANS: That is the total value of
the imports into Western Australia, and the cost
of every one of those items will rise
proportionately and be manifested to a very large
degree in the Consumer Price Index. It can do
nothing but increase inflation and make a
mockery of the stated intention of the Federal
Government's policy.

The direct effects of the increase in the price of
fuel are bad enough, but the morality of the
approach of the Prime Minister is something
again and reveals the attitudes of members
opposite and particularly those of the National
Country Party. The National Country Party has
complied in two decisions which have a direct link
with the increase in the price of fuel, and not the

least of those decisions related to the resources
tax.

The Prime Minister is quoted in The National
Times of the 9th July, 1978, as saying the revenue
lost by dropping the resources tax could be
covered by increasing the crude oil levy; and that
is what he did. In the radio programme "AM" the
day after the Budget was introduced, the Prime
Minister said-

If was never a question of a resources tax
or no tax. It was a question of a resources tax
or a (crude oil) levy.

He opted in favour of the mining companies, and
this was condoned. It was more than tacitly
agreed to; it was supported directly by the
National Country Party Ministers. So instead of a
contribution being made by Esso Australia Ltd.,
BP Australia Ltd., and others, they have drawn a
quite considerable company profit out of this
increase. This has amounted to many millions of
dollars over the three-year period. In this
financial year alone the windfall to those
companies will amount to $216 million, the next
year it will be increased by a further $150 million,
and the same amount the year after that.

Mr O'Connor: What percentage of profit is
that? You do not know.

Mr H. D. EVANS: If the decision had not been
made in favour of those companies, the need for
the substantial rise in the price of fuel would have
been obviated. This will cost the farmers
something like $160 million for fuel, plus about
$1 000 each in additional taxes. It will cost the
average Australian farmer approximately $2 000
a year more. Of course, this is only the
commencement. The impost will generate
increases in the price of all commodities.

I am sorry that the Minister for Agriculture is
not in the Chamber at the moment, but perhaps
some of his colleagues will refer him to my
remarks. In the 24th August edition of the
Farmers' Weekly the Minister had this to say-

No effort has been made to offset the
effects of the massive increase in fuel prices.
Any rise in transport costs will hit those who
already live in the country and hit others who
wanted to live there.

The Minister's remarks continued in that vein. By
his support he keeps those who made this policy in
power in Canberra, those Federal members of the
same political colour as himself. It is hypocritical
for him now to turn around and say, "Tut, tut!"
The crocodile tears being shed in that way are
most unbecoming. He supported the Federal
Government's policy, its philosophies, and its
principles, and he now tries to bewail the situation
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in which rural producers and country dwellers
find themselves.

The change in our taxation laws will have an
adverse effect on country dwellers and on farmers
particularly. We have heard considerable
discussion in the past about the superphosphate
bounty. Although that bounty still remains, the
allocation in the Federal Budget has fallen from
$42 million to $40 million. Perhaps the
Government expects a drop in the consumption
rate. However, we must bear in mind the fact that
superphosphate is now approximately $12 a
tonne, and with the increase in transport costs
exacerbated by the fuel impost there will be a cut
of something like 8 per cent in the assistance by
way of superphosphate bounty. This is a direct
takeaway from the farmers. The Government is
not maintaining the subsidy.

In the same way the nitrogen bounty has fallen
from $60 to $40 a tonne. In real terms that is a
decrease of 40 per cent. I might add that the level
of the nitrogen bounty is up for consideration
during the next 12 months, but to this time there
is no indication of what will happen. So the
overall loss to the farmers will be considerable as
a direct consequence of the increase in the price
of fuel.

Mr Blaikie: That would be tongue in cheek
when you are talking about the superphosphate
bounty. You should get off that subject very
quickly.

Mr Mclver: Why?
Mr H. D. EVANS: The alteration to the

taxation laws will prevent farmers from including
more than the first $5 000 of any off-farm income
in their annual tax averaging. The effect of this
on the bona ide farmers and the beef producers
in the south-west or Western Australia will be
fairly deleterious. Many of these farmers are
working in timber mills, they are cutting down
trees, working as shearers, and working in the
trucking business. They have had to take on other
work to maintain their farm operations.

The price of beef has risen, although certainly
not to the 1973 level when it was so high that the
Whitlamn Government considered the removal of
the superphosphate bounty. Although beef prices
have risen, they have not risen sufficiently to
allow the beef farmers of the south-west to return
to their occupation full time.

I would like to refer to some figures to illustrate
what I mean. At the 30th June, 1973, the average
beer producer had an income of $181.40 a week.
By the 30th June, 1978, his average earnings were
down to $98 a week. By using the CPI index to
compare this figure with that of 1973, we find

that his actual return is now worth $53.30 a week.
So the farmers' return is 70.6 per cent less than it
was in 1973. By way of comparison I would like
to give the average weekly earnings for the
community generally. In 1973 the average
earnings were $107.80 a week. This has now risen
to $205.10 a week. By carrying out the same
conversion, this figure is reduced to $113.80 a
week, and that represents an increase of 5.6 per
cent on the average weekly wage, compared with
a decrease of 70.6 per cent for the beef producer.

It is interesting to note also the price of beef
over those same years. The Sydney retail price of
sirloin beef at the 30th June, 1973, was I28c per
pound. This had risen to 161c per pound in 1978,
but converted to the 1973 level with reference to
the CPI index, it represents 87.6c per pound. So
in real terms that was a decrease of 31.6 per cent
from 1973 to 1978. The figures I have here in
regard to basic commodities show that beef has
suffered drastically by comparison. That is the
position in which the beef farmers of the State
find themselves. I am sorry the member for Vasse
is not here at present because he would have been
interested in these figures.

Mr T. H. Jones: I doubt it.
Mr H. D. EVANS: It is this class of people

who will be hit by the taxation reforms.
Mr T. H. Jones: The member for Vasse does

not worry about the farmers any more.
Mr H. D. EVANS: These farmers can least

afford to bear this additional impost. While costs
have increased dramatically, the price of the
commodity they produce has fallen. The farmers
who have had to look for additional employment
will be particularly hard hit. Many of these people
are battling to survive and just as prices were
rising and it looked as though they had a chance
to improve their position, the Federal Budget will
finish them.

The question of the change in tax laws could
have a bearing on the income equalisation
deposits. It is from those deposits that the
Government has sought to finance the Primary
Industry Bank, and what a farce that has turned
out to be. What a sham and a delusion has been
wrought on country members, and farmers in
particular, in an endeavour to maintain the
Government's electoral support. For the
Government to put this forward as any sort of
serious attempt to alleviate the situation almost
defies understanding.

In the time available to me I would like to
clarify for the record the story of the Primary
Industry Bank, and perhaps we might even see a
blush of shame on some members opposite. At the
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November, 1975, election the Liberal and
Country Parties promised to establish a rural
bank. For nearly two years nothing more was
heard about the matter. It just went into the
archives and not a word was heard. The
Australian Bankers' Association-the private
trading banks-was using its considerable muscle
within the Liberal Party to kill the proposal. We
have seen that sort of thing happen in this State
and also in the Federal sphere in respect of other
matters. So the rural bank was doomed right from
the word "so" because the ABA said it would not
be a goer. If you follow the history of it, Mr
Speaker, you will see just how that prediction has
been fulfilled, and just how the institution Is
exactly as the ABA wanted it to be and would
have it in no other way.

In November, 1977, for electoral reasons the
Government introduced and passed the Rural
Bank Act which authorised the establishment of a
banking corporation. In his 1977 policy speech
Malcolm Fraser promised the bank would provide
long-term credit for viable borrowers for up to 30
years at concessional rates of interest. Bearing
that in mind, the legislation was vague in respect
Of Some important matters, such as equity capital,
the magnitude and source of funds for lending,
and the directorship of the corporation.

For instance, it was stated there would be 12
directors including a chairman and a
representative appointed by the Government, and
two directors representing primary industry; and
the other eight members were a complete
mystery. That was the initial constitution of the
board.

The Act authorised the Treasurer to make
funds available on conditions to be determined by
him, but did not say how much or at what rate of
interest. These are essential facts when we are
dealing with a bank: we must have money to lend
on terms and under certain conditions. The Act
explicitly forbade the bank to deal directly with
primary producers. It could provide fi~nds for
lending only to trading banks and fringe financial
institutions such as stock firms. That was written
into the Act. There is no doubt that the private
banks demanded that restriction, and the Fraser
Government accepted it, as is its custom when
dealing with strong faceless men such as the
ABA, the AMA, and the AMIC. It gave in
completely, and weakly complied.

In January, 1978, a joint release from the
Treasurer and the Minister for Primary Industry
stated that funds would not be available for farm
plant or live stock purchases, thereby restricting
the bank's role still further. On the I11th May,
1978, the Treasurer introduced an amending Bill

which changed the bank's name from "Rural
Bank" to "Primary Industry Bank". The
amending Bill also amended section 7 of the Act,
which authorised the Treasurer to make funds
available to the bank for lending on such terms
and conditions as he determined. That
amendment was agreed to by the bankers.

In his second reading speech on the I1Ith May,
1978, the Federal Treasurer announced that the
trading banks would appoint seven of the 12
directors, and the State banks would appoint one.
The pretext for giving the private banks
directorial control was that they would supply
most of the equity capital. The situation had
changed completely and that argument was
completely fallacious.

At that time the equity capital of $6.25 million
in total was only a tiny fraction of the funds
required to make this an operation of any
significance. These actions-these
amendments-completely delivered the Primary
Industry Bank into the hands of the private
trading banks, like a lamb to the slaughterhouse.
This was done deliberately, and it was done at the
insistence of the ABA.

The Labor Party moved to reduce the number
of private directors from seven to four and to
increase farmers' directors from two to four. One
Tasmanian Liberal back-bencher in the House of
Representatives did vote for that move, but no
other Liberal or Country Party member lifted a
finger. These events induced suspicion that the
private banks would simply use the institution as
a dumping ground for bad debts. On the 25th
May that possibility was explicitly denied by Mr
Ives, the newly-appointed chairman. He said an
impending borrower would go to his own trading
bank, and if that bank decided that his
proposition was viable it would go to the Primary
Industry Bank and ask for funds; but he said the
prime lender took the risk.

Then, on the 7th June, the Treasurer
repudiated, without acknowledging, the Prime
Minister's 1977 election promise for funds at
concessional rates Of interest. He said the rates
would be set at approximately the same level as
overdraft accommodation on similar amounts of
money. The position then was that loans would be
at normal overdraft interest rates; secondly,
applications for loans would be assessed by the
client's trading bank; and, thirdly, the trading
bank would carry the risk of default. Collectively
those conditions allowed no valid reason for the
existence of the bank, other than as a political
gimmick. What other reason could there be for
them?
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An election commitment bad been made and a
smokescreen was put up in this way to bide the
sham. Those changes' were made, and the
emasculated edifice of the Primary Industry Bank
still faces primary producers who have waited a
long time for finance promised by a Liberal-
Country Party Government, which the private
banks just will not make available to them.
Indeed, all the Primary Industry Bank could do
under those circumstances was to add a cost to
borrowing by introducing another tier in the
structure.

The next revelation showed that conclusion to
be correct, because in July a statement was made
that the rate of interest would be I I per cent-O.5
per cent above the overdraft rate. Predictably.
this produced an angry reaction from farmers and
others. Mr Sinclair tried to defuse the protest on
the ABC "National Farm Report" on the 28th
July by lying about the interest rates charged by
other banks. He stated that the I] per cent
interest rate was identical with the rate charged
for term loans of eight to 10 years on up to
$100000. The truth is that the Commonwealth
Development Bank's rate of interest on loans of
up toS$10000 for up to 20years is 10.5 per cent,
and it is surprising that Mr Sinclair should choose
to present facts which were erroneous and could
easily be checked.

The Agricultural Council met on the 7th July,
and Mr Sinclair used another tactic to get his
Government and himself off the hook. He said the
Government never intended the bank to provide
cheap money for farmers. That is in
contradistinction to the promise given before the
1977 election. Mr Sinclair also referred to some
misunderstanding over the Government's
objectives for the bank.

The origin of the "misunderstanding" is the
Prime Minister's 1977 promise of a concessional
rate of interest. Whether Mr Sinclair believes
farmers should have known better than to take
Mr Fraser's promises seriously or whether Mr
Fraser does not speak for the Government, was
not explained by Mr Sinclair.

On his return from the council meeting, the
Western Australian Minister for Agriculture
complained that the bank would not cover
farmers' hire-purchase debt area. The
Countryman of the 10th August reports him as
making the following statement-

When the Primary Industry Bank was still
in the planning stages firm indications had
been given it would encompass hire purchase
but its final form was contrary to this
expectation.

That is just another one of the fallacies in this
whole matter. The joint Howard-Sinclair
statement of January, 1978, made it perfectly
clear that the hire-purchase area would not be
covered. Evidently, it has taken Mr Old seven
months to bring himself up to date.

There are sound arguments against providing
finance for agriculture at concessional rates of
interest, even from the farmers' viewpoint.
However, there is no justification for deceiving
farmers in this way-not, I suppose, unless it is
for electoral advantage, if one happens to belong
to particular parties.

There are also sound arguments for a specialist
institution to provide a full range of banking
services. However, this does not require a new
corporation; it was completely unnecessary and it
is the operations and effect of this new
corporation which are under question at the
moment. An amendment to the legislation dealing
with the Commonwealth Development Bank
would have satisfied all interested parties but the
Australian Bankers' Association. The
amendment, however, was not forthcoming.

That is not just a Labor Party conclusion.
Michael Davidson, former president of the
politically conservative New South Wales
Graziers' Council, now one of two farmer
representatives on the Primary Industry Bank
board, stated on the Australian Broadcasting
Commission programme "National Farm Report"
on the I1Ith August-

The policies that we wanted adopted were
not adopted by the Government. The
Government chose to institute a bank on
proposals that had largely been prepared by
the Bankers' Association. I still say that we
would prefer to see a bank with a different
structure, a different board structure to more
of a prime lending role in which we can
ensure that the things we want to achieve as
far as additional finance, to farmers
particularly in respect to long term loans, is
achieved.

I believe that statement is worth recording in
Hansard, coming from the source it did. I
continue to quote from the programme-

"Would a farmer have to go through the
trading banks or the Commonwealth Trading
Bank before they get to the new Primary
Industry Bank?" Davidson was asked. He
replied:

"Under the present structure, yes. And
that is exactly what we didn't want and what
I didn't want in the development of these
proposals."
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That is the genesis of the Primary Industry Bank
as brought down by 'the present Federal
Government.

One thing which I feel is almost inevitable in
the light of the changes to the tax laws is that the
l EDs paid at 5 per cent interest to farmers to be
used by the Primary Industry Bank will suddenly
dry up; they will be withdrawn. Farmers will not
support the IEDs; they will not be able to in the
light of the reduced income they can anticipate as
a result of the changes to the tax laws. That is the
subterfuge and the complete hypocrisy of the
Federal Government, representing the political
colour of those opposite.

A great number of matters should be discussed
in connection with the Budget, not the least of
which would be the fuel freight subsidy. My
colleague, the member for Northam, will have
some very interesting details to present relating to
transport later this evening. I have mentioned
already that the nitrogenous fertiliser bounty is to
be cut by $20 a tonne and the Budget speech
forecasts the reimposition of a levy on meat
exports to cover meat inspection service costs. If
the levy is increased by 2.2c a kilogram it would
raise $28 million. This is foreshadowed in the
Budget speech and represents another $28 million
which the primary producers can expect to see
ripped off.

A number of continuing effects have emanated
from the Budget proposals. It is as well to have a
look at the position with regard to inflation,
increased taxes and rural economies. Let us
consider the way in which the Situation is
evolving. From the Australian farm sector's
viewpoint, the Budget is a disaster; in fact, it has
been described as such in sundry rural
newspapers.

The fuel price hike will hit Western Australian
farmers far worse than any other sector; it will
have quite a significant effect. The increase in
fuel prices will force farm inflation up by at least
2 per cent, again placing it well above the forecast
national average rate of inflation and thus adding
further to the drain of resources of the farm
Sector.

The National Farmer estimates that in addition
to the cost increases in farm input-everything
that must be transported to a farm or taken from
a farm will be affected which, of course, will have
a similar effect in every country town-the
average Australian farmer will face an average
rise of $200 in his income tax. Perhaps he is not
as badly off as the average wage earner on about
$140 a week who will face an increase of roughly
$8 a week. However, we should bear in mind that

the average net income of the farmer would be
considerably less than that of the average wage
earner, and this would account for the lower
increase.

The income tax surcharge is simply a blatant
deception. My colleague referred to the "Dial a
tax cut" service established before the last
Federal election, Of course, it would be too much
to expect a "Dial a tax increase" service to inform
people of how much extra tax they can expect to
pay under the new tax structure.

If people care to examine the new tax scales
they will find that those whose incomes are
between $114 and $238 a week will pay an
additional 8 per cent in income tax and will be
worse off than they were before the February tax
cuts-the bait that was dangled prior to the last
election and swallowed by the taxpayer, as
inevitably it is. However, that does not make the
deception and dishonesty any the less. Now, that
tax cut not only has been completely eroded but
also the Government has placed a substantial
additional burden on the work force of this
country.

Or course, high income earners will not be so
harshly treated. A person on the Prime Minister's
income ofr$] 500 a week or thereabouts will have
his tax increased by only 5 per cent, as opposed to
the 8 per cent increase suffered by the average
wage earner, and will still receive $50 of the
substantial cut of $87 a week he received last
February.

There has never been a Budget more calculated
to transfer the wealth of this country from one
section of the community to another. This has
been done in the most amoral way. Those who can
least afford it pay most. This is-the philosophy
that has been adopted, and it has been applied to
the rural sector and the country dweller. There
should be a few heads on the other side of the
House hanging much lower than they are.

The Minister for Agriculture adequately
described the Federal Budget as a crushing blow
to decentralisation. What is he going to do about
it? Write a letter? His colleagues over there are
responsible. They are all tarred with the same
brush.

Mr Bertram: They are all part of the same
machine.

Mr H-. D. EVANS: This is the only conclusion
that can legitimately be drawn.

The suggestions made the week before last on
the Budget that the underlying philosophies of the
Federal Treasurer and the Prime Minister were
completely at variance with the best interests of
this country can only be reiterated. It requires no
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great understanding of economics to see that
unless there is some stimulation of the economy,
even though it may mean the inflation rate will
not move as rapidly as these austere conditions
would have it-which is unlikely having regard to
the effect of the fuel tax and everything that
implies-unemployment is going to create further
problems.

Had the Hayden suggestion to increase the
deficit from $2.8 billion to $3.6 billion-a matter
of some $837 million-been adopted, it would
have saved unemployment at a cost of $650
million. That is all he is talking about, and that
was considered to be within reasonably safe
bounds by economists. That is the total sum that
would have been required.

The additional payouts in social services and
the lack of taxation revenue and the winding
down of industry because the community does not
have purchasing power will ensure that the
situation can only get worse. It is going to finish
in total depression.

I would like to make one point in reply to the
earlier interjectors. When the Whitlamn Budget
was brought down, it was brought down with such
headlines and such a furore by those opposite that
I am surprised they have not been more vocal over
the aggravated and worsened situation
confronting them now. At that time, Mr Ronald
Anderson, who. I might add, is not always the
most generous supporter of the Labor Party or of
the Whitlam Government, said-

Labor's rural policy offers a good deal to
Australia's priniary producers. Had it been
presented by the Liberal-Country Party it
would have been praised from Bourke to
Bunbury. Because it was Labor policy, it was
treated with suspicion.

That is Ronald Anderson, the most astute and
perspicacious critic of the rural scene. These are
the distortions that were put forward by the
political opponents opposite. Now they are trying
to take away the floor price for wool which the
Whitlamn Government introduced for primary
producers.

Mr Grewar: And reduced again.
Mr H. D. EVANS: The Whittamn Government

introduced it and it risked some $200 million.
That was the greatest innovation in rural policy
since the war. It was removed, and the wool
stockpiled to the extent of many millions of
dollars. That wool could have been sold to the
Japanese cartels. The Whitlamn Government held
out and accepted the risk, with the consequence
today there is stability in the wool industry that
would never have been achieved otherwise. It will

be interesting to see the reaction of those opposite
to the examination of the wheat industry
stabilisation scheme when it is brought forward a
little later this year. It is under examination by
the Federal Government now. That is another
piece of Labor legislation.

In the time of the Whitlamn Government, the
wheat stabilisation plan was extended for a
further five years. It was underwritten to the
extent of $30 million a year. That was the
commitment that was made. We will see how
many of those opposite will opt for changing or
wiping out the wheat stabilisation or wool floor
price plans. I do not think we will see that. Those
were aspects in which the Whitlamn Government
created huge credits.

In this Budget we find nothing but gloom and
taking away from the sector that can least afford
it. It is a discriminatory Budget, discriminating
particularly against the rural industry and
country people.

I support my colleague's motion.
SIR CHARLES COURT (Nedlands-Premier)

[9.16 p.m.]: We have heard a motion by the
member for Geraldlton on behalf of the
Opposition which, had it been moved in the way
he moved it 20 years ago, might have made an
impact. Today the public are better informed.
They are not so easily fooled.

Mr Bertram: They are fooled, not informed.
Sir CHARLES COURT: If there were people

here tonight from the rural areas, they would say
to the honourable member, "Very interesting, but
we have heard it all before."

Mr T. H. Jones: They are not too happy.
Sir CHARLES COURT: It is part of the

programme of the Labor Party, and it has been
announced to try to woo back some of these rural
voters who took such a drubbing from the Labor
Government.

Mr H. D. Evans: In what way? Enumerate the
measures specifically.

Sir CHARLES COURT: The motion
tonight-

Mr H. D. Evans: Get off the generalities and be
specific.

Sir CHARLES COURT: I am going to come
to a few specifics that will embarrass the
honourable member.

Mr H. D. Evans: That will be a change.
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Sir CHARLES COURT: The motion in the
way it was moved is a complete fizzog. The
honourable member is no doubt impressed with
his own rhetoric and the way he presented the
matter.

Mr Harman: Get on with the business.
Sir CHARLES COURT: On my part, I

endeavoured to listen to the honourable member
in silence so as to hear his story in case, for once,
he had anything to say that was realistic, and that
was capable of implementation-in other words,
that he was going to spell out how they are to
implement the things they want to do.

Decentralisation has been a hobbyhorse of
politicians for as long as I can remember. It trips
nicely off the tongue. It sounds beautiful on the
soap box; it sounds beautiful when one is
addressing a gathering. In more recent times,
people have started to ask what is to be done
about it. It is a lovely phrase, which sounds very
good; but people want to know what is going to be
done about it, and they are not fooled by a very
brief summation such as the Opposition has put
forward through the member for Geraldton. One
comes to the conclusion that their policy is to
bring down a series of draconian regulations and
controls affecting these people including
directions as to where they are going to live.

They would have the most severe price control
one could possibly imagine. There would be no-
one prepared to invest anywhere in this State of
ours, particularly in a decentralised area, because
to achieve what the honourable member seeks to
do one has to assume there is going to be
direction, direction, and more direction, and
control, control, and more control.

He could not make an attempt to do these
things effectively unless he was prepared to direct
and to control. If by any mischance he was in
government he would Find that the moment he
sought to do any of the things he espoused tonight
he would run into practical difficulties which
would be insurmountable. He would have to say it
was too hard and too impractical.

I remind the honourable member that the
Governments of our political persuasion which
have been in office in this State since 1959 have
achieved more in terms of true
decentralisation-this is true at both State and
national level-than any other Governments in
the history of this State.

It is no good the honourable member trying to
fob this off by saying we are the most urbanised
people in Australia. We still have only a handful
of people in the entire State so one cannot
compare us with States such as New South Wales

and Victoria with their smaller land masses and
their bigger populations. The historic reasons for
their having bigger populations are well known to
the honourable member.

The genuine development of this State has had
its acceleration on a firm basis under
Governments of our political persuasion and there
is good reason for this. We are able to attract
investors, whether it be in farming, mining,
fishing, or any other industry. The Labor Party
j ust cannot attract these investors because the
cold, hard facts are that when the Labor Party is
in government here or in the national capital, for
obvious reasons capital investors are dead scared.

One had only to listen to Mr Keating yesterday
and today, representing the Federal Opposition on
mineral matters, to get an idea of just what would
happen if by any mischance the Labor Federal
Opposition were returned to power in Canberra. I
hope members opposite heard what he said
tonight about developments in the Pilbara. I hope
his comments are printed in the Press tomorrow
morning as he was quoted on the seven o'clock
news tonight.

In moving his motion the member for
Geraldton made a statement about the user
having to pay. If I recall correctly he referred to
the fact that Mr Whitlam had a bit of a thing
about the user must pay. He used to send us away
from Canberra with those words ringing in our
ears. In some respects the present Prime Minister
follows this dictum to a greater extent than I and
most people of my political persuasion have been
prepared to follow.

When the member for Geraldton talks about
costs and increased charges in the country he
should tell the full story, because people in the
country are better informed than he apparently
assumes they are. No doubt he will distribute his
speech far and wide and when the country people
read it it is important that someone sneaks up
behind them and reminds them of what
Governments, particularly the present
Government, have done to abate these costs.

The honourable member did not mention that
this Government has been responsible for making
a commitment and honouring that commitment in
respect of power charges; a commitment most
people would have thought impossible. That
commitment was to get uniform charges in spite
of the fact that we have had to take over some
very uneconomic power generation projects and
integrate them into the total power scheme.

It is a responsibility we have accepted and we
have placed people in very remote
areas-hundreds of miles more remote than the
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electorate of the honourable member-in a
position where they pay exactly the same price for
power as people in Perth.

To do this has cost no less than $10 million a
year in subsidy. The Government has just
embarked on a new contributing scheme for
extensions which has been explained to people in
the areas affected, to try to abate some of the
problems which arose because of cost problems in
recent years. We are doing this despite the fact
that country consumers are subsidised to the
extent of an average of $300 a year each already
but those particular cases have special problems.
That figure will be increased by $250 per
customer per year. That of course is on top of the
fact that installation costs for these extensions are
going to be much greater than the amount the
user is expected to contribute.

Mr Skidmore: Why have costs gone up?
Sir CHARLES COURT: What costs?
Mr Skidmore: The costs of installation.
Sir CHARLES COURT: In the main it is

because wages have gone up.
Mr Skidmore: Here we go.
Sir CHARLES COURT Does the member

mean to say wages have gone down?
Mr Skidmore: What about petrol costs?
Mr Bertram: Why not keep the wages down?
Sir CHARLES COURT: What a lovely

comment to come from the member for Mt.
Hawthorn! Would not that look lovely at the next
election?

Mr Bertram: You are the only one with power
to do it.

Sir CHARLES COURT: The honourable
member has not heard us say anything about
bringing wages down; we are asking that increases
be abated and not increased beyond increases
justified by productivity.

This State Government made history within
Australia and certainly within this State when,
because of the charging system we introduced in
relation to water, we actually had people with a
residence in remote areas such as the north of the
State who could get an agreed allowance-which
was considered to be a reasonable base allowance
of a satisfactory nature for those particular
people-which was slightly cheaper than the same
amount of water in the metropolitan area.

Does that not contradict the misstatement
made by the member for Geraldton when he
misstated the facts and did not explain that the
base rate without allowances in the north and in
the country areas generally was related to a price

per kilolitre for water which was quite different
from that in the towns. If the honourable member
wants to play around with figures he has to be a
bit smarter; bie has to realise that the test is the
overall cost to the user.

We made history by so arranging the charging
system so that the people in these areas would
receive an amount of water considered to be
reasonable for people who are careful with water.
The price would not exceed that in the
Metropolitan area for that amount of water.

The honourable member spoke long and hard
about rail freights. I remind him that the increase
made was a much more modest one than was
anticipated by the rural community. It was the
minimum increase that could be levied to make
sonic contribution to a deficit which was fast
rising because of increased wages costs. Those
charges are now going to increase faster because
of increased fuel costs.

However, we were looking at a deficit of $29
million. Some people follow a rather mystical
form of accounting where they say interest and
other charges should not be taken into account,
but of course someone has to pay. They still
project into the State's Budget.

Here again, because of a deliberate policy that
was taken into account in fixing rail freight
charges, the taxpayer in one form or another
absorbs a very heavy subsidy on rail freights.

Other matters to be considered are abattoir
losses which have increased following droughts,
because of throughput situations, and the
devastating lack of satisfactory economies of
scale. But to ensure the service abattoirs did
operate we absorbed another $4 million loss.

The State Shipping Service, which is a basic
transport operation for the people in remote areas
of the north, has a further deficit of
approximately $8 million. The honourable
member did not mention this.

Mr Pearce: Because he was looking at the
overall picture, and not at little details.

Sir CHARLES COURT: These deficits on
their own, without going into a host of other
things which are absorbed as a matter of basic
policy to take some of the burden off
decentralised areas, cost $15 million a year; but
the member never mentioned them. The amount
of $75 million is hardly "little details". If he
wanted to put up a balanced argument as an
alternative policy, as a responsible person he
would have mentioned these matters.

I should like to mention another matter. I refer
to the question of natural disasters.
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Unprecedented amounts have been paid out by
way of drought relief and in case the honourable
member thinks drought relief loan money is
something which the Commonwealth pays and the
State has no commitment in that area, I should
like to tell him that all the loans are in tact
underwritten by the State and if any of them rail
it is the State which roots the bill. These loans
which carry very low interest rates and on which
no repayments are made for two years--a fact
which people overlook-although initially made
available by the Commonwealth, in the final
analysis the State Government stands behind
them.

The honiourable member made no mention of
the very generous amounts which have been made
available for employment promotion schemes in
drought-stricken areas. If he goes to the local
authorities concerned, the elected members there
will be very quick to tell him that not only was it
a very practical scheme, but it was also a very
generous scheme. I should like to tell the member
something else: When the applications had been
filed and the money was approved, the assistance
was forthcoming very quickly.

Mr Pearce: What a specific that was.
Sir CHARLES COURT: This brings me back

to the point I was discussing earlier: When an
Opposition is enideavouring to convince the
Parliament and the public that it is an alternative
Government, it has to put toward its programmes
and demonstrate how they will be implemented.
At one stage the honourable member said this was
something that had to be implemented on a long
time lead, or words to that effect; but I want to
remind him that he has some responsibility.
because just as the policies of the Labor Party
were announced at the biennial conference-

Mr Pearce: And very specific in detail.
Sir CHARLES COURT: I will say they were,
Mr Pearce: That is exactly right.
Sir CHARLES COURT: Members of the

public have got the message. Those policies were
particularly socialistic.

Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Sir CHARLES COURT: At no stage did the

honourable member try to say, "This is how we
are going to implement all of these things." Even
if these matters were to be implemented over
several years, how will the Opposition pay for
them?

Mr Davies: That will all be done.
Sir CHARLES COURT: Whichever way one

goes, these schemes have to be paid for and we

cannot have deficits in the State Budget unless we
know where we will obtain the money, because we
do not print money; we have to take it out of loan
funds or raise more revenue this or next year to
cover it. So when we are looking at programmes
such as those put forward by members of the
Labor Party, or by the member for Geraldton on
their behalf, we have to ask ourselves, "How real
are they? Are they going to be able to be
implemented, and if so, on what basis and at what
cost?"

Mr Davies: We would do more for
unemployment in six months than you have done
up to this stage.

Sir CHARLES COURT: If we look at the
programmes put forward tonight on their own,
and the honourable member made it clear that his-
suggestions were part of the policy of the Labor
Party and he is putting them forward as part of
the policy document-

Mr Davies: That might have been your
interpretation, just as you interpreted our policies
from newspaper reports. You have made a fool of
yourself in some of the statements you have made.

Sir CHARLES COURT: Members opposite
seem to have plenty of people who send Labor
Party conference documents hither and thither.

Mr Davies: You have been reported in the
newspaper and you made a fool of yourself. You
should have waited another week at least. I have
not seen the final copy myself.

An Opposition member interjected.
Sir CHARLES COURT: Is it not good to hear

members of the Labor Party applauding the
editorials of The West Australian when it suits
them-

Mr Mclver: You wait until election year and
you will see then.

Sir CHARLES COURT: -and when they are
given a little bit of encouragement.

Mr Davies: At least they were more responsible
than you were in your criticism.

Sir CHARLES COURT: I want to come back
to this point, because someone has to remind the
House of it: The honourable member has made no
mention of how he would finance these
programmes. He has made no mention of the fact
that we already have these big deficits which, as a
matter of policy, the Government is carrying for
country areas. is he going to cut out these deficits
in which case he would have to increase charges?
Is he going to double them in which case he would
have to do something about Government income
or use loan funds?
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Mr Davies: He would have told you if he had
taken time to give all his speech.

Sir CHARLES COURT: I will deal with that
one privately. It was only because he did not
honour the arrangement with members opposite.

Mr Davies: He honoured it all the way along
the line. We have had enough of your nonsense
about dishonourinig arrangements and your
chilishness.

The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr Davies: You cannot control the House and

you are losing your grip.
Sir CHARLES COURT: The Leader of the

Opposition should look at the time that is
involved.

Mr Davies: You sit down.
Mr Pearce: Sit down.
Sir CHARLES COURT: We made a

concession to members opposite and I hope they
realise it.

Mr Davies: We can do what we like with the
notice paper on private members' day. It was only
out of politeness that I came to you.

Sir CHARLES COURT: I want to remind the
honourable member again in regard to his motion
on decentralisation, which is such a popular word
with politicians, that when one talks about doing
the sorts of things suggested by the honourable
member and which I hope one of my colleagues
will have a chance to deal with in more detail in a
few minutes, one has to realise that when we start
to talk about artificial development, we are
playing with something which will not work in
this country, because Australians will not be
pushed around. Australians will not be told where
they are going to live. They will not be told that,
having gone to Geraldton, Busselton, or Albany
they are not to go back to Perth or something of
that nature as was foreshadowed by the member
tonight. The honourable member quite clearly
wanted to direct people away from the city, but
he also wanted to make it impossible for them to
return.

Mr Pearce: Rubbish!
Sir CHARLES COURT: So the honourable

member came down and told the public where he
stands on this particular issue.

On the question of road moneys, the member
was on much firmer ground, because the figures
he quoted were approximately those which have
been stated by the Government many times. If we
continue on the present formula-which the State
Government has resisted strongly and which
formula we believe the Federal Government will

have to radically alter-we cannot develop an
adequate road structure. But I remind the
honourable member that in his motion he is trying
to censure both the State and Federal
Governments.

Most of the arguments which have been put
forward by the member for Geraldton,. and by his
colleague the member for Warren, have been
directed at the Federal Government, because I
assume they are finding it difficult genuinely to
criticise the State Government with the result
that they are now switching their attacks to the
Federal Government for want of something better
to do on a Wednesday night.

I want to come back to the other financial point
raised by the honourable member and that is in
relation to the question of natural disasters. He
quoted some figures-and it is never easy to be
precise about figures when replying and when
they are quoted so quickly-but as far as I could
follow them from his quotations, it appeared that
he was claiming that the Federal Budget reflected
a cut-back on some of these items in connection
with natural disaster relief.

I remind him that when we are projecting a
Budget for the ensuing year we cannot be
precise-in fact virtually we cannot budget at
all-in regard to what is going to be the demand
for natural disaster relief because, thank
goodness, we cannot budget for natural disasters.
If Governments did so it would be an even bigger
disaster!

I remind the honourable member that last year
when record amounts had to be made available to
Western Australia because of our situation, it was
not wade available because of any provision in the
1977-78 Budget. It was made available because
all Governments of all persuasions must deal with
these things within a formula as and when they
arise.

Mr Davies: He pointed out that they changed
the formula to the disadvantage of the State.

Sir CHARLES COURT: This year the
formula has been changed, and it was overdue for
a change. Most States acknowledged there had to
be a change.

Mr Davies: That was the thrust of his remarks.
Mr Pearce: The member for Geraldton said all

this.
Sir CHARLES COURT: I am trying to point

out to the member for Gosnells, if he wants a
special "edition," that the honourable member
was misleading the House by quoting figures in
respect of natural disaster budgeting as though
anyone could be precise about it.
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Mr Pearce: He was not.
Sir CHARLES COURT: The fact is that for

natural disasters we have a formula.
Mr Pearce: We know that earthquakes come

four times a year ont set dates. We don't need you
to tell us that.

Sir CHARLES COURT: Why did he not put it
into proper perspective?

Mr Pearce: He did.
Sir CHARLES COURT: I am exposing once

more the irresponsible things he said.
Severs! members interjected.
Sir CHARLES COURT: I want to come back

to something which has been mentioned here on
the last few Wednesdays; and it will have to be
repeated. The fact is that, when representing his
case, the honourable member destroyed his
credibility by completely ignoring the most
burning economic question in Australia today;
namely, the question of inflation. No-one stands
to gain more from beating inflation than a
farming and rural community. He made the point
that all these cost increases find their way into the
rural community;. and with that I agree. If we can
lick inflation, no community would be more
sensitive to it, appreciative of it, or understand it
better than does the rural community. To ignore
this in a presentation of this kind is completely
irresponsible.

Several members interjected.
Sir CHARLES COURT: The honourable

member and his colleague from Warren made
great play about the question of fuel costs and
brushed off the old equalisation scheme which
Labor threw out as though it had no value. They
now brush off the Fraser Government's scheme.

No-one likes the increased fuel costs which
have been imposed and we believe-and have told
the Federal Government-that it has a
responsibility to increase the equalisation benefits
in one way or another to offset this as far as it
affects the rural community. So we are miles
ahead of the Opposition in our presentation of this
matter.

Another point that has been made by the
Opposition tonight concerns the surcharge on
income tax. What members opposite conveniently
forget is that the surcharge imposed by the Fraser
Government as part of its anti-inflationary
programme is less than one-fifth of the
concessions it has made since it has been in office.

Mr Davies: Say that again.

Sir CHARLES COURT: It is less than one-
fifth of the concessions made by the Fraser
Government since it has been in office.

Mr Davies: You must have been boozing or
something. Give the figures to prove it.

Sir CHARLES COURT: These things expose
the irresponsibility of an Opposition which is not
prepared to put a balanced case to demonstrate
that they understand what Government Finance is
all about.

Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr Davies: You cannot debate without proving

your point. Give us your figures.
Sir CHARLES COURT: I am trying to say

the Opposition has not been prepared to put a
balanced case and if the Leader of the Opposition
is a student of Federal finances, as he should be.
he would know that the concessions which have
been made in income tax by the Fraser
Government would this year be up to, if not in

excess of, $3 000 million.
Mr Bertram: Where and to whom?
Sir CHARLES COURT: The surcharge is

$500 million to $600 million. Why does not the
Opposition put the thing in its proper perspective?

Mr Davies: Get the Budget papers and have a
look at them. You never opened them.

Sir CHARLES COURT: One last point I
make concerns the rural bank mentioned with
such emphasis by the member for Warren who
seems almost disappointed and almost broken-
hearted that the bank has been introduced as
promised.

Mr H. D. Evans: The farmers are; everyone
else is!

Sir CHARLES COURT: It might not be in the
form originally promised-

Mr Davies: Another broken promise!
Sir CHARLES COURT: -but at least it has

been introduced.
Several members interjected.
Sir CHARLES COURT:. If the honourable

member had heard Mr Walter Ives, the chairman,
explaining its workings and potential to farmers
he would have an entirely different attitude
because at least the ice has been broken. These
things must be established progressively and we
should be pleased that at least the bank has been
established, event if it has not gone as far as we
had hoped in regard to interest rates.

I would remind the honourable member that
the first thing it seeks to do is what most farmers
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and businessmen seek most of all at the moment
in respect of Finances; that is, restructure finance
to give them the time they need to handle finances
within a manageable discounted cash flow.
Farmers work on the same basic principle of
finance as other businessmen.

Mr H. D. Evans:
Development Bank
restructured-

The Commonwealth
could have been

Sir CHARLES COURT: The honourable
member must realise that because of the way it
has been done it has a much greater potential and
a much greater opportunity to grow and provide a
service over the years which will be of great
benefit to farmers.

Before I conclude I want to refer to one
particular matter. I will leave other points to my
colleagues. I felt that the attack and the cynicism
of the member for Geraldton in respect of
Government employees and regional
administrators-referred to in paragraph (c) of
the motion-were a shocking display of
irresponsibility and lack of respect for this
institution and the privilege he enjoys here. I
know he has a bit of a "thing" about regional
administrators. He is not prepared to accept that
we must commence a system like this and allow it
to grow sensibly without trying to go too far too
fast.

He made no recognition at all of some of the
tremendous progress made in overcoming some of
the bottlenecks and the decentralisation of
decision-making. He obviously does not
understand what has happened in respect of
education in the Kimberley or education in the
Pilbara, or he would not say what he did.

Mr Pearce: Teachers in the Kimberley think
that gentleman is located in the wrong town.

Sir CHARLES COURT: Sometimes it would
not be a bad idea if the member for Gosnells
thought about the parents up there instead of just
the teachers. I am going on the reactio n of the
parents because I am most intereste in the
parents and the children.

Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Sir CHARLES COURT:

member has maligned
administrator in the State.

The honourable
every regional

Mr O'Connor: Correct.
Sir CHARLES COURT: What is more, he has

maligned a large number of members of
Parliament.

Mr Carr: Not personally.

Sir CHARLES COURT: He has left them
under a cloud which is one of the worst and most
cowardly things a member can do in this House.

Having made those few remarks, I want to say,
in case members have not got the message
already, that we oppose the motion.

MR GRAYDEN (South Perth) [9.49 p.m.j: Mr
Speaker-

Several members interjected.
Mr Pearce: Welcome home Lazarus!
Mr ORAYDEN: The motion moved by the

member for Geraldton is a classic example of
political cynicism.

Mr Pearce: That line has been used.
Mr GRAYDEN: One could go further and say

that the member for Geraldton has scaled the
heights of political chicanery, but he has done it
for a reason which will be extremely obvious. The
situation is ludicrous. When members realise
what has happened they will know that the
member for Geraldton should be the last person
in this place or another place to move a motion of
this kind.

In respect of decentralisation generally, I say
that if we are ever successfully to implement a
satisfactory policy of decentralisation in Western
Australia it must have the support of all parties,
including the Opposition in this House.

In other words, if we are to have a successful
implementation of decentralisation in Western
Australia the Labor Party in this State must put
its own house in order first. Otherwise, it simply
cannot be done. We know what the Labor Party
attitude has been in respect of the abolition of
probate duty. Probate duty as it applies to people
living in country areas has been virtually the
scourge of the farming community. The abolition
of probate duty has been bitterly opposed by the
Opposition.

Mr Davies: Hear, hear!
Mr GRAYDEN: We know the attitude of the

Opposition in respect of decentralisation with
regard to the development of the bauxite industry
in Western Australia.

Mr Davies: Hear, hear!
Mr GRAYDEN: We know that attitude only

too well.- We know the attitude of the Opposition
in respect of decentralisation with respect to the
mining of bauxite.

Mr Davies: We want the bauxite industry
brought to Hay Street where it should be! We do
not want decentralisation; none of that nonsense!

Mr GRAYDEN: We know how bitterly the
Labor Party has opposed the mining of uranium.
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Mr Davies: Hear-, hear!
Mr GRAYDEN: We know the role of the

member for Warren with respect to
woodchipping. again another example of
decentralisation.

Mr Davies: We want that in Hay Street, too!
Mr GRAYDEN: I will not go on enumerating

instances where the Labor Opposition has done
everything in its power to frustrate the efforts of
the Government in respect of decentralisation.
The record of the Government is there for all to
see.

Mr Davies: And what about those 100000
jobs?

Mr GRAYDEN: The development in the
north-west of this State would never have got off
the ground had it not been for the efforts of the
present Premier, let alone the efforts of the
Government.

Mr Pearce: You will not get back into Cabinet
for a while yet.

Mr GRAYDEN: The tremendous development
and processing of iron ore, with all the other
development involved, would never have got off
the ground had it not been for the efforts of this
Government.

Mr Davies: It should all be in St. George's
Terrace!

Mr GRAYDEN: This State would not be in its
present condition had it not been for the efforts of
the present Government. All this development has
been achieved in spite of the Opposition, and I get
back to the point that if we are ever to have
maximum implementation of a policy of
decentralisation in Western Australia then we
must have the support of all parties including the
Opposition.

Mr Davies: Hear, hear!
Mr GRAYDEN: I must admit it will be a

traumatic experience for the Opposition; it will
have to change its basic attitude. The Opposition
will have to change its attitude with regard to
country areas. It will have to change its attitude
in respect of the abolition of probate duty;, it will
have to change its attitude in respect of bauxite
mining; it will have to change its attitude in
respect of uranium mining, mining generally, and
a host of other things.

Mr Davies: Hear, hear!
Mr GRAYDEN: So, it will be a traumatic

experience. However, if we are to achieve
decentralisation rather than paying lip service to
it, then Labor in this State has to set its house in
order.

Now I get back to the fact that this motion, as
far as 1 am concerned, is a classic example of
political cynicism.

Recently-just a few weeks ago-a
parliamentary committee was appointed to study
and report upon the south coast fishery industry
of Western Australia from the border of South
Australia in the east to Cape Leeuwin in the west.
That parliamentary committee was appointed on
the 18th April, 1918. Now, let us look at the
composition of that committee. I know that you.
Mr Speaker, will be surprised to know the
composition of that committee, as most members
will be!

We had on the committee Mr J. P. Carr, B.A.,
member for Geraldton. Also on the committee
was the Hon. H. D. Evans, B.A,, member for
Warren. Also on the committee was the vocal
member for Swan.

Mr Skidmore: That was me.
Mr GRAYDEN: The member for Swan, as we

all know, is Mr J. E. Skidmore. There were three
Labor members on the committee which was set
up to study the fishery industry in the south-west
of Western Australia.

Mr Davies: Splendid!
Mr Skidmore: The committee did a good job.
Mr GRAYDEN: I will not go into the terms of

reference of the committee, but I will simply say
that it was instructed to report upon and make
recommendations, where appropriate, about the
south coast fishery. The terms of reference related
to an alternative arrangement for selling and
processing the catch.

We heard the member for Geraldton, in moving
this motion, castigating the Government for not
implementing a decentralisation policy in Western
Australia. That is the intent of the motion he has
moved.

Mr Davies: Hear, hear!
Mr GRAYDEN: Let us examine what the

member for Geraldton has done during the last
couple of weeks. I am very cognisant of some of
the statements he has just made. I jotted some of
them down and I would like to refresh the
memory of members in this place.

Soon we shall see what the member for
Geraldion did a couple of weeks ago in the light
of the statements he has just made. He talked in
terms of the Government having an ad hoc
approach to decentralisation. We will see what an
ad hoc approach the member for Geraldton and
the member for Warren have to the question of
decentralisation. The member for Geraldton also
said that decentralisation has been implemented
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only for electoral purposes. We will see precisely
how true is that statement as far as the member
for Geraldton is concerned.

Mr H. D. Evans: What has this to do with
fisheries?

Mr GRAYDEN: I can assure members that
what the member for Geraldton said in respect of
Albany, he would not repeat in respect of
Geraldton. He has acted for electoral purposes.

Mr Pearce: You are not making sense.
Mr GRAYDEN: The member for Geraldton

said he was appalled at the attack made by this
Government on country people, but he overlooked
the attitude of the Labor Party in respect of
probate duty, bauxite mining, uranium mining.
woodchipping, the processing of iron ore, and
anything that is meaningful as far as
decentralisation is concerned.

Mr Pearce: This is not making any sense.
Mr GRAYDEN: The member for Geraldton

said that 1978 is the year during which the Labor
Party will make amends. However, he overlooked
the fact that two weeks ago he did something
which was absolutely unforgivable.

Mr Pearce: Tell us what it was.
Mr GRAY DEN: Yet, the member for

Geraldton can stand in all conscience and
castigate the Government on the question of
decentralisation. He talked about the disgraceful
performance of the State and Federal
Governments in respect of decentralisation. I ask
members to remember those words when I turn to
what he has done.

Mr Pearce: We cannot wait.
Mr GRAYDEN: Then we had another

statement from the member for Geraldton with
regard to what the actions of the Federal and
State Governments constituted in respect of
country people. We will see what the member for
Geraldton was responsible for in respect of the
people of Albany; nearly 1 000 are involved.

Mr Pearce: One thousand fish or 1 000 people?
Mr GRAYDEN: Then he went on to say-

We are committed as soon as we get back
to government to do something about it.

He had an opportunity two weeks ago but did not
attempt to do anything about it. We will see
shortly what he did. He also said-

We want to make living in country areas
as attractive as possible.

We will see just how attractive he tried to make it
for the people in Albany. There is no point in
continuing to repeat some of the statements he
made in respect of this matter, because of course
they are all in Hansard.

What did the member for Geraldton do?
Supported by the member for Warren, he moved
this motion-

That this House condemns the Federal and
State Governments for recent financial
decisions which will result in a deterioration
of rural and allied industries and regional
economies and will damage attempts to
decentralise population and industry in
Western Australia.

In the opinion
Government should
a comprehensive
which includes:

of this House the
implement immediately
decentralisation policy

(a) developing one or more of Western
Australia's major country towns as
an alternative growth centre to the
metropolitan area.

(b) upgrading incentives for business to
decentralise operations to regional
centres.

(c) appointing senior Government
officers with genuine, local
decision-making power to regional
Government positions.

(d) establishing a country prices
commission to make a serious
attack on high country prices.

(c) acting on the report of the rural
affairs inquiry.

And so on.* Let us look at the situation that
obtained barely two weeks ago.

Mr Pearce: Just two weeks ago.
Mr GRAYDEN: The report came out on the

25th August but the situation that applied prior
to that was that in Albany we have a canning
factory which processes salmon and herring
during the respective seasons. Outside of the
seasons the owners of the factory keep their
employees in work by processing vegetables. It is
a continuous process. In that factory 140
individuals are employed year in, year out.
Another 60 people are employed directly, making
a total of 200 people in the relatively small town
of Albany who are directly employed by this
canning factory. But the factory is dependent on
getting supplies of salmon and herring which are
netted on the beaches in close proximity to
Albany.

But while only 200 are employed, they have a
lot of dependants. and the sum total of those
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dependent on that canning industry in Albany is
approximately I1000 individuals. If the owners of
the factory were not in a position to get the
salmon and herring they were prepared to move
their operation to Perth, when 140 people would
have lost their jobs, another 60 who are directly
employed would have lost their jobs, and virtually
1 000 individuals in the town of Albany would
have been affected, because with present-day
methods of transport the processors could have
the fish processed in other places-some in
Busselton and the rest in Perth.

In Perth a huge number of Vietnamese are
doing the processing. I have nothing against the
Vietnamese-I am pleased to see they are
engaged in this industry-but it seems strange
that the town of Albany should lose an industry
which will affect 1 000 people in order that other
people might do the job a little more economically
by having the fish caught on the beaches in the
Albany region brought to Perth for processing.

Confronted with that situation, when a
parliamentary study group is looking at the
situation, would it not be reasonable to imagine
that somebody so imbued with decentralisation as
the member for Geraldton, who has moved a
motion along these lines, would say, "We will
ensure that Fish caught in the lower south-west
are processed in the south-west"? It would be a
perfectly reasonable and correct solution as far as
I am concerned. If fish are caught on those
beaches they should be processed in that area, not
taken out of the area.

I am not querying the Finding of the study
group but I would like to emphasise that the
member for the South Province came out with a
minority report. He is a member for that area in
the upper House. One of the recommendations to
which the member frT Geraldton and the member
for Warren subscribed is-

(vi) further Marketing regulation of the
catch from the south coast be not
introduced.

In his minority report the member for South
Province recommended-

(vi) that regulations be introduced to
prohibit or limit the processing of the
catch of salmon and herring from the
south coast fisheries outside the area of
the South Coast Salmon Fishery, with
the object of protecting and encouraging
those processing establishments
operating within the area.

He was simply saying that the town of Albany
welcomed competition and as many fish
processors as wished to do so could set up. He was

saying, "We are not frightened of competition.
What we do not want is that the fish caught in
our region be taken out of the region and
processed in other parts of the State."

Mr Stephens: To be consistent, he will then
turn around and say the farmers cannot send their
stock out of the area;, they must be processed at
Borthwicks.

Mr GRAYDEN: That is not the position at all.
Governments and political parties can either do
something about decentralisation or merely pay
lip service to it. This Government has gone out of
its way to decentralise, It has decentralised with
the iron ore industry, with mining generally, with
the processing which is taking place in various
parts of the north and elsewhere, and in respect of
the fishing industry. We know the success of the
trawlers operating at Albany which were brought
here by this Government in implementation of its
policy of decentralisation. All this comes as a
result of the policies of the Government.

While they were members of the recent
committee, the member for Geraldton and the
member for Warren had an opportunity to join
with the member for South Province and issue a
minority report. What did they do? Of course,
they did not join With him. They said, "Leave the
matter wide open as far as Albany is concerned;
let Hunts close down." That is what it would have
meant, and 1 000 people in the town of Albany
would have been affected. I would like to know
what the member for Geraldton would do-

Mr Skidmore: What did the member for
Albany do?

Mr GRAYDEN: -if we were talking in terms
of the rock ,lobster industry in the town of
Geraldton. Would he come up with a similar
decision?. Would he agree that all those rock
lobster processing works in the Geraldton area
should go out of business and that all the rock
lobsters should come to Perth for processing?
Would he agree if 140 individuals employed in
those processing works were unemployed as a
consequence? Would he agree to a further 60
people directly associated with the industry being
rendered unemployed? Would he agree it was a
reasonable thing for Geraldton if 1 000
individuals in that towA were affected by those
dismissals, as in the ease of Albany?

Yet the member for Geraldton is the one
member in this House who has moved a motion of
the kind to which I have referred. To me it is the
height of political chicaery that a member
should stand up here and go out of his way to
deceive the people of Western Australia. What he
has done amounts to blatant deception;, it is crass
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deceit. He has taken this action quite
unashamedly and he cannot possibly justify it to
the people of Geraldton.

I am sure many members on this side of the
House would like to have the opportunity to talk
to some of the rock lobster fishermen at
Geraldion and to point out what the honourable
member has done in regard to decenitralisation as
far as Albany is concerned. I would like to ask the
fishermen whether they would like a repetition of
that in the Geraldion area. Of course they would
not. Then the member for Warren is in the same
boat; he seconded the motion moved by the
member for Geraldton.

Mr H. D. Evans: You should have given
evidence before the committee.

Mr CRAYDEN: What sort of hypocrisy is (he
Government confronted with?

Mr K. D. Evans: Ask the member for Albany.
Mr GRAY DEN: The Opposition has scale the

heights of hypocrisy.
Mr Davies: Scaling fish, I think.
Mr GRAYDEN: That is what it arnbunts to.

How can an Opposition member stand up in this
House to criticise the Government about
decentralisation when the member who moved the
motion and the member who seconded it helped to
prepare a report which was submitted to this
Parliament on the 25th August, a report which
will put out of business an industry in Albany?
The industry to which I refer is employing 140
individuals, and another 60 will be directly
affected; a total of 1 000 individuals will be
affected in one way or another. I will leave that
subject because the hour is becoming late.

Mr Davies: I should think you would.
Mr GRAY DEN: I will now move Onto a matter

which also illustrates the insincerity and the
hypocrisy of the Opposition.

Point of Order
Dr TROY: I rise on a point of order, Sir, and I

wish to refer to Standing Order 132 under the
section, -Rules of Debate". We have just listened
to a whole diatribe from the member for South
Perth which, in my view, was a personal reflection
on a member of this House, and it constitutes.
therefore, highly disorderly conduct.

The SPEAKER: I have listened very carefully
to the interesting speech of the member for South
Perth, and I do not agree with the point of view
expressed by the member for Fremantle. The
member for South Perth.

Debate Resumed
Mr GRAYDEN: One of the items in the

motion reads as follows-
In the opinion of this House the

Government should implement immediately
a comprehensive decentralisation policy
which includes:

acting on the report of the rural affairs
inquiry.

I am at a loss to know what the member for
Geraldton is talking about. Quite obviously he
does not know what has happened in regard to the
report of that rural affairs inquiry. As the
member for Gerald ton he should know this. I
cannot understand how he can profess to take an
interest in this particular matter and not know
what has been taking place.

Mr Carr: You have not done a thing.
Mr GRAYDEN: That is all the member

knows.
Mr Carr: You have referred it to some

departments; that is all you have done.
Mr GRAYDEN: It is pathetic to hear the

member for Geraldton. It is the understatement
of the year to say that we have not done a thing.
What does the member for Geraldton expect us to
do?

For the information of the honourable member,
copies of the report have been forwarded to all
State Government departments, all
Commonwealth departments, all Commonwealth
Ministers, and all Ministers.

Mr Davies: 1 think he acknowledged that.
Mr Pearce: What has been done?
Mr GRAYDEN: The request was made that

the items of concern should be acted upon.
Probably the Minister for L.abour and Industry
would have far more up-to-date reports than I do.
Many of the recommendations in that report have
been implemented already.

Mr Pearce: Such as? Be specific.
Mr GRAYDEN: The department has received

long explanations when it has not been possible to
implement the recommendations. The important
thing is that action has been taken, virtually from
the time the evidence about this matter was given.

1 would like to say this: the Opposition's
attitude again highlights its hypocrisy on this
particular question. This Parliament decided to
set up a rural affairs inquiry, and subsequently 46
meeti ,ngs were held.

Mr Davies: The member for Geraldton moved
for the inquiry.

Mr GRAYDEN: Meetings were held
throughout Western Australia, and we asked all
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members of Parliamcnt to organise meetings in
their own electorates in order that the inquiry
would be as comprehensive as possible. To his
credit the member for Mt. Marshall organised
Dine meetings in his electorate. How many of the
46 meetings were organised by the Labor Party?

Mr Davies: None in Victoria Park, I can tell
you that.

Mr GRAYDEN:, This is the Labor Party that
now professes to be interested in the affairs of the
rural community. The member for Geraldion
organised a meeting, and that was the only
meeting organised by a Labor Party member,
although I understand he assisted the Honourable
Margaret McAteer in organising another meeting.
What sort of hypocrisy is confronting us?

Mr Pearce: Did you organise any?
Mr GRAYDEN: This inquiry lasted for

months, and 46 meetings were organised.
Mr Pearce: How many meetings did you

organise in South Perth?
Mr Bateman: You are kicking this around a

bit-did you organise any?
Mr GRAYDEN: Over 900 members attended.
Mr H-odge: What-in South Perth?
Mr Bateman: Did you organise. any? You are

particularly interested in this.
Mr GRAYDEN: Over 900 people attended

meetings throughout the State, but the Labor
Party, with its professed interest in the affairs of
the rural community, organised only one of 46
meetings. The other meetings were organised
mainly by the Liberal Party and the National
Country Party.

Mr Bateman: But how many did you organise?
Mr GRAYDEN: I believe we could say the

Labor Party boycotted these meetings because of
its apathy. So there is no point now in labouring
the question. This is a classic illustration of the
political cynicism of members opposite. As I said
earlier, they have reached the summit of political
chicanery.

Mr Barnett: And crass deceit!
Mr GRAYDEN: If we are to have

decentralisation in Western Australia, we must
have the co-operation of all parties and,
particularly, we must have the co-operation of the
Opposition. Before we can have that, the Labor
Party in this State must put its own house in
order on this question.

MR MeIVER (Avon) [10.19 p.m.]: I rise to
support the motion moved by the member for
Geraldton and seconded by the member for
Warren. It gives me great pleasure to do so even

though it means that 1 am at variance with the
Premier and with 'the member for South Perth
who has just resumed his seat.

For the benefit of members who entered this
Chamber for the first time after the last election,
I point out that in 1971 when the Tonkin
Government went into office the situation in
country areas was bad, particularly in Albany
about which we have heard so much tonight. As a
result of the drive and energy of our Minister for
Development and Decentralisation (the Hon.
Herb Graham) and with the consent of Cabinet,
money was injected into the fishing industry, the
woollen mill industry, and many other industries
in Albany as well as industries in other country
centres in Western Australia. Evidently the
member for South Perth as well as other members
opposite has forgotten that. 1 remind them of that
fact, because Mr Graham most certainly
implemented a good programme of
decentraLisation.

The country people of our State are in dire
straits at the moment. 1 can assure members that
if it does not rain within the next couple of weeks
we will most certainly be in a very serious
situation.

Mr Rushton: Don't worry about it; it is going to
rain.

Mrs Craig: You cannot blame the Government
for that.

Mr McI VER: Naturally I am not blaming the
Government for the lack of rain, but I think we
must put things in perspective. We have had
enough clowning around tonight.

Most certainly at the moment there is an
exodus of country people to the city. Both married
couples and single young people are leaving
country areas. Farmers are finding it extremely
difficult to engage labour for their farms, not
because of a shortage of labour but because of the
cost of labour. Many costs have been imposed
upon farmers by the State and Federal Liberal
Governments, and these are increasing. Country
people were already reeling from the effects of the
miniature Budget imposed by the Court Liberal
Government, and now they have certainly been
flattened by the disastrous Budget introduced by
its counterpart in Canberra. Let members
opposite make no mistake about that.

With regard to decentralisation, I agree in part
with the Premier's comment that in many respects
decentralisation is indeed a myth. However.
Governments can provide inducements to people
to establish businesses in country areas. This
would not cost a great deal, and I intend to make
a few suggestions.
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In my electorate there is a tannery which at the
moment is operational after a long period of
inactivity. However, as a result of the increase in
water charges, it is finding it extremely difficult
to operate in the manner that it would like to
operate in. I sincerely trust the submission I have
made to the Minister in this regard will receive
favourable consideration. You, Sir, would
appreciate the gallonage of water used by a
tannery. If the tannery is given a subsidy or some
assistance, it will be able to increase its staff by a
further 20 people, both male and female, by
Christmas. I am sure I do not have to emphasise
in this House how important that employment is
in a country region at this time.

I want to point out also-and I do not do so
egotistically-that as the member for the district
I have been successful in inducing another firm to
establish in the region. This is a South Australian
firm which will be of benefit to the rural
community. I hasten to say the firm is receiving
and will continue to receive support from the
Department of Industrial Development.

However, the point I make is that if this
company were given freight concessions and other
inducements, it would be able to be established
much faster than is envisaged at the moment. The
local authority is certainly being most co-
operative, but there is divided opinion on the cost
of land for the proposed site.

This brings me to another point in respect of
decentralisation, and it deals with paragraph (b)
of the motion moved by the member for
Geraldton. That paragraph refers to upgrading
incentives for business to decentralise operations
to regional centres. I feel that local government,
as well as State and Federal Goyernments, can
play an active part in respect of decentralisation
by purchasing land, which is at a premium at the
moment, and making it available to prospective
businesses at a reasonable price. There are many
ways Governments can assist in this regard to
make decentralisation work.

I agree that we can provide all these i ncentives,
and the company concerned might still want to
establish in the metropolitan area. That is its
prerogative, and there is nothing we can do about
it. However, if we do not offer companies the
inducement and incentive to establish in country
regions, then we do not give them a choice. This is
where I feel the State Government is breaking
down. Irrespective of the great iron ore
development of the Pilbara, the Government is
falling down in respect of decentralisation. We
have heard so many times of the great iron ore

industry, but it appears that industry might not
last forever, because we hear reports that Mt.
Goldsworthy and others are to close down.

To blame the Labor Government's policies for
the present situation is to draw red herrings across
the trail; because in its three years in office that
Government proved beyond doubt that the
incentives it provided for decentralisation created
a creditable record. Let members opposite make
no mistake about that.

I again emphasise strongly that country people
are in dire straits. They have not yet really felt
the full effect of the Federal Budget, mainly
because many families in country areas have a
double income. The wire works as well as the
husband, in most cases as a result of necessity and
not by design. Of course, this increases the social
problems; and we have the Federal Government
demanding that public servant numbers be
reduced and that Government instrumentalities
be closed. If ever a town needed an office of the
Department of Social Security, it is Northam. It
had an office, but it was removed and centralised
in Midland, and ever since we have had chaos in
Northam in respect of unemployment benefits
and pensions.

The member for the area becomes not only a
member of Parliament but also a social service
officer. It is all right for the Federal politicians,
because we never see them in the area. The local
people have no choice but to go to their local
State member, and a great proportion of his
telephone account comprises calls made to the
Department of Social Security. I would say
without hesitation that my area would not be an
isolated instance in this regard. I am sure many
other country centres experience the same
difficulty. Do not let members opposite think
everything in the country is rosy-it is far from it.

I want to challenge strongly the immigration
policy of our Federal Government with regard to
decentralisation and the lack of approaches and
protests by the State Government in respect of the
intake of refugees, whether they be Vietnamese or
of other nationality, at Darwin. I have made
several submissions lately in respect of having
personnel brought from the United Kingdom.

To give just one example, the proprietor of a
roadhouse in my electorate wanted to bring his
son out to Western Australia because he is a chef
and, I understand, is quite talented in his field.
The father wanted to expand his operations and
employ more people. I return to the point I was
making: This proposal would have resulted in
more people being employed in a country centre.
But what was the answer? It was, "Definitely
no."
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However, people can land in Darwin in a canoe
or a bath tub and be accepted without any
questions asked. It would not have cost the
Government any money to allow that man's son to
come here, but permission was refused. Has this
State Government protested to its Federal
counterpart over this issue? There has not been a
word; it has not uttered a sound.

I do not think our State should be a dumping
ground for these refugees. We cannot even find
work or provide housing for our own people, let
alone refugees. If we are going to have a
programme of immigration, let us have a choice
so that these people can make some contribution
to the State and to the productivity of Western
Australia, and so that they help stabilise and
improve our economy.

I wish also to draw attention to the situation
which applies where rural people, whether they be
farmers or those in business, are forced to buy the
full component parts to repair vehicles and
machinery instead of being able to purchase the
specific part which requires renewing. Let us take
as an example the master cylinder of a truck,
where the seals need to be replaced. Instead of
being able to purchase one or two seals, a person
must purchase the entire kit at a cost of some $25
or $30. If he is able to purchase the particular
part which needs replacing, the cost probably
would be of the order of S5 or $6. What a saving
this would be to rural people. But what does this
Government do about the matter? It does
absolutely nothing. This all revolves around
decentralisation, yet assistance never is
forthcoming from the Government.

This Government is supposed to be the great
supporter of the free enterprise systemn, but when
it is asked to define the free enterprise system
there is utter silence, because it cannot; certainly,
no-one has been able to explain it to me.

In my opinion, private enterprise means that
everything goes along unless it affects a particular
business and then they do not want private
enterprise or competition; they want a monopoly.
I will refer to the matter of monopolies when I
move to the transport segment of my remarks.

Members may feel these points are of little
consequence, but when they are considered on a
broad scale across our State they cant quickly be
seen to be significant and important. I commend
and applaud the member for Geraldton on the
stimulating address he gave to this Chamber
tonight;, his remarks certainly were of solid
substance. It is quite obvious that as the member
who represents the Geraldton electorate, he knows

the problems faced by his constituents. It is
equally obvious he did not simply speak off-the-
cuff on this subject, but conducted a great deal of
research into the matter.

We on this side are concerned with the
situation in country areas, and we demonstrated
that concern during our three years of
Government. I am positive that the people of
Western Australia will give us another
opportunity to prove our worth. Unfortunately,
some Liberal members think they are born to
rule, and that they will be in government
forevermore. I can assure them, however, that
they should change their attitude because that is
the first way to get defeated.

I wish now to turn to the matter of transport in
Western Australia. Here again, many of the
statements made by Government members are
factual. We have experienced rising costs,
particularly in the Westrail section, due to the
recent drought conditions, with reduced tonnages
of grain and iron ore being transported. When
those figures are combined, they certainly serve to
increase the deficit Westrail currently is facing.

However, there are many aspects of the
transport industry in Western Australia which
can be improved, and I should like to highlight
some of them. Westrail must compete against
many competitors, but I think it is criminal that it
should compete against other Government
instrumentalities. At the moment, ton nes of State
Electricity Commission goods are being carted to
country districts by SEC vehicles.

MVr Davies: One of them was in a fatal road
accident the other day, was it not?

Mr MCIVER: I did not note that in the
newspapers. Of course, there is nothing to stop the
SEC from transporting its own goods, because
provision is made for this in the Transport Act.
However, with a deficit as large as the one facing
Westrail, would not one think the Government
would be taking positive action to research all
avenues in an endeavour to reduce this deficit?
From the answers I received to questions I
directed to the then Minister for Transport last
week, it was clear he simply was not interested in
reducing the deficit of Westrail. No doubt, that
was one of the reasons he was shifted from his
portfolio.

Westrail is only one Government
instrumentality affected in this way. The same
thing is happening with the State Shipping
Service, with Government stores being sent by
road. This fact was very clearly noted by Labor
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members who have visited the northern regions
from lime to lime. When we add together the lost
revenue, we find it runs into thousands of dollars.
These are the things we should be looking at to
reduce Westrail's deficit.

It is all very well for the Premier to go on about
costs; here is one Government instrumentality in
Western Australia which is being very sadly
neglected. I do not put rail beore road because
this State is so vast there is room for both to
operate efficiently and economically, so long as a
proper policy is defined and followed.

Over the last few years, however, Westrail has
overloaded itself with theorists, who look at a
situation from a drawing board; however, when
they try to put their theories into practice they
find them very expensive. I would suggest to the
new Minister for Transport that he examine this
section of Westrail to see what can be done to
reduce the deficit. However, I would not like him
to collapse into a coma-as he is at
present-doing it.

He might also consider examining many other
small items which add to the cost of running
Westrail. As an example, I refer to the rentals
Westrail is paying for its office accommodation.
It has a wonderful complex and a magnificent
building at East Perth, yet it has offices scattered
all around the metropolitan area. I refer
specifically to the interstate booking office in City
Arcade.

I asked the Minister how much Westrail was
paying in monthly rental for the City Arcade
booking office, and the answer was SI 444 a
month. To me, that is criminal. In addition to
that, we find annual charges for rates, water, and
the council of over $3 900.

Mr Coyne: Is that per year?

Mr McIVER: That is annually. The rent al
figure is $1 444 per month. Over seven months,
that would buy several new wagons. It would buy
a new railcar over a period. Someone will go
through the floor in one of those dilapidated
coaches we see running around on our suburban
system if we do not do something about them.

Mr O'Connor: How much do you say a railcar
costs?

Mr MeIVER: From questions asked in
Parliament, it is over $70 000. The Minister gave
the answer about a fortnight ago. I do not have
the figure in front of me and I cannot be specific
about the cost.

Mr Pearce: The Minister obviously cannot
remember his answer.

Mr McIVER: What I am emphasising here is
the wastage. They are talking about how they
have to increase charges, which naturally have an
effect on rural communities. Is it any wonder that
the Farmers' Union and farming organisations
throughout Western Australia are up in arms over
the increase in costs? The wastage is one of the
reasons for the increasing costs. I would suggest
to the Minister that he have a close look at this

For several years the Metropolitan Transport
Trust has been trying to get a trial run of buses
over the Canning Bridge in peak periods, to try
something new-to provide a fast bus service, and
in turn to attract more people to public transport.
This Government flatly refuses to permit it. What
is wrong with having a trial run, just for a week,
to give the buses a free passage through the
congestion we have on the Canning Bridge at
peak periods?

These factors combined put the transport
situation in Western Australia in a chaotic
situation-

Mr Rushton: I would not accept that.

Mr Mel VER: The members for Geraldton and
Warren have touched on fuel costs, and on the
effect of the reduced road grants in the Pilbara. I
do not want to reiterate that, because they spelt
the message out loudly and clearly. The people in
this region have not really felt the effects of this
Federal Budget yet, mainly because of the dual
incomes they are receiving. Of course, there is
more to come. We have not had our State Budget
introduced yet. We have had the interim Budget
introduced by this Government. It does this every
year to soften the blow to the people of Western
Australia. When the Budget Comes out, the
Government can then say, "We have not
increased taxes and charges in the various fields."
Of course it has not, because it has already done
that several months previously.

MrT Rushton: I have been given to understand
that we have the best transport system in
Australia-the railways, the buses.

Mr MelVER: Who told the Minister that?
Mr Rushton: Would you not believe that?
Mr O'Connor: Even you would have to admit

it.
Mr McIVER: Certainly I would not believe

that. The Government is allowing the railways to
run down to the lowest ebb. When the Minister
speaks of New South Wales he should realise the
State Budget there allocates funds in excess of
$100 million.
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Mr Rushton: I have been told it is chaotic in
New South South Wales, and not economic.

Mr McIVER: Transport was why the Labor
Government was returned in New South Wales.Now it has fulfilled its election promises. No
doubt it will be returned with a greater majority
in the next State elections. It is not chaotic at all.

Mr Rushton: On my understanding, that
Government has not integrated the transport
services very well at all.

Mr McIVER: It has not been in office long. It
is like the time when we were the Government
here and everyone wanted us to sort out the mess
left by the previous Liberal Government. The
impossible we did immediately, but miracles took
a little longer.

Mr Rushton: 1 have only been the Minister for
10 days.

Mr McI VER: I have no criticism of the present
Minister for Transport. I am referring to the
Government and its actions. I emphasise I have
no criticism of the Minister. This time next year
the position might be different. At present it
would be most unfair for me to criticise the
Minister for what his predecessors have done.

On the aspect of the new "N"-class locomotive
that was purchased, three years ago it should have
been brought into service. It was purchased to
expedite heavy haulage and the cartage of wood
chips down to the port at Bunbury and large coal
consignments from Collie. It is still not in service.

From an answer to a question in Parliament I
now find that even officers of the Public Health
Department-something which has never been
known before in the history of our State
railways-have been riding around to see if the
gases from the locomotives are too bad for the
enginemen to operate them. What a catastrophe!
Those locomotives are referred to by the
locomotive union as the AS~s, and it is no
wonder.

instead of utilising our own workshops, our own
expertise, and our own fitters and turners, we
have to call on other people at exorbitant costs.
These are the factors that are increasing the
deficits.

There are too many theorists in the department
who are worrying about the porter and the man
on the basic wage instead of having a look at the
overall situation. The theorists' wage costs exceed
$20 000 a year in many cases. This is another
factor that is contributing to transport costs and
the deficit of our State railways.

In the last few months we have seen suburban
stations at Bassendean and Welshpool closed. We
are at the stage where all we are worrying about
are the dollars and cents. 1 undeistand Capel is
the next one to close. All the people down there
are concerned about it. Naturally they have not
been approached for their views. Questions have
been asked in this Parliament, and the
Government has not said it will close the station,
but "a determination has not yet been made at
this stage". We all know what that means. That
means, of course, it is going to be closed. When
there is an exodus of railway people from country
towns, the economy of the towns is depleted. This
trend has to be arrested. It has to be examined
with greater foresight and with greater
understanding than it is at the present time.

Mr Blaikie: How many people are involved at
Capel?

Mr MeIVER: I do not know the full
complement of the station staff. I would say there
would be a station master and various others.
Surely the member for Vasse is not advocating
the closure of the Capel railway station.

Mr Skidmore: He is pretty silent now.

Mr Blaikie: I am interested to hear the member
for Avon saying that Capel is going to be closed. I
hope that his speech will not mean the kiss of
death for that station.

Mr MeIVER: I say categorically unless the
Minister intervenes it is most certainly on the
chopping block. I do not think I need make it any
plainer than that.

Mr Blaikie: lthink that is most unfair, because
the Minister is not in the House.

Mr Mel VER: Who is that sitting over there?

Mr Blaikie: The new Minister. He has only
been Minister for Transport for a few days.

Mr Mel VER: For the last couple of years great
emphasis has been placed on this marvellous
report, SWATS, that we have heard so much
about. We have been led to believe that this will
solve our transport problems in Western
Australia. Of course, this has not cost very
much-only about .$700 000. That is not very
much.

Mr O'Connor: Paid mostly from
Commonwealth contributions. How much was it?

Mr MeIVER: I do have the breakdown that the
Minister supplied the other night. However, apart
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from that, the point I am making is that there
was-

Mr Rushton: Have you put in your submission?

Mr McIVER: Not yet and I will give reasons in
a moment.

Mr Rushton: When will you put in your
submission?

Mr MOIVER: I am analysing the report and
the Minister cannot expect me to have submitted
anything as yet. I have had the report for only a
few months, yet the people who compiled it
worked on it for three years. The Minister cannot
expect a submission on a matter of such
magnitude in the little time I have had to study
the report. Besides the report there are 27
technical papers that have to be read and
analysed. I am only a layman and so it will take
some time for me to make a submission on behalf
of the Opposition. I would be the first to admit it
is not an easy task to analyse the report.

Besides the consultants' report there has been
an independent report prepared by the director
general and the Commissioner of Railways of
which no-one can get a copy. At the moment we
are unable to compare the two which I believe is
an unfair situation if we are expected to place a
submission on Western Australia's transport
system.

I had asked the present Minister's predecessor
for permission to visit his office and view the
report on a confidential basis. I believe the report
prepared by Mr Pascoe and Mr Knox is more
favourable than the SWATS report and I believe
that is one of the reasons the Opposition has not
been able to study the other report. My leader
wrote to the Minister's predecessor asking to be
furnished with a copy but he was refused. If we
are to look at the overall situation we should be
able to compare both reports. This is the place to
do it. The second report should be presented to
Parliament so that individual members can study
it and make submissions.

In answer to questions the other night the
Minister himself said that very few submissions
had been received and I believe one of the reasons
is that not many people understand the report in
the way it has been presented.

Mr Rushton: Can you get your submission in
by Christmas?

Mr McIVER: I hope it is in well before
Christmas. The report is a very comprehensive
document and we cannot be expected to make an
early submission on a report that has taken an

army of people to formulate over a period of three
years.

All the factors I have mentioned tonight have
added a considerable amount to the deficit of the
railways and transport generally. The increase in
fuel prices has affected road transport,
particularly north of the 26th parallel, and it is
time the Government considered subsidising the
road transport companies, certainly north of the
26th parallel. Their tyre costs alone must be
enormous and their daily running costs must be
alarming, irrespective of the increase in fuel
prices.

It is necessary to maintain this service as it is a
lifeline to the people in the north. I appreciate the
problem facing the Government because of the
reduced road grants. The Government is not able
to carry out its bitumninising programme in this
region but that does not alter the fact that the
costs have to be met by the people in the north.
The transport companies must meet these
increased charges which are then passed on to the
consumers. So when we look at the overall picture
we cannot be very happy about the situation in
Western Australia at the present time.

I am not a pessimist but it is quite obvious
while this Federal Liberal Government remains in
office in Canberra, with its very tight hold on the
purse strings, we are going to go further back.
Country people are going to become second-class
citizens.

I trust that what my colleagues and I have said
tonight will be looked at, not so much in a
political sense but with common sense so that
people in the country areas living under arduous
conditions will have their life made more
bearable. I have pleasure in supporting the
motion.

MR O'CONNOR (Mt. Lawley-Minister for
Labour and Industry) (10.51 p.m.]: I rise to
oppose the motion moved by the member for
Geraldton. In listening to what he said tonight it
was obvious his motion was based on tired, worn
out, and discredited theories such as "one can
create artificial decentralisation or growth
centres."

If we look at this issue thoroughly and properly
I believe much of the motion moved by the
member was based on very thin threads and
virtual misrepresentation in many areas. What
members opposite fail to realise is that as far as
true population decentralisation is concerned, the
only way it can properly occur is by economic
decen tra lisa tion.

If we consider the way members opposite have
performed in this area in recent years, we will see
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how pitifully their contribution was-I am
referring to economic decentralisation. Members
opposite have opposed the principle of economic
decentralisation. They have done so on many
occasions to the disadvantage of country Centres
and industry, and they have reached a stage
where they have virtually chased industry away
from this State. They will do so in the future if
they continue in their present way.

Mr Bateman: Absolute nonsense.

Mr O'CONNOR: [ will mention some of them.
It is pitiful to see members opposite moving a
motion such as this when they have done so much
damage to industries which employ people who
want to operate in decentralised areas trying to
assist country centres.

Mr Bateman: Tell us.

Mr O'CONNOR: The member will not be
patient but I will tell him some of them, anyway.

Mr Bateman: [ would be patient but you are
talking so much lunacy.

Mr O'CONNOR: Let us consider the
opposition from Labor members to the wood
chipping industry. Opposition members caused
great delays to this industry in many cases and
this motion shows their hypocrisy after havin g
tried to chase the industry away from she State.

Let us consider the alumina refineries
connected with the bauxite industry and how she
Opposition tried to have two bob each way on the
issue.

Mr Bateman: You are being hypocritical.
Mr O'CONNOR: The Opposition was

responsible to a degree for delaying some of these
industries.

Let us have a look at uranium mining.
Mr Bateman: Let us have a look at it.
Mr O'CONNOR: The policy of the Opposition

in regard to this matter has been up and down so
much that one wonders where it is and yes we
have she Opposition stating-

Mr Barnett interjected.

Mr O'CONNOR: Of course, we are used so
those sorts of comments from the member for
Rockingham. They are about as far as he can go.
We have seen so much of this. The Premier
mentioned earlier the comments made by the
Federal Labor spokesman on fuel and energy and
the great amount of damage he has done as a
result of his comments over the last few days. It is
hypocritical for the Opposition to be talking about
upgrading incentives for country districts when

we look at its performance. An example of the
performance of a Labor Government in country
areas was the policy of abolishing the
superphosphate bounty. What a great incentive
that was to country centres!

Mr Bateman: Did they abolish it?

Mr O'CONNOR: That was the first nail in the
coffin of rural industry.

Mr Bateman: What has the Fraser Government
done about it? Come on-fair go!

The SPEAKER: Order! Seeing that the
member for Canning raised the issue of a fair go,
I would ask chat members cease interjecting on
the Minister and allow him to make his speech.

Mr Bateman: It is not a speech.
M r O'CON NO0R: We k now the Opposi tion has

adopted this tactic of endeavouring to harass
members so that they cannot be heard. Members
opposite have done this continually. We just have
to listen to them.

Mr Bateman: Let us get back to the
superphosphate subsidy.

Mr O'CONNOR:. Rural industries have been
the targets of the Labor Party for a long time.
Even Mr Whitlam commented that the rural
industries had never had it so good.

Mr Bateman: Poor old Gough. They are still
bringing him up. What have you got left? You
still have to bring up old Gough.

The SPEAKER: Order! I prevail upon the
member for Canning to cease interjecting.

Mr O'CONNOR: The member for Geraldton
is trying to cover up his own inadequacies and the
inadequacies of his colleagues and their lack of
interest in rural affairs. There was talk about the
establishment of a country prices commission. I
do not believe that is necessary. Surveys have
revealed very clearly the reasons for higher prices
in country areas, which generally go back to
transport costs and the distance of country centres
from the centre of manufacture.

The Bureau of Consumer Affairs is not a price
Fixing authority; but it does investigate as many
allegations as possible irrespective of their origin,
be they from the rural area or the metropolitan
area. Copies of the report of the Rural Affairs
Authority were sent to both Federal and State
Ministers, to Government departments, and to
interested parties. The department is now
receiving a number of replies to
recommendations. Members would have seen she
recent comment made by Telecom that in remote
areas the nearest town could possibly be reached
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by a local call rather than by a trunk call which is
the present situation. It can be seen that there is a
likelihood of some improvements as a result of
this inquiry. However, when the rural affairs
inquiry was conducted, who boycotted it?

Mr Pearce: Who did?
Mr O'CONNOR: A total of 21 members

attended, 19 of whom were coalition members.
This indicates the interest of Opposition members.

Mr Carr: I wish you would get your figures
consistent on that point.

Mr Pearce: Did you go? Were you one of the~
19 members? I am sure you were not.

Mr O'CONNOR: The member for Geraldton
referred to the fuel issue and the cost of fuel. If
the member for Geraldton is sincere and if
members opposite are sincere, perhaps they
should tell us what they did in relation to the
handling of the tankers bringing crude oil to
Kwinana which resulIted in a cost of $1.7 million
because of union delays. Obviously members
opposite will realise a large portion of this cost
will be borne by the consumers.

Mr T. H. Jones: We are not the union.

Mr O'CONNOR; A great deal of the cost will
have to be borne by local people and by the rural
community. We all know a Federal Labor
Government abolished the fuel subsidy and we
know what a burden that was on rural people.

Mr H. D. Evans: Did what?

Mr O'CONNOR: This cost people in remote
areas many thousands of dollars. The most.
decentralised project in this State would probably
be the Ord River project. Who was trying to put
that project on ice? Senator Walsh said it should
be abandoned. Het is not interested in
decentralising and trying to provide work for
people living in remote areas. That is obvious
from the comments he has made.

I have mentioned some of the actions the
Opposition has taken to endeavour to halt some of
these industries. I should like now to give an
indication of what this Government has done on
the positive side. We have increased aid for on-
farm water supplies. I believe that action is very
worthy and it will assist many people in country
areas. We have increased aid for on-farm water
supplies particularly in the years when the
drought hit many areas very severely. We have
innovated changes in rural housing to assist in
many areas which have not been assisted
previously.

Mr Pearce: That is not true.

Mr O'CONNOR: Can the honourable member
tell me where it was done before? It is the only
time it has been done to my knowledge in
Australia-not just in Western Australia,

Mr P. V. Jones: It is the only Rural Housing
Authority.

Mr O'CONNOR: The member for Gosineils
does not know what he is talking about. He was in
the House last year when the Bill was introduced
by the present Minister for Education and it was
the first time this assistance has applied in this
State.

Mr Blaikie: In the whole of Australia.

Mr O'CONNOR: That is correct. I will accept
the views of the member for Vasse.

Mr Pearce: You are talking about assistance
for rural housing?

M r O'CON NOR: Rural fa rm housi ng.

Mr Pearce: You did not say "rural farm
housing": Houses are being built all over this
country by Labor Governments. You do not know
what you are talking about.

The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr O'CONNOR: The member for Gosnells is
the only member who does not know what I was
referring to, because had he been in the House
and listened to the Bill when it went through, he
would have known this assistance was welcomed
by the farming community. it is being extended
this year not only to new properties, but also to
provide for extensions to some of the houses
already on farming properties. People in rural
communities welcome this measure. it has
assisted in keeping many of the people in those
areas and many of them are living in better
conditions as a result of it.

Special abattoir grants were made. Aid has
been given to the Manjimup cannery. This is
something which has been done on previous
occasions and on this occasion the action has been
taken by this Government. We have been
responsible for assisting the sugar-growing project
on the Ord River, which will be of great benefit in
the future. If we look at the North-West Shelf
project we will see it was put into mothballs by
Mr Whitlam.
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Mr Bateman: There you go again. You would
be lost without him.

Mr O'CONNOR: Western Australia would
have received little or no benefit from this area
had it not been For a Liberal Government. The
member for Gcraldton indicated little assistance
was being given to country centres as far as water
supplies are concerned. I should like to quote
some figures I obtained to-day in relation to this
matter. As at the 30th June, 1978, the capital
expenditure on water in country centres was
$17 288 893.

Mr Pearce: What is the authority for those
figures?

Mr O'CONNOR: The operating costs for the
year were $25 051 456. That makes a total outlay
for the year of $42 340 349. In round figures let
us say the expenditure in country areas on water
supplies was $42 million for the year.

Mr Pearce: Are these departmental figures?

Mr O'CONNOR: I will not reply to the
member for Gosnells. He never stops talking.

Mr Pearce: You just make up figures. If you
tell me they are departmental figures I will accept
that.

Mr O'CONNOR: I intend to ignore the
interjections, because they are so frequent one
would think the member was making the speech.
To reiterate, the capital and operating cost of
country water supplies to the people of this State
last year was approximately $42 million. The
income from country water supplies was
$1 5 125 000, which leaves a deficit of
approximately $27 million for the year.

If this is not assistance in the area, I do not
know what is. It is assistance or a subsidy of
about $300 to every household in rural areas.

If we look ai the irrigation areas, we find the
capital cost outlaid for the year was $1.3 million,
the operating cost was $2.6 million, making a
total outlay of $3.99 million-say $4
million-and an income of $901 000.

Mr T. H. Jones: You have to do something.
You are the Government, after all.

Mr O'CONNOR: Does that appear to be an
area which is neglected?

The member for Geraldton indicated that we
are not assisting with water. He referred to people
in the metropolitan area having to pay only 17c a
kilolitre for certain water, while people in the
country had to pay 71c. He mentioned 400

kilolitres of water, and during the suspension I
worked out the cost of 400 kilolitres and found
that it would be substantially cheaper to use 400
kilolitres in the rural area than it would be to use
the same amount in the metropolitan area.

Mr Pearce: That's because you have just
increased the price of metropolitan water.

Mr O'CONNOR: I am talking about present
costs. Country centres have had a pay-as-you-use
system for many years. Consumers in the country
pay $25 flat on a graduated scale. Metropolitan
consumers pay $36 flat and 17c a kilolitre. The
people in the country centres pay 9c for a
substantial amount of water and the scale is
graduated over a certain area.

The figures given by the member for Geraldton
were misleading and false because in the
metropolitan area the board must pay for all it
uses. It must pay operating costs. In the country
areas the Government subsidises to the tune of
$27 million or $28 million. I thought I would give
those figures to set the record straight.

The indications were that we did not assist
much in connection with roads in that area. Let
us look at the road from Gerald ton to Carnarvon.
Thai section of 300 miles was provided at a cost
of well over $30 million. The population in that
area is less than 2 per cent of the population of
the State, but that section alone cost over $30
million. .1 previously studied the figures in
connection with road funds and ascertained that
although only 2 per cent of the population is in
the north, 20 per cent of the road funds were
spent in that area. Does this indicate that the
Government is.neglecting the area and not giving
funds to assist the rural communities? Of course
not. The information 1 have given completely
refutes the figures given by the member for
Geraldton.

Let us consider the Brand Highway and the
Eyre Highway, the latter going right to the South
Australian border. Surely those roads have made
it much easier for people living in the areas
concerned and have assisted to bring into the
State tourists who travel to all parts of the State.

Mr Pearce:. Even the Premier agreed that the
road situation was shocking.

Mr O'CONNOR: The member for Geraldton
referred to the State Housing Commission and
said that it did not try to assist in the Geraldton
area. We tried to use local materials, but were
prevented from doing so because the local
authority would not give permission for the use of
local bricks.
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Mr Carr: Don't blame me for that.
Mr O'CONNOR: if the member for Geraldton

did not know this, he should have known because
the people are in his electorate and they should
approach him on the subject.

Mr Carr: Don't blame me for what the shire
does.

Several members interjected.

Mr O'CONNOR: There were comments in the
Press about it and this shows the lack of interest
he has in rural areas and his own electorate.

Wherever possible the Housing Commission
and other Government departments, through the
PWD, have tried to use local materials as well as
the local work force. This applies in places like
Carnarvon and other centres where we have tried
to continue with a certain amount of work over
three-monthly periods to retain the work force in
those areas so that builders would not have to be
brought in from other centres.Wc try to give
preference to the local people whenever the price
is right.

Also in recent times the Government has
brought the country rents closer to those
applicable in the metropolitan area.

M r T. H i ones: They are close all right.

Mr O'CONNOR: Casts have not decreased, as
members would know. Despite the tremendous
additional costs in the country, the rents in the
country are low in comparison with those
applicable in the metropolitan area when the costs
of houses in the country and the metropolitan
area are taken into consideration. We have tried
to do this in the interests of country people and in
an effort to keep them in the country.

We have also undertaken a fairly extensive
programme of building in the Pilbara and places
where many people in recent times have lived in
caravans. Many millions of dollars are to be spent
by the Housing Commission in this area in the
coming year.

Members mentioned the closure of certain
railways. In some instances the closure is to the
advantage of the people concerned. I recall that
when the Boddington line was closed it resulted in
cheaper transport costs to the area and a more
regular service. Instead of a service only twice a
week, a daily service was provided. Frequently the
closure has been in the interests of the individuals
concerned. When the honourable member talks
about the upgrading of lines such as the
Katanninig-Nyabing line, he has not considered
the problems of costs and economics. He was

asked to comment further, but refused to commit
himself because he knew he was in the soup. it is
amazing that in view of the little knowledge he
has of the subjects, he should speak on them.

I think I have covered most of the points with
which I wanted to deal. I think I have made it
clear that I oppose the motion and I hope all
members will do likewise.

MR SKIDMIORE (Swan) (11.17 p.m.]: I rise to
refute some of the dastardly attacks made on a
committee established by the Parliament. I refer
to the committee charged with the responsibility
of inquiring into the fish ing industry on the south
coast. The member for South Perth mentioned
only those committee members he 'wished to put
in the Firing line of his vitriolic attack. However,
he conveniently forgot to mention the other
members on the committee and I wish to refer to
them so that the Hansard record will reveal that
there were other members besides the three Labor
members the Minister tried to convince the House
were the only members who had any interest in
the decisions made.

Several members interjected.

Mr SKIDMORE: I do not need any help from
my colleagues or the member for South Perth
who enideavoured to indicate that the members of
the committee had dealt with the question of
decentralisation according to their political
affiliations. Let me indicate that the committee
acted in no such way. It went about the job in a
manner for which it should be commended, not
condemned as it was by the member for South
Perth. He endeavoured to pour scorn and blame
on the member for Geraidton and indicated he
was an arch enemy of decentralisation in view of
the report of the fisheries study.

The other members of the committee were the
member for Vasse, the member for the South
Province (the Hon. Tom Knight), the member for
the South-West Province (the Hon. V. J. Ferry),
the member for Roe, the member for Stirling, the
member for Albany, and the member for
Cottesloc, who was the chairman.

The member for South Perth in a despicable
fashion made an attack upon the integrity of not
only ALP members of the committee, but, in turn,
his own Liberal members.

Mr H-. D. Evans: Shame!

Mr SKIDMORE: He attacked his own
members because it was a majority decision.
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Mr Grayden: 1 was criticising on the question
of decentralisation.

M r SK IDMOR E: The member for South Perth
had his turn and now I would like to have my
turn. The member opposite blamed the member
for Geraldton for the deliberations made by the
committee consisting of all sections of the
political spectrum. If the member for South Perth
considers that what I am about to read to the
House indicates bias against decentralisation,
then he is so close to mismanaging the truth that I
am tempted to become unparliamentary and
make a certain remark.

Mr Grayden: Will you read from the minority
report?

Mr SKIDMORE: At page 53 of the report it is
stated-

109. The major flaw in the Hunts argument
appears to be that Hunts is saying it
welcomes competition as long as it is not
from anywhere but Albany. At the same
time it is suggesting that there is not a
sufficient resource, especially of salmon,
to support more than one cannery in
Albany. Probably Hunts is correct in
that respect. But what it is saying, as a
Company, is inconsistent and it appears
to be endeavouring to clothe its
particular requirements for security of
fish supplies with a broad policy which
cannot be generally applied.

That was the decision of every member on the
committee with the exception, perhaps, of
one-the Hon. T. Knight-who did not agree
with that consensus of opinion. He put in a
minority report.

To illustrate how far off the mark was the Hon.
T. Knight in his minority report, I will quote
further, as follows-

110. There is no doubt that if the
Government of the State intervenes to
endeavour to force salmon and tuna
fishermen to sell their catch only to
Hunts (or to any other canner) it will
also have to intervene to set the price of
sales. It is unrealistic to imagine that it
can successfully undertake this
intervention.

The member for South Perth, during his vitriolic
attack on the member for Geraldton, stated that
catches could be controlled. He said that if Hunts
did not catch salmon, and if they did not catch
herring, then they would go out of business. He
said that 140 men would be out of work, and then
added another 60, and then he jacked the figure
up to 1 000 who would be affected. However, at

no stage have Hunts made that statement. They
did not put forward the proposition that they
would be in such a calamitous situation as a result
of the decision. The report goes on-

1ll, The Committee, although the foregoing
comments may appear to be harsh,
became fully aware of and recognises
and acknowledges the importance of the
Hunts Albany operations both to
Albany and the south coast fishing
industry.

I stop quoting at that stage to point out how
unfair was the member for South Perth, not only
in his attack on the Labor members of the
committee, but also in his attack on the Liberal
Party members and the National Country Party
members who formed the committee which
carried out the study. In essence, the member for
South Perth has said that the committee was in
the position of denigrating Hunts and said that
the member for Geraldton suggested they would
close down. That is not true.

Mr Grayden: I hope you will quote from the
minority report.

Mr SKI DMORE: To continue the quote-
The Committee has found it impossible to

reconcile the Hunts view that its operations
would be more -economical based in Perth
and the West Ocean Canning Pty. Ltd. view
that it will do well to establish a canning
operation in Albany. Neither Company has
done what it says it would be well off to do.

Members will see that the competitive aspect of
decentralisation was foremost in the minds of the
members of the committee when they brought
down their recorfl mendat ions.

Mr Grayden: That is what one calls, "lip
service".

Mr SKIDMORE: The member for South Perth
can call it what he likes, but the committee
brought down that recommendation-lip service
or not. If it was lip service, it was good service
because it recognises the needs of
decentralisation, and certainly recognises the need
to put Hunts on the same competitive basis as any
other cannery on the south coast.

The report goes on to suggest that control
should be exercised over the establishment of
canneries on.the south coast. What more does the
member for South Perth want on the matter of
decentralisation? lHe attacked and denigrated the
members of the committee who urged
decentralisation simply because of the minority
report of one member of the committee. I will
quote further from the report as follows-
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115. It should be within the province of
Government to prevent further
establishment of processing works along
the south coast, the justification of this
being that the resource upon which
those works depend for their existence is
limited and it must be assumed that
processing works established at or near
the point of landing of the catch are in a
better position than more distant
processing works to compete for and
secure necessary supplies of the
resource.

If that is not support for decentralisation in the
committee's findings-in the plainest language-I
do not know what could be put forward in a more
positive way to give lie to the member for South
Perth in his attack upon every member of the
committee.

I will refer to one further statement in the
report because I think it is important. I quote
from page 86 as follows-

As has been expressed at our previous
meetings, I see no gain in this Committee
recommending subsidy of profits for Hunts
Canning Company. I would suggest that we
take advantage of the stated policies of both
these companies, namely, that Hunts
Canning Company welcomes competition in
the region, and that West Ocean Canning is
desirous of establishing a full canning
operation in Albany. I firmly believe we
should encourage this development as it will
provide maximum benefit to the region and
to the fishing industry as a whole.

I said I would come back to the minority report,
where the Hon. T. Knight said almost exactly
word for word what the rest of the committee had
said in its recommendations for decenitralisation.

Mr Grayden: Quote from the minority report.
Mr SKIDMORE: I just did.
Mr Grayden: Quote a little further.
Mr SKIDMORE: I do not intend to quote any

further because I have not deliberately taken the
Hon. T. Knight's words out of context. He
submitted a minority report, and it differs very
little from the opinion expressed by the majority
of the committee.

Mr Grayden: It makes a mockery of everything
you have said, and every member who has spoken
from the Opposition side tonight.

Mr Davies: What nonsense.'
Mr SKIDMORE: I felt I must defend the

Opposition members of the committee, as well as
the members on the committee who are colleagues

of the member for South Perth. The member has
said we are making a mockery of decentralisation.
I want to make it quite clear that I have quoted
from the minority report submitted by the Hon.
T. Knight. The minority report commences at
page 82. It is headed, "Minority Report in
Relation to Part of the Material dealt With
Under Term of Reference Number 5"; that is, the
question of the regulation of the industry. The
minority report continues to page 86, from which
I have already quoted.

I believe the member for South Perth stands
discredited in the eyes of all concerned. He stands
discredited to the extent that he has seen fit to
attack a committee of members who put aside
their political affiliations and worked damned
hard on that committee to bring down a report of
which I believe the Government of the day should
take note. It said in essence that decentralisation
was an issue it believed in and its very findings
indicate that, along with the minority report of
the Hon. Tom Knight.

Mr Grayden: Your recommendation was the
antithesis of decentralisation.

Mr Hassell: Rubbish!
Mr Grayden: And your colleagues get up and

castigate the Government.
Mr SKIDMORE: That is a terrible statement

coming from a responsible member of Parliament,
who has been able to attack and vilify other
members, including myself, the member for
Warren, and the member for Geraldton. I was not
named but I was one of the Labor members on
the committee. The member for South Perth said
we did not believe in decetitralisation and that we
were hypocrites because we brought down a
report which supports decentralisation.

Mr Grayden: You are hypocrites.
Mr SKIDMORE: I believe I have put the

record straight on behalf of all members of the
committee. All I will say about it is that if the
member for South Perth ever again desires to be a
Minister he will have to show much more
responsibility, veracity, and integrity than he has
shown tonight in his contribution to this debate.

I want to conclude by referring to two points
which were raised by the Minister for Labour and
Industry. He said we on this side of the House
were delaying the alumina refinery and the
development of uranium mining. It must be
obvious to everybody, including the Minister who
made the allegation, that the question of the
alumina refinery is at present tied up with the
Environmental Protection Authority which is
Studying an ERMP report on both of the
refineries. The Minister's own leader, the
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Premier, has indicated he will not act on the
alumina refinery extensions until such time as
that report has been studied by the EPA, looked
at by Cabinet, and hopefully presented to the
public. I do not know who is responsible in this
place but to blame us for that when in fact the
Government is holding the matter up is beyond
my comprehension.

I apply the same terms to uranium mining. It is
not correct for the Minister to say we are holding
it up and therefore opposing decentralisation.

Having put the record straight in regard to the
attack by the member for South Perth on a hard-
working committee of both sides of this
Parliament and the two other points I raised, I
recommend that the member for Geraldton's
motion be carried.

MRS CRAIG (Wellington-Minister for Urban
Development and Town Planning) [ 11.35 p.m.]:!I
rise to express my opposition to the motion, and in
particular I would like to direct some brief
remarks to that portion of the motion which deals
with an artificial growth centre or some artificial
growth centres in country areas as an alternative
to the metropolitan area.

I Look particular note of the comments the
member for Geraldton made, and I was very
interested to hear him enunciate what he
described as Labor Party policy in this matter. He
said he believed a comprehensive policy ought to
be developed but that the decisions ought to be
made at the Federal level. Here we have again
that wonderful socialist tendency towards
centralism. He is really saying the people of
Western Australia ought to be quite happy to
accept the fact that people in Canberra can say
Geraldton, Dunbury, Albany, or Kalgoorlie will
be the growth centre.

The member for Geraldton said that in order to
implement the growth centre it would then be
necessary to have a department of
decentralisation. He completely overlooked the
fact that this Government has taken a responsible
attitude and has considered it quite unnecessary
to have such a department, because every
department in this State is charged with the
responsibility to ensure the goods and services
which are so vital to the people in the country are
supplied. I think ample indication of that has been
given by the speakers who have preceded me
tonight.

The member for Geraldton suggested that the
department of decentralisation would then lay
down the comprehensive and co-ordinated plan
for the development of a growth centre and that
this ought to be activated by Government policy.

He went on to say that would of course mean it
would be necessary to resite a Government
department or some Government departments in
the place which was selected as the growth centre.
He suggested perhaps the Lands Department, the
Forests Department, or even the Department of
Fisheries and Wildlife could be located at that
growth centre-again being careful not to
comment on the greater decision-making powers
which have been given in all regional areas of the
State by this Government.

Let us examine the suggestion that the Lands
Department be resited in the growth centre; and
let us suppose that Canberra has directed a Labor
Government to site the growth centre in
Geraldton. The department would then go to
Geraldton-the 900 persons employed in the
Lands Department, move them all, lock, stock,
and barrel. Good old socialist stuff! Do not worry
about the people; they are pawns to be moved
around. None of the difficulties which will be
attached to the movement of those people are
taken into consideration. In order to implement
the policy they are to be picked up, put there, and
left to cope with the problems which would be
created. I certainly refute any such suggestion

The member for Geraldton did not give us any
illustration of an artificial growth centre
anywhere in Australia, or indeed anywhere in the
world, at the moment which had been successful.
He brushed lightly over Albury-Wodonga. He
made no reference to the amount of money that
has been put into Albury-Wodonga. He made no
attempt to tell members whether or not it had
been successful, how many people had been
employed, or what had happened.

Let us take a perfect example of ah artificially
created city. Let us take Canberra, which was
created 70 years ago. In 70 years it has managed
to achieve a population of 200 000 persons.

Mr Pearce: It was over 200 000 years ago.
Mrs CRAIG: Last year it was necessary to

spend in Canberra on community services the sum
of $200 million, and even so the population of
Canberra is declining. That is an illustration of
the fact that to create an artificial city or town it
must be backed by all the natural resources which
are available in the area; it cannot be done simply
by Government intervention-which again is the
good old socialist thing to do.

The Opposition would not let people make their
own decisions. It would tell them what to do and
where to live.

Mr Pearce: That is absolute rubbish.
Mrs CRAIG: I refute that policy completely.
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Mr Davies: In other words, you are saying, "Do
nothing", and you are proud of that attitude.

Mrs CRAIG: By providing an infrastructure. in
some of our large country towns, the Government
has made it possible to increase the popuaion-

Mr Davies: By three!
Mrs CRAIG: --over the last few years.
Mr Davies: You are kidding yourself;, you have

not been long enough in the job. You have not
read your notes correctly.

Mrs CRAIG: It is possible also to allocate
other decision-making powers to departments in
these areas. We have felt all along that it is better
to create an atmosphere, an attractive
environment, so that people will want to live
there.

Mr Davies: We could not agree with you more.
Mrs CRAIG: We will not be a party to

directing the people about where they will live. If
the Leader of the Opposition agrees with me, why
was this motion moved?

Mr Davies: Whatever happens you will take the
credit for it.

Mrs CRAIG: This Government refutes
completely the proposal put forward in this
motion, the proposal to develop artificial growth
centres. We stand by what we have done; that is,
sensible development with the people being our
main concern.

MR STEPHENS' (Stirling) [ 11.42 p.m.J: I
would like to speak as an Independent Country
Party member.

Opposition members: Hear, hear!
Mr STEPHENS: I have a good deal of

sympathy with the general thrust of the motion
moved by the member for Geraldton. In speaking
to that motion he highlighted some of the
disadvantages raced by people who are prepared
to live outside the metropolitan area.

Although I sympathise with the principle of one
particular part of the motion, I cannot support it
as I believe it is a negative approach and that it
would not really achieve anything. In this instance
I am referring to the first paragraph of the
motion which the member for Geraldton more or
less used as a vehicle to attack the Federal
Budget.

Mr Pearce: With great justice too.
Mr H. D. Evans: Do you support the Federal

Budget?
Mr STEPHENS: If he will wait a minute the

member for Warren will hear what I have to say.
I do not want to be rushed.

I acknowledge that there are problems in
regard to rural areas and and that country people
will face increased costs because of the Budget
provisions and particularly in regard to transport.
I am very critical also of the Federal
Government's proposals in regard to the primary
industry bank. It may be that the Government has
not broken any of its promises because its original
proposals were fairly vague. However, it is safe to
say that the terms and conditions that will apply
to this bank and which have now been announced
fall far short of what the farming community
expected and certainly they fall far short of what
is needed if the bank is to be of any real benefit.

I acknowledge the problems and difficulties
caused by following a strategy designed to lower
inflation. However, I must say that if that
strategy is successful and inflation is lowered,
then the sacrifices which will be made by the
country people will not have been made in vain.
Not only is it too early at this stage to condemn
the strategy but, also, simply condemning the
strategy will achieve nothing. I will return to this
point later.

I am happy to support the part of the motion
concerning decentralisation. While I am not
denying that the Government has taken some
action in this regard, much more could be done
and should be done. I am not implying that it is
necessary to apply any Government controls or
any directions as suggested by the Premier when
he spoke earlier. Neither am I implying that it
would be necessary to impose any arbitrary limit
on the size of the metropolitan area. Quite frankly
I do not believe it would be possible to
successfully place an arbitrary limit on growth in
the metropolitan area.

Incentives are needed, incentives which are
sufficiently attractive to encourage growth in
country areas. At the same time, consideration
should be given to disincentives to discourage
industries from establishing in the metropolitan
area. One particular case comes to mind,
although I do not knew whether we could have
used disincentives in this particular situation.

In June, 1978, a malting company was opened
at Welshpool. This was an S1I million
investment, and I admit it will be of benefit to us.
However, I would like to put forward a different a
point of view-Government action on this
occasion could have resulted in a great benefit for
Albany, and no doubt my comments could be
applicable to other areas as well, In the southern
area of our State a considerable quantity of
barley is produced and it is shipped through the
port of Albany. The malting company at
Welshpool will handle something like 20 000
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tonnes of barley a year, and according to Press
articles, on today's prices this would be worth
approximately $2.5 million.

The entire production of this malting. company
will be exported to Japan. I think I am correct in
saying that there is a very good and regular
shipping service direct from Albany to Japan.
Why could we not have utilised this shipping
service to freight the product to Japan? Here we
have a local resource and a shipping service at
Albany and yet the company has been established
in Welshpool. This would have been a glorious
opportunity for the Government to use some
incentives to encourage decentralisation. I do not
say that the Government should have directed it
to establish there in the way that the fisherman of
the Albany region were directed as to where they
could sell their catch. However, the Government
should have encouraged this company to establish
outside the metropolitan area.

Mr H. D. Evans: Why are you mentioning this
now? Why did you not bring this matter forward
when the construction was planned?

Mr STEPHENS: As a back-bench member I
am fully occupied in many ways, and I am not
aware of every development that takes place, or
indeed of every development on the drawing
board. Some of these projects are well on the way
before we hear of them. I did not know about it at
the time, and so I could not comment on it.

Mr H. D. Evans: Your colleagues in the
Cabinet could probably have told you about it.

Mr STEPHENS: Of course that is a different
argument, and I am not going into it here.

Members have referred to the costs of
decentralisation, and none of us can deny that
there will be increased costs associated with
encouraging a genuine full-scale policy of
decentralisation. It is questionable whether these
costs will be as great as or any greater than the
costs incurred with excessive growth of cities. We
can understand readily that when a person invests
money he wishes to maximise the return on that
investment, and that is fair enough.

Before deciding on an investment, investors
look for access to markets and also to a ready
supply of labour. Bearing those points in mind it
is not unreasonable that investors are attracted to
large growth areas and, of course, in this State
that is the metropolitan area. While this may
maximise the returns to the individual, it does
tend to increase public sector costs because of the
necessity to build roads, and to supply transport,
sewerage, and other facilities. These actual costs

have been quantified, and it is not my intention
tonight to go into the details of the costs that
must be met by the public at large.

These costs become increasingly excessive as
the city increases in size. The optimum size of a
city has been computed. Years ago the New
South Wales State Government engaged a Dr
Neutzc Neutze to undertake some studies on
decentralisation. He produced the
recommendation that the optimum size of a city
from the point of view of servicing costs was in
the order of 150 000 to 200 000 people. However,
it was also admitted at the time that other
authorities believed the figure could be anything
up to 500 000. So within that range of 150 000 to
500 000 people lies the optimum size of a city.
Once a city exceeds that size the public sector
costs of servicing the additional houses and
facilities becomes excessive.

So if the Government can find its way clear to
provide inducement to people and industries to
decentralise, then I believe the costs involved will
not be excessive in the long term and in fact there
could even be a saving.

I have been referring only to the public sector
costs. We must also take into account the other
sociological costs which cannot be quantified. I
refer to such things as air and noise pollution,
mental health, crime, crime prevention, and other
factors which I suppose could come under the
heading of quality of life. So we not only have a
possible saving in the actual public sector cost but
also an improvement in the quality of lire if we
are able to set up growth areas around the
country and reduce the size of the metropolitan
area, or at least certainly inhibit its rapid
expansion.

I had intended to make some reference to the
attack of the member for South Perth on the
South Coast Fisheries Study; however, I think the
matter has been adequately dealt with. I would
like to endorse the remarks made by the member
for Swan, and [ do not think I need add anything
to what has been said.

The various paragraphs of the motion have
been dealt with by the member for Geraldton, and
I can agree with them. Therefore, I do not intend
to take up the time of the House in elaborating
upon each item. However, there is one exception,
and that is paragraph (d) which refers to
establishing a country prices commission to make
a serious attack on high country prices. I cannot
agree with the price control concept.
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Mr Carr: You are not worried about the
country price levels, then?

Mr STEPHENS: Yes, I am;, but I do not think
setting up a prices commission would have any
effect. I feel we should consider other avenues.
Without going into great detail, one of the areas
which should be given consideration as a means of
reducing country prices is freight equalisation.
The transport system in this State in so far as it is
financed, is financed by people living outside the
metropolitan area. I say "in so far as it is
financed" because I appreciate there are deficits
which are met out of the public purse. However,
people living outside the metropolitan area
usually have to pay metropolitan prices plus
freight for their goods. Anybody producing goods
in country areas and seniding them to the
metropolitan area receives metropolitan prices
less freight. So, either way, people in the country
are meeting the freight costs of the community.

I believe ir consideration were given to a freight
equalisation system whereby a levy would be paid
at the source of manufacture or the source of
entry into the State, and the revenue collected
placed into a common pool, then freight costs
could be met from that pool so that
manufacturers could be encouraged to establish
outside the metropolitan area. They could do so in
the knowledge that they could get their goods to
the metropolitan area and market them without
any freight disadvantage compared with with
those manufactured in the metropolitan area.

At the same time, if freight costs were
equalised under an equalisation system, the cost
of consumer goods in the country would be on a
par with the cost of the same goods in the
metropolitan area. Therefore, the cost to country
people would be reduced. I would propose that we
should be working along those lines rather than
have a commission to try to reduce costs.

Amendments to Motion

I realise I have been-very brief, but I have given
a general outline of my attitude towards this
motion. I said earlier that I would return to the
first paragraph of the motion. I do so now. I move
an amendment-

Delete all words after the word "That" in
line I down to and including the words
"Western Australia" in line 7, and paragraph
(d) of the motion.

If my amendment is carried the motion will then
read as follows-

That in the opinion of this House the
Government should implement immediately
a comprehensive decent ra lisa tion policy
which includes:

(a) developing one or more of-Western
Australia's major country towns as
an alternative growth centre to the
metropolitan area.

(b) upgrading incentives for business to
decentralise operations to regional
centres.

(c) appointing senior Government
officers with genuine, local
decision-making power to regional
Government positions.

(d) acting on the report of the rural
affairs inquiry.

(e) reversing the trend of reducing
country rail services.

(f) moderating recent increases in
Government charges in the country,
especially water charges and State
Energy Commission connection
charges.

In that form I believe the motion is worthy of the
support of this House. It would not in any way
criticise the Government for not having done
sufficient, but it would say that in the interests of
country people and decentralisation generally, we
should perhaps be doing a little more.

MR COWAN (Merredin) [11.57 p.m.]: I
formally second the amendment. In doing so I
would Jike to agree with the member for Stirling
that the first paragraph certainly makes this a
motion of censure of the Government, and I
certainly would not support a censure motion.
However, I do believe that whilst I cannot support
a negative action of that nature, I can certainly
support an expression of opinion of the House
that the Government may or may not act upon, as
it sees fit. I am quite sure that the Government
would act upon an expression of opinion of the
House and would ensure that we do maintain
some effort to see that decentralisation is
practised and is certainly not a myth.

In respect of the deletion of paragraph (d), I
think if we consider what happened with the
Prices Justification Tribunal it can be seen that
that body became merely a vehicle to justify price
increases. It certainly has not kept down prices.
Therefore I agree with the removal of that
paragraph.
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The motion contains two paragraphs on which I
would particularly like to speak.' The first is that
dealing with reversing the trend of reducing
country rail services, something with which I
heartily agree. I am sure every rural member has
several railway stations or services that have been
under threit of removal for a long time. I have
several of them, and yet I am fortunate enough to
have the standard gauge railway passing through
the centre of my electorate.

I know when it was introduced many speeches
were made about the great benefits it would bring
not only in respect of the east-west traffic, but
also to the areas it passed through. However, ever
since the standard gauge was introduced to the
Merredin area we have seen nothing but a general
reduction of services. To my way of thinking, a
great deal of attention should be given to this
matter. Some of our forefathers would be
heartbroken if they were alive today to see what
has happened to the rail system of Western
Australia, especially when one remembers the
conditions which prcvailed when the rail system
was first constructed.

The other matter to which I wish to refer is
paragraph (g) of the motion moved by the
member for Geraldton. As was mentioned earlier
in the debate, a committee of back-bench
members was established to examine the increase
in contributory extension scheme charges. In fact,
I was the convenor of that committee, which
made several recommendations. Probably, the
principal recommendation referred to the 100 per
cent increase in contributory extension scheme
charges.

A certain amount of work was undertaken by
the Government to examine CES charges and, in
the last two weeks, a team of SEC representatives
has been touring the country offering an
alternative to what was once prescribed by the
SEC as policy. However, the fact retains that the
SEC has not addressed itself to the matter of the
100 per cent increase in CES charges, and that
increase remains today, despite the fact that the
committee of back-bench members called for this
increase to be rescinded. I am sure we could have
seen some reduction in the charges by now.

I believe most members would agree that a 100
per cent increase in these charges is intolerable.
People in non-urban rural areas who wish to have
what everybody else in this House regards as an
essential service, and one to which they have been
accustomed for a long time are being asked to pay
considerable sums of money-in some cases, up to
$I1I 000-for the privilege of being connected to
SEC power. That is a quite ridiculous situation.

The matter of increased water *charges has
resulted from a combination of two factors. Most
country towns have always experienced rating
problems after revaluations by the Taxation
Department, especially on commercial sites.
There is no upward maximum limit on water rates
and some of the commercial sites in towns in the
Merredin electorate have faced an increase in
water rates of up to 180 per cent. Once again, I
believe an increase of that nature is intolerable.

These are the sorts of things which an amended
motion would bring to the notice of this House.
Perhaps it would encourage the Government to
review those areas where great increases in
charges have been imposed upon country people
with a view to taking some action to relieve the
burden placed upon them.

Decentralisation is a very wide field, and I
believe the motion, particularly as we seek to
amend it, serves to remind the Government there
are areas which perhaps it has missed out and
which it should re-examine. I have a great deal of
pleasure in seconding the amendment.

MRt DAVIES (Victoria Park-Leader of the
Opposition) [12.05 a.m.]: I have had the
opportunity briefly to discuss this matter with the
member for Geraldton, who moved the original
motion. We could not agree to the amendment
moved by the member for Stirling. We do not
believe that ours is a negative approach; we
believe the Fraser Government is properly
deserving of condemnation for adding something
like $1 200 a year to the costs of maintaining a
farm.

I would remind the House that the Leader of
the National Country Party has been in the Press
recently condemning the Fraser Government for
the action it has taken in this respect. I think the
column "Political Notes" last week was written
by him along those lines. So, it is not really a
negative approach.

We have pointed out that because of what has
happened the attempts-minimal as they are-by
this Government to effect some kind of
decentralisation will be further hampered. We say
that what the Federal and State Governments
have done will damage attempts at
decentralisation. We acknowledge that some
attempt has been made, but we go on later in the
motion to lay down specifically what those steps
should be.

Having acknowledged that some attempt has
been made, we do not feel inclined to delete that
part of the motion, because that is precisely what
the effect of the amendment would be. I do not
really believe that even the member who moved
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the amendment and his colleague who seconded it
honestly believe that some kind of condemnation
is not due both to the Federal and State
Governments for their lack of concern and action
in regard to the people who live in the country. 1
do not refer only to farmers but also to everybody
else who lives in the country.

Mr Stephens: We did acknowledge that there
have been faults, but I do not think that
condemning the Government will achieve
anything.

Mr DAVIES: I am sorry; I misinterpreted the
honourable member. Perhaps I should have
followed his remarks mare closely, as I doubtless
would have done had I known an amendment was
going to be moved.

Mr Sibson: You should be like a boy scout, and
be prepared.

Mr DAVIES: Despite the interjection from the
member for Bunbury, we believe we should
specifically say to both the Federal and State
Governments that we do not like what they have
done and we condemn them for what they have
done. We then go on specifically to say what
areas we believe need to be covered.

I am a little surprised the honourable member
wants to delete paragraph (d) which seeks to
establish a country prices commission to make a
serious attack on high country prices. We have
tried to point* out that no-one is doing anything
about high country prices. I am sure the member
for Stirling would acknowledge, just as we all
know, that prices in country areas generally are
higher than they are in the city. Indeed, it is only
on the rare occasion that we ind a commodity
which is cheaper in the country than it is in Perth.
This applies even to goods which are
manufactured in the country, and even to those
things which are processed in decentralised areas.
Sometimes we find that at the point of process
they are the same price as they are in Perth, but
more often they are dearer even when one would
expect them to be cheaper.

We are not suggesting the establishment of a
huge body to go around and police prices, as was
done during the war years. We acknowledge that
on some occasions, the effect of the work of such
a bureaucratic organisation could be the reverse
of what we seek; it could easily be convinced that
price rises are justifiable, and therefore adjust
prices.

We do not say this body must control prices; we
simply seek the establishment of a Country prices
commission to make a serious attack on high
country prices. The word "commission" really
means that we would give authority to somebody

to do something about prices, to act positively and
to make recommendations. If it is necessary for a
controlling body to be set up to control the actual
prices of any commodity, it would have to make
recommendations to the Parliament and we would
be the final authority which would decide whether
or not a statutory body should. be established to
control prices.

So, whilst the member for Stirling may have
moved his amendment feeling it was necessary I
believe he has misinterpreted what is intended in
our motion, particularly in paragraph (d), which
the honourable member's amendment seeks to
delete. That may be our fault for not spelling it
out more particularly. I am sure the member for
Geraldton would agree that we do not want a
controlling organisation. We want some body
which will be able to make a serious attack on
prices, and if necessary make recommendations in
regard to legislation which would enable prices to
be controlled.

At present price are shockingly high in some
country areas. There does not seem to be any
justification for some of the prices charged. In
common with many members of Parliament I
have made a study of the prices of groceries and
foodstuffs as I have moved about the State. As I
have already pointed out in my few words tonight,
even at the point of manufacture in some country
areas goods are still dearer or at least at the same
price as is charged in the city. I do not know
precisely what can be done, but I want some body
with authority to be able to do something and to
make some recommendations. There was art
inquiry. Whether it was well attended, or whether
meetings were well promoted, is of little
conseqijence. There was a report, and the only
thing that has happened with the report is that it
has been widely circulated.

This can be equated to the situation in which
we had a committee of inquiry into concessions
for pensioners. That inquiry went on for
something like two years. The report was finally
made public after another 18 months. No action
was then taken on it on the pretext that it was
being widely circulated to get the opinions of
everybody concerned, and to ensure that we had
uniformity with other States in Australia. That
report is now gathering dust in some office, and I
am sure it is never going to see the light of day
again. It was a shocking waste of public money.

The several concessions which have been
extended to pensioners could have been extended
to them without going through the charade of
having an inquiry, making a report, and then
doing nothing about it.
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I would suggest that is exactly what has
happened in regard to the inquiry into country
prices, to which the member for Geraldton
referred earlier this evening. We do not want that
situation to arise again. We want some body,
some commission, some committee, or some group
to be given the responsibility of taking action in
regard to country prices, even if it means
recommending legislation to Parliament.

For those reasons we oppose the amendment.

Point of Order
Sir CHARLES COURT: I rise on a point of

order. The amendment before the House is for the
deletion of words and also for the deletion of
paragraph (d). I invite your attention, Sir, to the
fact that paragraph (d) is a long way down the
motion. My understanding is that if we follow the
normal procedure, once that has been taken out i t
would not be competent to Move an amendment
in an earlier paragraph. It would be the intention
of the Government, if those words are taken
out-and I am referring to the words in the first
paragraph-to move, in the second paragraph as
the motion now stands in its original form, to
delete the words "implement immediately" with a
view to inserting other, more appropriate words.

I seek your ruling because, if I understand the
normal procedure, once we take out paragraph
(d) any future amendments would have to be in
subsequent paragraphs.

Mr Davies: It is not really a point of order: you
are seeking information and guidance.

Speaker's Ruling
The SPEAKER: I take the Premier's point.
I am not too sure, frankly, what the situation is

with respect to amendments to motions in the
House; but certainly in Committee debate it
would be true that if an amendment were moved
in this form it would prevent anyone amending
the motion in the paragraphs preceding paragraph
(d). I therefore rule that we deal with the first
paragraph which the member for Stirling seeks to
delete, and that I put that question.

The question would then be that the words in
the paragraph commencing with the word "that"
in line I down to and concluding with the words
"Western Australia" in line 7 be deleted. I now
state that as the question.

Sir CHARLES COURT: With the exception
of the deletion of the word "That".

The SPEAKER: The member for Stirling
asked for the words commencing with the word
"That" in line I down to the words "Western

Australia" in line 7 be deleted. He wants the
whole of the first paragraph deleted.

Sir Charles Court: No.
The SPEAKER: I stand corrected. The

question is that all words after the word "That" in
line I down to and including the words "Western
Australia" in line 7 be deleted.

Debate (on amendment to motion) Resumed
Amendment put

following result-

Mr Blaikie
Sir Charles Court
Mr Cowan
Mr Coyne
Mrs Craig
Mr Crane
Dr Dadour
Mr Grayden
Mr Hassell
Mr Herzfeld
Mr P. V. Jones
Mr MacKinnon
Mr Nanovich

Mr Barnett
Mr Bertram
Mr Carr
Mr Davies
Mr H. D. Evans
MrT. D. Evans
Mr Hodge
Mr T. H. Jones

Ayes
Mr Clarko
Mr Laurance
Mr Old
Mr Mensaros
Mr Grewar

and a division taken with thc

Ayes 26
Mr O'Connor
Mr O'Neil
Mr Ridge
Mr Rushton
Mr Sibson
Mr Sodenian
Mr Spriggs
Mr Stephens
Mr Tubby
Mr Watt
Mr Williams
Mr Young
Mr Shalders

Noes 16
Mr Mclver
Mr Pearcc
Mr Skidmore
Mr Taylor
Mr Tonkin
Dr Troy
Mr Wilson
Mr Bateman

Pairs
Noes

Mr Jamieson
Mr B. T. Burke
Mr T. J. Burke
Mr Bryce
Mr Harman

(Teller)

(Teller)

Amendment thus passed.
MR O'NEIL (East Melville-Deputy Premier)

[12.20 am.: The result of the division just taken
has meant that the censure motion which was
contained in the words deleted no longer applies.
However, the Government would dearly love to
have the Opportunity to debate the motion as it
now stands. Therefore, I move an amendment-

Delete in line 2 of the motion as now
amended the words "implement
immediately" with a view to inserting other
words.

Sir CHARLES COURT: I second the
amendment.

MR P. V. JONES (Narrogin-Minister for
Education) [12.23 am.]: I move-

That the debate be adjourned.
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Motion put and
following result-

A
Mr Blaikie
Sir Charles Court
Mr Coyne
Mrs Craig
Mr Crane
Dr Dadour
Mr Grayden
Mr H-assel]
Mr Herzfeld
Mr P. V. Jones
Mr MacKinnon
Mr Nanovich

Mr Barnett
Mr Bertram
Mr Carr
Mr Cowan
Mr Davies
Mr H. D. Evans
Mr T. D. Evans
Mr H-odge
Mr T. H. Jones

Ayes
Mr Clarko
Mr Laurance
Mr Old
Mr Mensaros
Mr Grewar
Motion thus passed.
Debate adjourned.

adivision taken with the

tyes 24
Mr O'Connor
Mr O'Neil
Mr Ridg
Mr Rus hton
MrSibson
Mr Sodeman
Mr Spriggs
Mr Tubby
Mr Watt
Mr Williams
Mr Young
Mr Shalders

(Teller)
Joes I8

Mr Mclver
Mr Pearce
Mr Skid more
Mr Stephens
Mr Taylor
Mr Tonkin
Dr Troy
Mr Wilson
Mr Bateman

(Teller)
Pairs

Noes
Mr Jamieson
Mr B. T. Burke
Mr T. J. Burke
Mr Bryce
Mr Harman

BILLS (7): ASSENT
Message from the Governor received and read

notifying assent to the following Bills-
I . Parks and Reserves Act Amendment

Bill.
2. Water Boards Act Amendment Bill.
3. Plant Diseases Act Amendment Bill.
4. Wheat Marketing Act Amendment and

Continuance Bill.
5. Firearms Act Amendment Bill.
6. Land Valuers Licensing Bill.
7. Acts Amendment (Land Valuers) Bill.

ACTfS AMENDMENT (CONSTITUTION) BILL

Returned

Bill returned from the Council without
amendment.

House adjourned at 1225 am. (Thursday).

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT'S AND

INSTRUMENTALITIES

TV A dvertising

1455. Mr HARMAN, to the Premier:
(1) How many Government departments

and instrumentalities have arranged for
the preparation of television idvertise-
ments in the past two years?

(2) Which departments and instrumentali-
ties were involved?

(3) Where and by whom were the advertise-
ments processed?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
(1) to (3) The information required by the

member is being collated and I shall
advise him when it is completed.

HEALTH

Herbicides 2, 4-D and 2, 4, 5-T:;
Deformities in Births

1456. Mr HARMAN, to the Minister for Health:
Adverting to question 1069 of 1978 con-
cerning 2, 4-D and 2, 4, 5-T is he yet
able to table reports of enquiries under-
taken in Victoria and Queensland con-
cerning the relationship between the
use of 2, 4-D and 2, 4, 5-T and birth
deformities among humans?

Mr YOUNGr replied:
No, neither report has been published.
I understand the Victorian report will be
tabled in that Parliament shortly and
a copy has been requested.

ABORIGINES

Beagle Bay Reserve: Employment on
Oil Search

1457. Mr HARMAN, to the Minister for Com-
munity Welfare:
(1) Was his department requested by Abor-

igines at Beagle Bay in early August
to negotiate with ESSO for that firm to
employ Aborigines as a sub-contractor
group to undertake preparatory work in
respect of the oil search by ESSO on the
Beagle Bay Aboriginal Reserve?
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(2) If so, what was the result of the nego-
tiations?

Mr YOUNG replied:
(I) No. The Aboriginal community at Beagle

Bay requested my predecessor, the Non-
ourable Minister K. A. Ridge, to inter-
cede on its behalf on the matter of the
use of the community's bulldozer on a
sub-contractual basis with Esso Aus-
tralia Exploration Limited. The com-
munity has been working with the
company since exploration activities
began.

(2) The company has agreed to the com-
munity's proposal and use wilt be made
of the bulldozer where possible on a
sub-contractual basis. There is an excel-
lent rapport between the company and
the Beagle flay community, particu-
larly in regard to matters of em ploy-
ment.

WATER SUPPLIES

Restrkition

1458. Mr HARMAN, to the Minister repre-
seniting the Minister for Water Supplies:

As the Western Australian Government
has adopted the Australian National
Health and Medical Research Council
standard for total dissolved solids of
500 ppm as "maximum allowable con-
centration" in our drinking water, does
the Minister intend to impose further
restrictions on water usage next summer
so that the Australian standard is fol-
lowed?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
No. As the Minister for Health stated
in replying to question 1163 on 101h
August last, "It (Ihe National Health
and Medical Research Council) SiTrSIS
that the levels given for total dissolved
sals and other materials are guides only
and the levels are considered to be
desirable goats".
It is understood that the exact wording
of the column heading "Maximum per-
missible levels" is tinder review.

ABORIGINES

Yungngora School

1459. Mr HARMAN, to the Minister for
Education:
(1) Did he see a Daily News press report

dated 27th July, 1978, headed "Abori-
ginal School Pleads for Cash"?

(2) Has the position at the Yungngora corn-
- munity been investigated?

(3) What assistance has been given?

Mr P. V. JONES replied:
(1) and (2) No.

(3) This school has not approached the
Education Department for assistance.

LAND

Darling Range: Stanford Insdtule

1460. Mr HARMAN, to the Premier:

In view of the current debate in the
Assembly on water supplies, will he
table the references in the Stanford
Institute Report on land use in the
Darling Range that are pertinent to
water supplies?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
As has been previously stated, the report
by Stanford Research Instittute Interna-
tional deals with Government machinery
and procedures for land use planning.
Under the circumstances, it would not
normally be considered appropriate for
release.
In its consideration and use of the
report, the Government will not over-
look the public interest in the matter.

PORT

North- West Shelf Gas

1461. Mr BRYCE, to the Minister for Indus-
trial Development:

In respect of the new port facility to be
established for the export of liqnid
natural gas from the North-West Shelf
gas project:

(1) Will the port be a private Port Or
will it be established and run by
a public port authority?

(2) Where is the facility to be located?
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Mr MENSAROS replied:

(1) It is intended--subject to extensive
negotiations--that the port will be
run by a port authority.

(2) This has still to be determined.

MANPOWER COMMITTEE

Composition

1462. Mr BRYCE, to the Premier:

(1) When was the State Government's
"Inter-departmental manpower planning
committee" established?

(2) Which Government departments are
represented on the committee?

(3) Who are the people who currently com-
prise the membership of the committee?

(4) (a) What positions do the respective
members of the committee occupr,
and

(b) what qualifications do they possss

(5) How often has the committee met ince
its inception?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:

(1) April. 1977.

(2) Department of Industrial Development
and Department of Labour and Industry.

(3) and (4) Mr R. King, BMc (Maths),
BE (NZ), Consultant, North-West Shelf
Gas Development Project, Department
of Industrial Development.

Mr D. Hampton, BEcon (WA), Research
Officer, Grade 1, Department of Indus-
trial Development.

Mr R. Laing, BEcon, Hoes (WA), Re-
search Officer, Grade 1, Department of
Labour arid Industry.

Mr T. Pope, BEcon, MBA (WA). Re-
search Officer, Grade 2, Department of
Labour and Industry.

Mr S. Cole, AlT, APP GEOL (WAIT),
Graduate Assistant, Department of In-
dustrial Development.

Mr K. Fitz, MA (Econ), Hon (Dundee),
Graduate Assistant. Department of Lab-
our and Industry.

(5) The working committee has met formally
on five occasions, hut regular on-going
discussion have taken place between
departmental officers.

M [CR0-TECHNOLOGY

Government Policy

1463. Mr BRYCE, to the Premier:

What is the Government's policy upon
which it intends to base its plans to deal
with the social and economic dislocation
possibly caused by the wide-spread
introduction of micro-technology?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:

Questions 1463 to 1480 are obviously
related to the one subject and the mem-
ber is seeking information of a wide
ranging nature which will involvq much
time in its collation.

As a substantial amount of the informa-
tion would involve the time of senior
officers who are still heavily committed
on work closely associated with the final
preparation of the Budget, I am not pre-
pared to disengage them from their work.

Also, I do not think Parliamentary
questions are intended for the purpose
apparently associated with a substan-
tial part of the member's questions
referred to above.

However, the questions will be examined
and I shall respond by letter as soon as
practicable.

COMPUTERS

Government Policy

1464. Mr BRYCE, to the Premier:
What is the Government's policy with
regard to the introduction of com-
puters-
(a) in the Government sector;
(b) in the private sector?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
See answer to question 1463.

COMPUTERS AND MICRO-PROCESSORS

Effect

1465. Mr BRYCE, to the Premier:
(1) Is the Government aware that the wide-

spread introduction of micro-processors
and computers will possibly affect the
Western Australian community on a
much wider basis than employment op-
portunities alone?
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(2) If so, has the Government yet identified:
(a) the Government departments under

its control; and
(b) the facets of the Western Australian

economy,
which will be most significantly and im-
mediately affected?

(3) If "Yes" to (2), will he please provide
details?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
See answer to question 1463.

COMPUTERS

Government Departments and. Pri'ate

1466. h

Sir
see

COM PUTERS
Government Departments

1469. Mr BRYCE, to the Premier:
(1) How many additional computers does

the State Government propose to install
during 1979 and 1980?

(2) What is the estimated cost of the new
installations?

(3) In which particular departments are the
new computers to be installed?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
See answer to question 1463.

Enterprise COMPUTERS

Er BRYCE, to the Premier: Eflecr on Employment

How many computer installations are 1470. Mr DRYCE, to the Premier:
there in Western Australia- (1) What is the estimated number of West-
(a) in the Governument sector; emi Australians who have been displaced
(b) in the private sector? in the workforce as a result of the in-

troduction of computers during-
CHARLES COURT replied: (a) 1974;
answer to question 1463. (b) 1975;

(c) 1976;
(d) 1977; and

COlMPT RS (e) 1978?

Government Departments

1467. Mr BRYCE, to the Premier:
In which Government departments have
Computers been installed in Western
Australia?

(2) What is the estimated number of em-
ployees to be displaced between 1978
and 1985?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
See answer to question 1463.

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
See answer to question 1463.

COM PUTERS
Governmvent Departments and

Instrumentalities

1468. Mr BRYCE, to the Premier:
What amount of money has the State
Government spent on the installation
Of Computers in Government depart-
menis and semi-Government authorities
during each of the last four financial
years?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
See answer to question 1463.

COMPUTERS
Gorernmnm Deparrtment, and Pri Iair

Enterprise

1471. Mr BRYCE, tn the Premier:
(1) Has the Statc Government conducted

any stuidy or survey in enable it Io
estimate the numnber of computers which
will be instmlled in Western Australia-
(a) by 1980;
(b) by 1985?

(2) If so, will he provide the details?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
See answer to question 1463.
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COMPUTERS

Government Departments and
litstrumentalities

1472. Mr BRYCE, to the Premier:
(1) On what basis are decisions made by

Government departments to install com-
puters?

(2) In respect of which State Government
departments and semi-Government auth-
orities have computer benefit studies been
done?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
See answer to question 1463.

COMPUTERS

Education Department

1473. Mr BRYCE. to the Minister for Educa-
tion:

What steps have been taken by the
Education Department to identify and
plan for the impact of the computer
age upon the Western Australian educa-
dion system?

Sir Charles Court (for Mr P. V. JONES)
replied:

See answer to question 1463.

COMPUTERS

Effect on Employment

1474. Mr BRtYCE, to the Premier:
Has the Western Australian Government
at any stage conducted a sociological
study of the effects of computer based
automation on the State's workforce?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
See answer to question 1463.

COMPUTERS

Effect on Civil Rights Legislation

1475. Mr BRYCE, to the Minister representing
the Attorney General:
(1) Has any study or research yet been con-

ducted by the Attorney General's depart-
ment or any other Government agency
to identify those areas of civil rights

legislation which will require the Govern-
ment's attention as a result of the rapid
expansion of computers?

(2) If so, will the Minister please provide
details?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
See answer to question 1463.

MICRO-TECHNOLOGY

Effect on Employment

1476. Mr BRYCE, to the Premier:
In view of the Premier's statement pub-
lished on page 14 of The West Australian
of 4th September, "that the Liberal Party
was convinced that in the long term
computer technology would create new
jobs"-
(I) Is it a fact that the new jobs

created by micro-technology will
exceed the number of jobs lost by
people who are displaced?

(2) If so. upon what evidence could
such a claim be based?

(3) Will he indicate in what areas of the
computer industry new jobs are
expected to be found?

(4) In what areas other than the com-
puter industry does he anticipate
the electronic revolution will create
new jobs?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
See answer to question 1463.

COM PUTERS

Discussions

1477. Mr BRYCE, to the Premier:
(1) Has the Government at any stage held

official discussions with representatives
Of-
(a) the trade union movement;
(b) employers organisations;
(c) academia,
regarding the spread of -computer tech-
nology in Western Australia?

(2) If so-
(a) will he provide details of the fre-

quency of such meetings; and

(b) the personnel involved?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
See answer to question 1463.
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COMEPUTERS

Policy Committee

1478. Mr BRYCE, to the Premier:
(1) When was the Western Australian Gov-

erment's "computer policy committee"
established?

(2) Who are the people who currently com-
prise the membership of the committee?

(3) (a) What positions do the committee
members occupy; and

(b) what qualifications do they possess?
(4) What is the express purpose of the com-

mittee?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
See answer to question 1463.

COMEPUTERS

Retraining of Unemployed

1479. Mr BRYCE, to the Premier:
What plans have been made by the State
Oovernment for the retraining of people
who are displaced by the installation of
computers-
(a) in respect of specially required new

skills;
(b) creative use of leisure time?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
See answer to question 1463.

COMPUTERS

Industry: Number of Employees

1480. Mr BRYCE, to the Premier:
How many Western Australians are cur-
rently employed in the computer industry
as-

CONSUMER PROTECTION

Glitter Lamps

1481. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister for
Health:
(1) Further to my questions to the Minister

for Consumer Affairs relating to the sale
in Perth of a glitter lamp possibly con-
taining perchlorethylene and possibly
being dangerous to health, is this matter
being investigated by his department?

(2) (a) What stage has the investigation
reached; and

(b) when is a result expected?

(3) Is it a fact that the lamps in question
have been withdrawn from sale in the
United Kingdom?

(4) Can he ascertain if authorities in the
United Kingdom have conducted a
search to recover those lamps sold prior
to the withdrawal of the lamps from
the market?

Mr YOUNG replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) (a) and (b) The

plete.
(3) Not known.
(4) Yes.

investigation is com-

HOSPITAL
Rockingham

1482. Mr BARNErr, to the Minister for
Health:
(a) Who are the members of the board on

the Rockingham-Kwinana Hospital; and

(b) what are their qualifications?

Mr YOUNG replied:
(a) and (b) There is no appointid board of

management. Under the provisions of
the Hospitals Act, 1927-1976, the Min-
ister for Health is the board of man-
agement.

(a) computer managers;
(b,) systems analysts;
(c) computer programmers; HSIA

(d) computer operators; HSIA

Ce) data preparation staff; Rockinghtam

(f) computer manufacturing represent- 1483. Mir BARNETT, to the Minister for
atives; and Health:

()computer engineers? (1) How many employees at the Rocking-

Sir HARES CURTrepled:ham-Kwinana Hospital have left em-
Sir HARES CURTrepled:ployment at the hospital in the last 18

See answer to question 1463. months and not been replaced?
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(2) What positions are involved in each
case where a replacement baa not been
made?

Mr

(1)
YOUNG replied:
and (2) Seven nursing staff employed
by the hospital in excess of establish-
ment have left employment in the last
18 months and have Dot been replaced.

EXPLOSIVES

Devicesv: Wornbro Area

1484. Mr BARNEITr, so the Premier:
Will he please provide me with a map
of the Warnhro area showing the precise
location of each high explosive pro-
jectile located over the last 18 months
together with the date of each find?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
Yes. I seek permission to table the map
and attached list.

The paper was tabled (see paper No. 345).

HEALTH

Foodstuffs: Heavy Metals Level

1485. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister for
Health:
(1) Have the tests for heavy metals in

plants in the Spearwood market gardens
area referred to in previous questions,
been completed?

(2) What are the results of those tests?

(3) If not completed, why not?

Mr YOUNG replied:

(1) No.

(2) Not applicable.

(3) Samples have been submitted for analysis
but there has been insufficient time to
complete the tests.

COCKBURN SOUND

Heavy Metals Level

1486. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister for Con-
servation and the Environment:

In view of the high levels of cadmium
found in the vicinity of the gypsum

deposits in Cockburn Sound, what action
baa been taken to-
(a) reduce cadmium levels; and
(b,) alter the method of disposal of the

gypsum waste?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
(a) and (b) Discussions are being held

between the company and Govern-
ment advisers.

HOSPITAL

Roecingham

1487. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister for
Health:

(1) Is it normal practice for babies to be
allowed to leave a Government mater-
nity hospital without having seen a
paediatrician?

(2) Is it a fact that the Rockingham-
Kwinana Hospital does not have a visit-
ig or resident paediatrician?

(3) If "Yes' to (2)-
(a) why not; and
(b) when can it be expected that a

paediatrician will be provided?

Mr YOUNG replied:
(1) Yes, but a paediatrician can be called for

consultation, if required.

(2) Yes.

(3) (a) Such an appointment is not required;
(b) not known.

HOSPITAL

Rockin gham

1488. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister for
Health:
(1) How many persons have applied for

placement at the Rockingham-Kwinana
Hospital over the last 12 months and
been refused with particular reference
to aged persons?

(2) What were.the reasons for the refusals?
Mr YOUNG replied:
(1) and (2) In the last 12 months the ad-

mission of two people (not aged) for
elective surgery had to be deferred be-
cause the hospital was full. The hospital
has 78 beds'and there were 81 patients
in hospital at the time.
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I am advised that no aged persons for
whom doctors have requested admission
for hospital treatment have been refused
admission.

HEALTH: HERBICIDE 2, 4, 5-T

Manufacture: Kwinana Chemical Industries

1489. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister for
Industrial Development:

Is the manufacture of 2, 4, 5-T at
Kwinana Chemical Industries subject to
the passage through a trichiorophenol
reactor?

Mr MENSAROS replied:
The question regarding "trichiorophenol
reactor" is not specific enough to pro-
vide an answer.

HEALTH
Trichloro phenol Reactors

1490. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister for
Health:
(1) Is it a fact that since 1949 there have

been at least 14 accidents in trichioro-
phenol reactors throughout the world
affecting physically some hundreds of
workers involved in the manufacturing
operation?

(2) Is it a fact that at least one person has
died of dioxin poisoning after doing
repair work on the TCDD reactor at
the Badische Anilin und Soda Fabrik
company in Germany in 1958?

(3) Is it a fact that-
(a) one worker was killed in an explo-

sion at the coalite and chemical pro-
duds factory in Derbyshire, United
Kingdom, in 1968; and

(b) 79 other men developed chloracne?

(4) What guarantees ame there that this type
of accident will not occur at Kwinana?

Mr
(1)

YOUNG replied:
It is known that a number of accidents
involving trichlorophenol reactors have
occurred.

(2) and (3) 1 am not aware of the incident
referred to and would be grateful if the
member would provide details.

(4) Manufacturing operations of the type
referred to are not carried out at
Kwinana.

HEALTH

Kwinana Chemical Industries

1491. Mr DARNETT', to the Minister for
Health:
(1) Is it a fact that workers at Kwinana

Chemical Industries are suffering from
skin burns which have been caused by
vapours or chemicals at the plant?

(2) If so, is it chloracnel

(3) If not-
(a) what is it; and
(b) how has it been caused?

(4) If no checks have as yet been made on
the workce condition, why not?

(5) Will he ensure that tests on these work-
ers be made now and on a continuing
basis?

M
(I

(2
(4

r YOUNG replied:
[) To the best of my knowledge no workers

at the Kwinana Chemical Industries are
suffering from skin burns.

,) and (3) Not applicable.
*) and (5) A complete inspection of the

premises by the scientific advisory com-
mittee of the air pollution control coun-
cil which includes an occupational health
physician, did not indicate the need for
such checks. However, a routine inspec-
tion is being made by an inspector of
factories who will take particular note
of any such condition.

HEALTH: HERBICIDE 2, 4+. S-T

Manufacture: Kwinana Chemical
Industries

1492. Mr BARNETT', to the Minister
Industrial Development:

for

(1) Is it not a fact that 2, 4, 5-T can be
manufactured in a way in which dioxin
will not be present in the end product?

(2) Why is this operation not effected at
Kwinana?

Mr MENSAROS replied:

(1) Yet.

(2) Because the present process produces a
product which is well within accepted
limits with respect to TCDD levels.

TCDD is tetrachloro dibento para.
dioxin. See also answer to question 45
of 1978.
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HOSPITALS
Vasectomy Operations

1493. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister for
Health:

(1) Is it normal practice for recipients of a
vasectomy operation to be given a drip
of any nature?

(2) How many vasectomy operations have.
been conducted at the Rockingham-
Kwinana Hospital in the last 12 months?

(3) How many of these have been given
a drip of any nature?

DAIRYING: MILK
Prices: Underwriting

1495. Mr H. D. EVANS, to the Minister for
Agriculture:
(1) Has the Dairy Industry Authority pre-

sentSd a proposal for an underwriting of
prices for all milk to the Western Aus-
tralian Government?

(2) If "Yes" what are the details of the
proposal?

(3) Has the Government agreed to the pro-
posal?

(4) What is the avenage
hospital that these
curred over the last

length of stay in
patients have in-
12 months?

Mr YOUNG replied:
(1) No.

(2) 68 to the 30th June, 1978.

(3) The number, if any, is not known.

(4) Only five remained in hospital overnight,
the remaining 63 were treated as out-
patients.

RAILWAY BRIDGES

Boyup Brook-Asp/in Line

1494. Mr H. D. EVANS, to the Minister for
Transport:
(1) Has a decision regarding the repair and

replacement of the two bridges on the
Boyup Brook-Asplin section of railway
line been taken?

(2) If "Yes"-
(a) what is the nature of the decision;

and
(b) when will work commence?

(3) If "No" to (1), when is i expected that
a decision will be taken?

(4) Has the Commonwealth assessment of
its liability under cyclone Alby been
made, and does it include financing of
the bridges referred to in (1)?

Mr RUSHTON replied:
(1) Yes.

(2) (a) The bridges will be repaired.
(b) Late 1978 when the weather is more

suitable.

(3) Answered by (1).

(4) Yes.

Mr
(l)

OLD) replied:
to (3) The Dairy Industry Authority
has decided to pay a premium of 29
cents per kg of butterfat in manufactur-
ing milk from 1st August, 1978. It has
also decided to pay a premium of 3
cents per litre over the basic rate for
milk for special products for the three
months February, March and April,
1978.
The Government supports the authority's
actions.

FRUIT

Fruit Fly: Inspectors, Offences, and
Penalties

3496. Mr H. D. EVANS, to the Minister for
Agriculture:
(1) How many fruit fly inspectors carried

out inspectorial duties in-
(a) the metropolitan area;
(b) country areas,
in both the 1976-77 and 1977-78 fruit
seasons?

(2) How many persons were prosecuted for
offences relating to failure to carry out
fruit fly control measures in each of the
past five years?

(3) What were the maximum and minimum
penalties imposed on such offenders?

Mr OLD replied:
(1) (a) Metropolitan area (including hills

fruitgrowing districts)-
1976-77-10;
1977-78-7.

(b) Country areas-
1976-77-4;
1977-78-4.
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(2) 1973-74-32;
1974-75-36;
1975-76-35l;
1976-77-66;
1977-78--13.

(3) Maximwn-$40; Minimum-$S.

FUEL

Non-metropolitan Areas: Subsidy

1497. Mr H. D. EVANS, to the Minister for
Agriculture:
(1) Has he yet received a reply to his telex

sent aver two weeks ago to the Federal
Minister for Primary Industry request-
ing an increase in the subsidy on fuel
used in non-metropolitan areas?

(2) If so, what was the result of his repre-
sentations?

(3) If "No" to (1), when does he expect to
receive a reply?

Mr OLD replied:
(1) Yet.

(2) and (3) The matter is receiving consi-
deration.

PAY-ROLL TAX

Amount

1498. Mr CARR, to the Treasurer:
What was the total amount of payroll
tax collected in 1977-78 in Western
Australia?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
$142 127 344.

HOUSING

Marangaroo-Koondoola

1499. Mr WILSON, to the Minister for Hous-
ing:
(I) (a) What were the arrangements in-

valved in the exchange of land be-
tween the State Housing Commis-
sion and a private developer in
Koondoola/Marangarno; and

(b) what is the location of the land
exchanged for the Marangaroo/
Koondoola site?

(2) What were the relative valuations placed
on the two parceis of land involved in
the exchange?

(3) Who are the private developers con-

Mr

(1)

cerned?

RIDGE replied:
(a) Land was exchanged on an equal

area basis.
(b) Bounded by Hepburn Avenue to

the north; Rangiview Road to the
west. Southern and eastern bound-
ar-its not defined by roads.

(2) It is not the practice to disclose con-
fidential details of commercial transac-
tions, as this may adversely affect sub-
sequent dealings with the same or other
parties.

(3) Ballajura Pty. Ltd.

SHIPPING

Coastal Service

1500. Mr WILSON, to the Minister for Trants-
port:
(1) Is the ship the Government is propos-

ing to use for coastal service being leased
on the basis of a bare boat charter?

(2) Who will be responsible for paying the
insurance on the ship?

(3) Will it be necessary to upgrade the
standard of crew accommodation on the
ship?

(4) If "Yee' to (3)-
(a) who will be responsible for meeting

the costs of such upgrading; and
(b) what is the estimated cost involved?

(5) At what speed does the ship travel?

Mr RUSHTON replied:
(1) Yes.

(2) The Slate Shipping Service.

(3) No. The vessel which has been char-
tered by the service will be constructed
with .additional crew accommodation
required for -Australian manning as
against the accommodation normally
provided for foreign flag vessels.

(4) (a) The State Shipping Service. The
cost of providing the additional
crew accomaodat ion is included in
the charter hire.

(b) Approximately $300 000.

(5) Approximately 16 knots.
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EDUCATION

School: West Morley

1501. Mr WILSON, to the Minister for Educa-
tion:
(1) Have departmental officers investigated

the drainage problem at the Fitzroy
Street entrance to the West Morley prim-
ary' school?

(2) If "Yes --
(a) when did the most recent inspec-

tion take place; and
(b) what was the recommended action?

(3) When will work be undertaken to rectify
this problem?

Mr P. V. JONES replied:

(1) yet.

(2) and (3) The matter has been under
investigation for some time and an
estimate to improve the situation has
now been prepared. The work is to be
undertaken this year.

EDUCATION

School West Morley

1502. Mr WILSON, to the Minister for Educa-
tion:
(1) Is it a fact that covered assembly aires

are provided with most new schools?

(2) ls it also a fact that an application for
a covered assembly area at the West
Morley primary school was rejected on
the basis that there were greater needs
in other areas and that where schools
are designed with verandahs, covered
assembly areas are not provided as a
matter of policy?

(3) Will he ask his department to recon-
sider the situation at this school and
give a more definite priority listing to
the need for such a facility there, an
defined in (2) above?

Mr'P. V. JONES replied:
(1) to (3) Covered assembly areas are

provided to schools where verandah
space is minimal. This applies to schools
of the cluster or open area pattern,
which have been built since 1970. West
Morley is a school with verandah space
for every classroom and its priority for.
the erection of a covered assembly area
is very low.

SECURITIES INDUSTRY

Assistance and Security Corporation

1503. Mr TONKIN, to the Premier:
Has the Government had any dealings,
either formal or informal, with the
Assistance And Security Corporation?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
Not to my knowledge-apart from what
I assume would be the formal dealings
necessary through the Corporate Affairs
Office re business name, registration
procedures, etc.
If the member has information which
prompted his question and which war-
rants further inquiry, I suggest he sends
it to me so that it can be followed up
in due course.

STATUTORY BODIES

Number and Names

1504. Mr GRILL, to the Premier,
(1) How many statutory boards or other

statutory bodies other than Government
departments are extant at the present
time?

(2) What are the names of the said boards
or statutory bodies?

(3) On what date was each of the said
statutory boards or other statutory
bodies set up?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:

(1) to (3) When the information has been
collated, I shall advise the member.

LAND

Darling Range: Stanford Institute

1505. Mr SKIDMORE, to the Minister for Con-
servation and the Environment7

(1) In view of widespread interest in the
report of the Stanford Research Institute
on Darling Range land use and the cost
of $70 000 of taxpayers money involved
in the preparation of that report by an
overseas firm, why is the report not
being made available to the public for
their assessment of it?

(2) For what reasons is it considered an
internal report to the Government?
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Mr
(1)

O'CONNOR replied:
and (2) As pointed out in answer to
a similar question on the 16th August
the report by SRI International deals
with Government machinery and pro-
cedures for land use planning. It is
therefore not considered appropriate to
release the report while its recommenda-
lions are being studied.
I would point out that the State's con-
tribution to this report amounts to
$30 000.

ROAD

Fremiantle Road

1506. Mr SHALDERS, to the Minister for
Transport:
(1) When is it anticipated that further addi-

tions will be made to the dual carriage-
way in Fremantle Road between Man-
durah and Rockingham Roads?

(2) What is the proposed route for such
extensiojis when they are made?

Mr
(1)

RUSH-TON replied:
and (2) Provided negotiations for the
necessary land can be concluded, funds
for part cost of construction provided
in the Main Roads Department's pro-
gramme will permit a start in the current
financial year on the construction of a
new single carriageway roadway from
the end of the present dual carriageway
northwards to join Ennis Road in Rock-
ingharn. It will pass to the West of
Lakes Walyungup and Cooloonigup.

ROAD AND BRTDGEF

Mondural,

1507. Mr SHALDP.RS, to the Minister for
Transport:

In light of his advice that finance is un-
available during the current three year
programme for provision of a ring road
and second bridge across the Mandurab
estuary, is it possible to provide finance
for the building of the proposed ring
road from Fremantle Road to Pinjarra
Road in order to rationalise and improve
the existing traffic flow in both directions
over the existing traffic bridge?

Mr RUSH-TON replied:
The staging of the construction of the
Mandurab ring road is under examina-
tion and this includes the possibility of
constructing the section between Fre-
mantle and Pinjarra Roads within the
next three years. In the meantime action
is to be taken over the next few weeks
to improve the traffic flow within
Mandurah.

BEEKEEPING
Apiary Sites

1508. Mr BLAIKIE, to the Minister for Con-
servation and the Environment:

(1) Has the National Parks Board received
requests from apiarists to be permitted
to have sites in national parks as apiary
sites?

(2) If "Yes"-
(a) how many; and
(b) what were the parks concerned?

(3) (a) How many applications were suc-
cessfuli; and

(b) to which parks?

(4) (a) Mow many applications were un-
successful; and

(b) what were the general reasons for
refusal?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:

(1) yes.

(2) (a) Numcrotis-over many years.
(I,) No accurate record.

(3) (a) Currently 56 apiary sites licensed
in national parks.

(b) Alexander, Morrison, Avon Valley,
Badgingarra. Drover's Cave, Moore
River. Meerahup. Nambung, Si irl-
ing Range, Wathcroi. Yalgenip and
Tathra.

(4) (a) Two duiring the paso two years.
(h) Interference or danger to visitors

or to staff, interference with park
managements, and interference With
an apiary site already ranted.
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LAND

Sussex Location 1196

1509. Mr BLAIICIE, to the Minister represent-
ing the Minister for Lands and Forests:

(1) Has Sussex location 1196 been approved
in recent years as an apiary site?

(2, For how many years was this location
recognised as an approved site?

(3) (a) Will the Minister advise why ap-
proval has now been withdrawn;
and

(b) for what reasons?
Mrs CRAIG replied:
(1) No.

(2) None to the knowledge of the Forests
Department.

(3) (a) and (b) Answered by (1) and (2).

MINING: BAUXITE

Al1coa: ERMP

1510. Mr H. D. EVANS, to the Minister for
Conservation and the Environment:
(1) Has he received the report of the En-

vironmental Protection Authority on the
Environmental Review and Management
Programme of Alcoa regarding the pro-
posed extension of bauxite mining on
the Darling Scarp?

(2) If "'Yes" when will it be considered by
Cabinet?

(3) Does he intend that the Environmental
Protection Authority report will be
tabled in the Legislative Assembly or
made public?

Mr LYCONNOR replied:
(1) I have received a draft of the report

but no official report has yet been pre-
sented to me.

(2) As soon as possible after receipt of the
formal report.

(3) The member is referred to the answer
to question 1273 of 1978.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Boulder Shire

1511. Mr GRILL, to the Minister for Local
Government:
(1) Do the files or enquiries reveal whether

the former Minister for Local Govern-
ment or any of the department's staff
have had any contact or discussions with
any of the members of the Shire of
Boulder or the shire's staff before or at
the time of the former Minister's recent
decision, not to allow an exemption for
rates for the proprietors of Kybo Sta-
tion contrary to the formal request to
grant such an exemption by the said
shire council?

(2) If "Yese-
(a) when were the discussions held; and
(b) - between whom were they held?

Mrs CRAIG replied:
(1) and (2) Departmental files do not

record any such discussion. However,
the Assistant Secretary for Local Gov-
ernment can recall having briefly
discussed this subject with the shire
clerk by telephone approximately a
month ago.
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